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ABSTRACT 

 

Assessment literacy remains one of the most unexplored and untaught dimensions 

within teacher training. Writing assessment, moreover, is an even more overlooked facet 

of assessment literacy. Without the proper training, teachers in all disciplines may 

struggle with properly assessing student writing and providing timely and accurate 

formative feedback. In this study, therefore, I investigated the writing assessment culture 

of a 6-12 magnet school. I completed a writing assessment inventory to gather the writing 

assessment beliefs and practices in each department at the school through a mixed-

methods survey.  

I administered the mixed-methods survey to 59 teachers at this school. These 

teachers also participated in a dual-layered professional development series concerning 

writing assessment. The results of the mixed-methods survey, along with the collection of 

artifacts from the teachers, revealed commonalties as well as discrepancies among the 

faculty members regarding their writing assessment beliefs and practices. Six of the 

eleven quantitative survey questions yielded statistical significance, and much of the 

quantitative data triangulates with the qualitative results. The data show a clear 

commitment to writing as a cornerstone element of classrooms at this school regardless 

of the discipline; however, the writing assessment beliefs and practices vary between 

departments and teachers. 

This school, ultimately, has revealed a commitment to writing across the 

curriculum (WAC) as well as writing in the disciplines (WID). In this study, I outline, in 

light of the survey findings, a school improvement plan to help move this school into a 
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new phase: writing across the curriculum assessment (WACA). The teachers who 

participated in this study are equipped to begin the school improvement cycle: study, 

plan, reflect, do. In addition, they are ready to embrace the WACA learning cycle, which 

includes a commitment to iterative professional development, a belief in the professional 

learning community framework, and an understanding of WACA theories. By fusing the 

school improvement cycle with the WACA learning cycle, these teachers can solidify 

interdisciplinary bonds to build a shared vision for writing and writing assessment, one 

that guarantees that the faculty embraces its own assessment literacy strengths and 

shortcomings. Finally, with a unified vision for WACA in place, the magnet school 

teachers can follow the WACA school improvement plan in an effort to better serve our 

students and provide authentic and accurate feedback to help them grow as writers now 

and in the future. 
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CHAPTER I: 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Preface  

Assessment literacy remains one of the most untaught or ignored facets of teacher 

training. Writing assessment, specifically, is an even more marginalized dimension of 

assessment literacy. Without the proper training, teachers in all disciplines may struggle 

with properly assessing student writing and providing timely and accurate formative 

feedback. In this study, therefore, I investigated the writing assessment culture of a 6-12 

magnet school, hoping to answer these questions: 

1. What are the writing assessment beliefs and practices at Martin Magnet 

School? 

2. How will a multilayered writing assessment professional development series 

impact the writing assessment beliefs and practices at Martin Magnet School? 

Over the course of the 2015-2016 school year, I compiled a writing assessment 

inventory to gather the writing assessment beliefs and practices in each department at the 

school through a mixed-methods survey. My Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment 

(WACA) study is purposefully situated at the nexus point of two research designs: 

quantitative and qualitative research methods. Furthermore, my study is also consciously 

rooted between two disciplines: education and composition. This blending of research 

approaches and disciplines is essential to uncovering and understanding the writing 

assessment culture at Martin Magnet. In Figure 1, I illustrate how I searched for points of 

triangulation from the WACA mixed-methods survey.   
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Figure 1. Triangulation Model 

 

I administered the WACA mixed-methods survey to 59 teachers at Martin 

Magnet, and 15 of these teachers also participated in a dual-layered professional 

development series concerning the most critical debates in writing assessment theory and 

practice. The results of the mixed-methods survey, along with the collection of artifacts 

from the teachers, revealed similarities as well as discrepancies among the faculty 

members regarding their writing assessment beliefs and practices. Six of the eleven 

quantitative survey questions yielded statistical significance, and much of the quantitative 

data triangulates with the qualitative results. The data show a strong commitment to 

writing as a cornerstone element of classrooms at this school regardless of the discipline; 

however, the writing assessment beliefs and practices vary between departments and 

teachers. 

Martin Magnet teachers have demonstrated a commitment to writing across the 

curriculum (WAC) as well as writing in the disciplines (WID). In my WACA study, I 
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outline, in light of the survey findings, a school improvement plan to help move this 

school into a new phase: writing across the curriculum assessment (WACA). The 

teachers who participated in this study are equipped to begin the school improvement 

cycle: study, plan, reflect, do. In addition, they are ready to embrace the WACA learning 

cycle, which includes a commitment to iterative professional development, a belief in the 

professional learning community framework, and an understanding of WACA theories. 

Figure 2 shows my WACA Conceptual Model, which is further explored in Chapter 5.  

 

 

Figure 2. WACA (Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment) Conceptual Model 

 

By fusing the school improvement cycle with the WACA learning cycle, Martin 

Magnet teachers can solidify interdisciplinary bonds to build a shared vision for writing 

and writing assessment, one that guarantees that the faculty embraces its own assessment 

literacy strengths and shortcomings. Finally, with a unified vision for WACA in place, 
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the magnet school teachers can follow the WACA school improvement plan in an effort 

to better serve our students and provide authentic and accurate feedback to help them 

grow as writers now and in the future. 

 Project Origins 

This writing assessment literacy project has a simple focus: to create and sustain a 

shared vision and responsibility for the assessment of student writing at Martin Magnet 

School. The genesis of this project came from a Professional Learning Community (PLC) 

meeting in early October of 2013. We gathered for our weekly Tuesday meeting to 

discuss the department’s issues, and we circled back once again to a debate about our 

Response to Intervention (RTI) period. At Martin Magnet School, we have an RTI block 

built into 5
th

 period, our most flexible period of the day. Mrs. Tara Sanders, our RTI 

teacher for English, expressed her frustrations about the lack of direction and clarity 

surrounding the RTI period. She was struggling to help aimless students visiting her as 

well as students walking in with an essay that simply read “this needs work” from their 

English teacher. This posed many problems for me. First, I wanted our programs at 

Martin to work well. Second, our own English teachers must do more than write “this 

needs work” on students’ writing. Lastly, the most respected school improvement and 

writing assessment scholars promote the exact opposite of what we are doing at Martin. 

I asked Mrs. Sanders why she was getting hundreds of essay referrals to RTI. That 

simple question then led our PLC group to an epiphany: RTI is strictly designed for 

benchmark and End of Course (EOC) remediation; RTI has no bearing on writing at all. 

We were completely unaware of the definition and parameters of RTI. Once I pointed 
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this out to the PLC, the idea of creating a separate place for writing assistance emerged 

instantaneously.  

 Mrs. Esther, one of our sophomore English teachers, and I immediately began 

outlining strategies for implementing a fully functioning writing lab for the next school 

year. Without a clear and focused mission, even within a small idea such as this, no 

project can move forward. Mrs. Esther and I had worked together as writing tutors and 

freshman composition instructors in graduate school, and we both knew exactly what the 

mission of the writing lab would be: to provide a safe place for students of all grades to 

receive writing assistance from trusted peers during normal school hours.  

In the past, I have pitched the same writing lab idea to three different principals 

within Lee County, but Dr. Jones was the first and only principal open to the idea. He 

was intrigued, especially since the current school improvement plan at Martin already 

called for an increase in the school’s writing proficiency, particularly in the 

Support/Elaboration category of the state writing rubric (see Appendix C). 

Mrs. Esther and I started the process in November 2013 with an official new 

course proposal for Martin Magnet, which was sent to the state department of education 

and approved for the 2014-15 school year. The proposal was then sent to Dr. Jones, our 

assistant principal Dr. Ashley Grant, and Charles Garner, our English department chair. 

Each person who received this email immediately gravitated toward the idea of having a 

writing lab within normal school hours. After reading more deeply into Lezotte and 

Snyder’s (2011) school improvement works, I began seeing the web work between our 

proposal and the seven correlates of highly effective schools. Martin Magnet is already a 
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high achieving school, and a writing lab within our walls would create the perfect storm 

for unleashing all seven dimensions of the highly effective schools blueprint.   

Thankfully, our administration supports this initiative wholeheartedly; they 

believe in the value and potential for student learning and school improvement. Dr. Jones 

is “forward looking,” which is precisely what Lezotte and Snyder (2011) claim is an 

essential ingredient for initiating substantive change in a school (p. 54). Dr. Jones already 

sees that our students’ writing skills—not just scores—can and will reach an even higher 

level with a writing center in place. I am also grateful that the administration has been 

quite frank about the only potential barricade to this project: lack of staffing. However, 

Lezotte and Snyder (2011) argue that if administrators truly value something, they will 

dedicate the resources to make it viable within the school (p. 79). The results of starting a 

writing lab would be boundless, but our school leaders must be willing to “bet their 

legacy and maybe even their professional career on demonstrated student results” 

(Lezotte & Snyder, 2011, p. 15). In other words, school leaders must be prepared to 

follow through on what they say is important.  

Since August 2014, the Martin Magnet Writing Lab has been housed in the annex 

of our school and run by twenty students, all juniors and seniors who completed the 

application process the previous spring. With a minimal budget, Mrs. Esther and I have 

built a replica of the lab we worked in for two years during graduate school. Our lab is 

operational each day during 5
th

 period, which provides all students a chance to visit the 

lab during their built-in study hall time.  

In spring of 2015 our idea remained in the infancy stage. We were still developing 

our scheduling system, retooling our website, and building credibility among both the 
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Martin students and staff. However, we had already seen the school’s strong writing 

culture grow stronger and more inclusive of the students’ perspectives. A taste for 

collaborative learning and student directed discovery took root in our lab. Furthermore, 

our writing lab now operates as a breeding ground for personalized intervention, one that 

challenges the deficiency focus of the RTI model. Each student session is tracked by date 

and teacher as well as skills addressed during the session. These statistics are collected 

and sorted on a daily basis and stored in a Google Document accessible to the entire 

faculty. Teachers who are ready and willing to adjust instruction based on the tutoring 

sessions simply need to click a link.  

Moreover, our visitors make appointments autonomously; it is a completely 

voluntary choice to visit our lab, which defies the traditional referral model of the RTI 

program. We had over one thousand appointments in the 2014-2015 school year, and 

Figure 3 from my recent IRB approved study “Investigating Why Magnet Students Visit 

a Writing Lab and Keep Coming Back” showcases the most recurring reasons why 

students visit our lab: 
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Figure 3. Reasons for Visiting and Returning  

 

 

 One student described the writing lab’s environment as a safe haven, and our lab 

must indeed be a place where students feel that they can be vulnerable with their writing. 

One way to achieve this safe-zone is by properly training the tutors. Mrs. Esther and I 

adopted the training we received from Dr. James Marshall, our former writing center 

director, during 2006-08 as graduate assistants.  From this training, Mrs. Esther and I 

were already grounded in Lezotte and Snyder’s (2011) belief in the crucial bond between 

trust and learning: “Credible and timely feedback from a trusted individual is one of the 

most powerful influences on human learning” (p. 92). Our goal is to create a connection 

between peers that would foster openness among students so that deep learning—not 

teaching—can occur. With such an environment established, the writing lab challenges 
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the old model of learning by chronological age or grade level. We have an extraordinary 

chance at Martin to allow students from the 6
th

 grade and upward to learn from peers at 

the junior and senior level.   

Another cornerstone of this project came from a faculty in-service I led alongside 

my writing lab partner Mrs. Esther in August of 2014.  We were to introduce and sell the 

idea of our new university style writing lab, one that would serve all students in all 

disciplines within Martin’s 6-12 frame. I began the in-service with an impromptu writing 

task, asking faculty members from all departments to decorate the white boards in the 

room with every type of writing that they do in their classrooms. Members from each 

department tagged the boards with an incredible range of assignments. I took photos, as 

seen in Figures 4 and 5, and realized that our school has a systemically strong writing 

culture, one I immediately wanted to study. The path to even greater school improvement 

undoubtedly rests in the school-wide belief in these amazing results, as well as in 

Martin’s current belief in writing as an indispensable life skill. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. English Whiteboard Brainstorm  
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Figure 5. Math and Foreign Language Whiteboard Brainstorm 

 

However, Jones and Comprone (1993) provide this caveat: “Permanent success in the 

WAC movement will be established only when writing faculty and those from other 

disciplines meet halfway, creating a curricular and pedagogical dialogue that is based on 

and reinforced by research” (p. 61). As our lab develops further, I must recruit an array of 

supporters from each corner of the school. This approach will quell teachers’ potential 

apprehension or even apathy about embracing Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) 

and committing to a school-wide writing assessment initiative. I want to train our team 

members and make WAC an official component of our school improvement plan. 

Clearly, our magnet school has always been an outlier. We have a unique and 

diverse population funneled into one demographic: high achieving students. The best and 

brightest in our county attend our school regardless of socio-economic status, zoning, or 

racial and ethnic backgrounds. Even though it has high achieving students within its 
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student body, our school combats the often crippling stigma that magnet students have no 

room to improve. At schools like ours, a temptation exists to succumb to the myth that we 

do not need or cannot experience improvement. Therefore, I searched for ways to 

improve an already thriving writing culture at my school in an effort to defy the odds 

about magnet schools. The writing lab was my first mission, and it has been a victory; 

now the journey towards a school-wide vision for writing assessment lies ahead, for no 

“school is, nor should it be, immune from school improvement” (Lezotte & McKee, 

2002, p. 35). 

After studying both writing assessment and assessment literacy, I watched a 

crucial debate emerge: an assessment battle raging in regards to writing. The use of 

rubrics to assess student writing stokes this debate and has caused a rancorous divide 

between writing assessment theorists. Countless classroom teachers, however, employ 

rubrics regularly and are unaware of the potential pitfalls of these assessment instruments 

when used to grade student writing.  

In the fall of 2014 I conducted a qualitative IRB-approved teacher study called 

“Investigating Teacher Rationale for Grading Student Writing With or Without Rubrics” 

to uncover these rubric issues, and the results are the final inspiration for this project. The 

teacher study focused on the entire English department at Martin and allowed each 

teacher to freely and anonymously reveal their rationale behind using or not using rubrics 

to assess student writing. After analyzing the thirteen survey responses, I found three 

dominating trends: 
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Figure 6. Primary Trait Rubric Uses 

These three trends were not only iterative in nature but also align with the type of rubric 

used across the English department.  Each interviewee reveals a habitual use of primary 

trait rubrics to combat subjectivity issues in grading student writing. Moreover, each 

participant believes that rubrics carefully communicate—up front and throughout—

teacher expectations of students. To avoid bias in grading, these teachers collectively 

agree that rubrics can minimize subjectivity, clearly present guidelines, and finally justify 

grades given to students.  

 The Martin English teachers believe rubrics are valuable writing assessment tools. 

Again, the grading instrument of choice for each teacher is the primary trait rubric. 

However, the participants’ comments from the survey hint that their pedagogical beliefs 

about writing are at odds with the instrument they use. Nearly all respondents endorse 

primary trait rubrics, ones that break down writing into finite categories or traits, yet 
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nearly all respondents claim writing should be graded holistically and not segmented into 

pinpointed areas. The teachers in this department undoubtedly need to discuss holistic 

approaches to writing assessment. They were given the chance to attend my professional 

development series on writing assessment and rubrics and learned that the myriad of 

holistic rubrics available can actually satiate their desire to eliminate subjectivity, 

communicate expectations, and ensure the justification of grades given. During this same 

professional development session, the teachers in all eight departments at Martin were 

also able to engage in this new conversation about how and why teachers grade student 

writing the way they do.  

My inquiry about how and why teachers in all disciplines assess student writing 

was an effort to spark a writing assessment discussion at my school. I surveyed the 

faculty with a mixed-methods qualitative and quantitative approach (see Appendix A), 

collected writing assignments, and gathered the scoring instruments that accompany them 

(see Appendix C). The faculty participated in a two-tier professional development 

seminar to help the faculty fashion better tools to grade student writing. Popham (2011), a 

widely respected education assessment specialist, mentions that his teacher preparation 

program in the 1960s wholly ignored assessment and educational measurement (p. 266). 

Railing against this failing is certainly valid, but pre-service teachers should also decry 

the absence of training to prepare them to fairly and consistently assess student writing, a 

sensitive craft that is the fulcrum of all disciplines in education. Stiggins (2007) warns 

about the “immense and long-lasting harm that can be done when assessment is clumsy, 

inept, or used in counterproductive ways” (p. 60). This microcosm of writing assessment 

demands attention, for educators must handle the fragile glass that is student writing with 
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gentle hands. This project provided the framework to continue the cyclical process of 

writing assessment improvement and ensured high levels of learning for administrators, 

teachers, and students at Martin Magnet. The faculty needed a common vocabulary and 

goal for writing assessment. This school-wide unification was achieved through a fusion 

of writing across the curriculum (WAC) and writing across the curriculum assessment 

(WACA). 

Conclusion  

This project established a clear mission and shared vision of writing assessment at 

Martin as well as a joint responsibility for writing within our school. The following 

chapters detail the indispensable background research needed for this project as well as 

the outcomes, limitations, and future writing assessment recommendations for Martin. In 

Chapter 2, I dispel the myths surrounding action research while also detailing the 

unnecessary methodological fractures between quantitative and qualitative designs and 

other research paradigms. I further provide an analysis of PLC and school improvement 

theory, writing across the curriculum (WAC) and writing in the disciplines (WID) theory, 

iterative professional development design, using formative assessment for teachers, 

assessment literacy strategies, and the bifurcated debate regarding the use of rubrics to 

assess student writing. In Chapter 3, I give a clear rationale for the step-by-step process 

of this mixed methods writing assessment study. I reveal in Chapter 4 the results of the 

quantitative teacher survey as well as the points of triangulation found after comparison 

to the qualitative teacher survey questions and the impact of the professional 

development series. Finally, in Chapter 5, I offer a writing assessment school 

improvement proposal for Martin Magnet based on the implications of the survey results. 
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CHAPTER II: 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Introduction 

In much of the research presented in this chapter, I outline several unnecessary 

and harmful false dichotomies. The central goal, therefore, is to dismiss these binaries 

and search for middle ground between these polarizing groups in order to achieve school 

improvement, ensure high levels of learning for all students, and establish a clear mission 

and focused vision for writing across the curriculum assessment (WACA). This goal can 

only be achieved through abandoning perceived notions about research paradigms, 

educational research and policy, teacher-administrator power dynamics, teacher-student 

power dynamics, assessment theories, and the tools that accompany them. 

Action Research: The Teacher as Researcher 

 

Action research has far more than a single discipline focus; rather, it’s driven by 

an interdisciplinary theoretical framework. In fact, Brydon-Miller, Greenwood, and 

Maguire (2003) state that action researchers do not work well within boundaries, and the 

connections between action researchers and theorists such as Friere (1989) share the soul 

of action research. Action researchers ardently promote a unique balance and blend of 

scholarship and activism; this duality means that teachers must don both the theorist and 

practitioner hats.  

A complete history of the action research field is not only brief but also murky. 

Hard science researchers often scoff at the soft sciences, and action researchers also 

shoulder pointed criticism from the hard science realm. In many non-educational 

academic circles, action research is not considered scientific at all, primarily because 
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action researchers often serve as classroom teachers and makeshift scientists. This 

academic divide stems from the lack of a concrete definition of action research, one that 

differs from scholar to scholar. Moreover, the field is not exclusively framed around 

education or educational research. Instead, action research encompasses education, 

sociology, anthropology, and many other fields. The field is relatively new but has gained 

great momentum over the past twenty years, and teacher-research deserves far more 

credit than it garners today. A fierce debate about rigor and its definition within the action 

research field segregates many scholars. Brydon-Miller, Greenwood, and Maguire (2003) 

argue quite plainly that action researchers mean to do more than just “do good” research 

for their schools, but they also want to do it well (p. 25). Researchers who challenge the 

credibility of action research as a legitimate methodology struggle with rigor in action 

research because of its elusive definition. The irony, as Melrose (2001) points out, is that 

action research is not really supposed to be pinned down; moreover, action researchers do 

not deny that the credibility of action research has been debated and even derided for a 

great while. Instead, Melrose (2001) illuminates the debate, embraces the controversy of 

rigor and validity within action research, and finally asks both novice and veteran 

researchers to enter the academic discourse of action research. 

Action research is fueled by a sort of snowflake paradox, where each action 

research project is unique, reflective, and significant to the world, yet each project also 

defies replication, barring the world from borrowing that mystery. According to Melrose 

(2001), action research must indeed be rooted in on-site cycles of continuous reflection 

and retooling: planning, acting, observing, reflecting, and then repeating the cycle. This is 

precisely the thought processes found in DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker’s (2008) 
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Professional Learning Community framework, which challenges teacher-researchers to 

constantly assess and reassess classroom practices to ensure high levels of success for all 

students.  

Ultimately, action research is just a different theoretical approach, one that thrives 

on unearthing bias and interpreting human anomalies. The aforesaid scholars, and many 

more, admit that they were not always action researchers, but they were converted and 

admitted that the renowned programs of their alma-maters left them flailing after 

graduation and arduously grappling with the murky realities of the field; when action 

research entered their world, their research opportunities opened and changed forever 

(Brydon-Miller, Greenwood, & Maguire, 2003).  

The action research approach to educational studies has quickly become a 

fundamental roadmap for classroom teachers and administrators hoping to amplify 

learning in schools. Ray (1992) notes that the “revolutionary nature of teacher research 

has to do with its emphasis on change from the inside out—from the classroom to the 

administration, rather than the other way around, as is typical in most educational 

institutions. It is a response to a conformist educational system based on a strong belief in 

the separation of powers” (p. 173). This postmodern challenge of traditional power 

structures mirrors Mertler’s (2014) approach to qualitative inquiry. Ray (1992) further 

contends that teacher-researchers unravel many longstanding philosophical assumptions 

in education, particularly the positivist paradigm that calls for objectivity, control, and 

decontextualization.  

In action research, the teacher-researcher is not distanced and shielded from his or 

her subjects. In fact, Ray (1992) advocates that the often sole group studied by teacher-
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researchers—students—are more than just subjects; rather, the students help the 

researcher, for they are “co-researchers, sources of knowledge whose insights help focus 

and provide new direction for the study” (p. 175). As Mertler (2014) would agree, 

teacher-researchers embrace the context of classroom, school, community, and 

environment; they welcome all of these variables and their eccentricities and 

inconsistencies. The goal, indeed, is to improve craft but to advance theory as well. 

Action researchers can focus on single classrooms or even a single student. According to 

Ray (1992), knowledge and truth are “socially constructed through collaboration among 

students, teachers, and researchers” (p. 173). 

Mixed Methods Design: A Qualitative and Quantitative Approach 

 Similarly, mixed methods researchers thrive on interdisciplinary sharing and the 

unification of polar approaches to studying phenomena. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), 

two prominent mixed methods historians and proponents of mixed methods, reveal that 

mixed methods has permeated “education, evaluation, nursing, public health, sociology, 

clinical research, administration sciences, community psychology, women’s studies, and 

school effectiveness research” (p. ix). Furthermore, Hesse-Biber (2010) notes that mixed 

methods research has spread rapidly across the disciplines over the past decade, pushing 

“the boundaries of long-held foundational assumptions concerning how knowledge is 

built, what we can know, and how knowledge building ought to proceed” (p. 1). 

However, mixed methods—much like action research—has a tumultuous and 

bifurcated history. Positivism, the belief in a singular truth that can be pursued through 

quantitative methods, dominated educational research in the 1940s-50s (Hesse-Biber, 

2010, p. 14). Over the next few decades, however, “questions about the tenability of 
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applying natural science methodology to complex human dynamics” arose (Benz and 

Newman, 2008, p. 4). By the 1980s, the quantitative takeover of educational research was 

underway. Researchers with this quantitative mindset inserted anthropological 

methodologies into the educational research realm, followed by a flood of feminist 

theorists, critical theorists, and others who sought to study schools as mediators of power 

and privilege (p. 6). With this movement gaining incredible momentum, the mixed 

methods mindset was born in the 1990s and has become a way to undo the false 

dichotomy of quantitative versus qualitative research. According to Benz and Newman 

(2008), the framers of the No Child Left Behind initiative of the early 21
st
 century 

revived this bitter rivalry, and the educational research pendulum swung once again in 

favor of quantitative methodologies and measures.  

Benz and Newman (2008) rail against the divisive split between quantitative 

research and qualitative research. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) provide an expert 

account of this long-standing, fractured dichotomy, one that has left unnecessary rifts in 

countless research departments. Moreover, students in these departments become the 

collateral damage of this fruitless war: “Either they become well-trained statisticians, or 

they become cultural anthropologists. If limited to only one or the other, they are 

equipped with only a narrow perspective and are methodologically weak in being able to 

ask and study research questions” (p. 9). Nevertheless, Benz and Newman (2008) claim 

that this divide is simply a false dichotomy, one to banish from the discourse surrounding 

research methodologies. This battle between naturalistic and positivistic philosophies is 

self-made and harmful.  
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Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) note that the quant-qual paradigm wars were the 

necessary catalyst for the emergence of pragmatist thought, an approach in which 

researchers utilize whatever method fits the research problem at hand. This pragmatist 

view that emerged in the 1990s spawned the now well-known and widely used mixed 

methods research design (p. 5). Moreover, Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) “encourage 

researchers to use the appropriate methods from both approaches to answer their research 

question. For most applications in the social and behavioral sciences, these research 

questions are best answered with mixed method or mixed model research designs rather 

than with a sole reliance on either the quantitative or the qualitative approach” (p. x). 

Ultimately, the path to the elusive truth in any research may best be found by blending 

these two mindsets.  

 

 

Figure 7. Mixed Methods Theory 

 

Positivism certainly has incredible value, but adding an action research approach 

to the strict quantitative methods of positivism allows researchers to welcome the 

peculiarities of human behavior. According to Hesse-Biber (2010), qualitative 

researchers “desire to explore the subjective worlds of multiple realities, uncover 

perspectives of those who have been socially and politically marginalized, and upend 

positivism’s claims to objectivity and traditional knowledge building as the source of 
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truth” (p. 17). Hesse-Biber (2010) contends that mixed methods research “holds greater 

potential to address these complex questions by acknowledging the dynamic 

interconnections traditional research methods have not adequately addressed” (p. 2). 

Additionally, Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) outline four key benefits of using 

mixed methods: 

 

1. Triangulation: A mixed methods approach focuses on studying a research 

question or questions with multiple methods of inquiry. According to Greene, 

Caracelli, and Graham (1989), “the researcher is looking for the convergence of 

data collected by all methods in a study to enhance the credibility of the research 

findings. Triangulation ultimately fortifies and enriches a study’s conclusions, 

making them more acceptable to advocates of both qualitative and quantitative 

methods” (p. 3). 

 

2. Complementarity: A mixed methods approach provides the chance for 

researchers to tell the social story of the research culture and to discover if one 

instrument accentuates another within a research design. 

 

3. Development: A mixed methods approach allows for rich development and 

expansion of the research and the research problem. For example, a quantitative 

statistical survey can inform and guide a focus group study; likewise, a set of 

qualitative interview questions could guide the development of a quantitative 

coding sequence.  
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4. Expansion: A mixed methods approach often provides the chance to expound 

upon current research in a field and propel research further.  

Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) note that the allure of mixed methods research rests in 

the complementary relationship between quantitative and qualitative research:  

One might argue that quantitative research is weak in understanding the context or 

setting which people talk. Also, the voices of participants are not directly heard in 

quantitative research. Further, quantitative researchers are in the background, and 

their own personal biases and interpretations are seldom discussed. Qualitative 

research makes up for these weaknesses. On the other hand, qualitative research is 

seen as deficient because of the personal interpretations made by the researcher, 

the ensuing bias created by this, and the difficulty in generalizing findings to a 

large group because of the limited number of participants studied. Quantitative 

research, it is argued, does not have these weaknesses. Thus, the combination of 

strengths of one approach makes up for the weaknesses of the other approach. (p. 

12) 

Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) state that the paradigm wars are over, and Greene, 

Benjamin, and Goodyear (2001) note that in the aftermath of these late 20
th

 century 

battles, a much clearer consensus regarding mixed methods as a valuable data collection 

strategy has emerged (p. 27). However, Hesse-Biber (2010) cautions researchers about 

the danger of treating mixed methods as the perfect research panacea, for even mixed 

methods has flaws, especially when methods are poorly mixed or juxtaposed with 

conflicting methodological standpoints (p. 15). 
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Critical Theory and Pedagogy Combined with Mixed Methods 

The success of a mixed methods study does indeed rest upon the proper blend of 

appropriate theories and methodological perspectives. Combining mixed methods designs 

with critical theory and qualitative methodologies works, especially when studying 

marginalized groups: “The pioneering works of feminists, post-colonialists, 

postmodernists, and critical theorists aims to expose subjugated knowledge of oppressed 

groups that have often been left out or ignored in traditional research” (Hesse-Biber, 

2010, p. 2). Creswell (2013), who has published seminal works within the field of 

research methods and methodologies, outlines four crucial philosophical assumptions that 

must be addressed when conducting qualitative research. All four assumptions—

ontological, epistemological, axiological, and methodological—drive critical or liberatory 

theory and pedagogy, focusing on the notion that multiple realities do exist, especially 

from unheard perspectives. Through critical theory and liberatory pedagogy, Freire 

(1989) challenges the traditional power dynamics between teachers and students, which 

cannot only be extended to the longstanding and tenuous power balance between teachers 

and administrators, but also representative of the entire educational food chain: 
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Figure 8. The Educational Food Chain. Adopted from White (1996).  

 

The hierarchy in Figure 8 illustrates teachers’ and students’ subordinate positions in the 

assessment world. White argues that each ladder group has its own definitions, opinions, 

and uses for education, but to yield meaningful advancements in the field, each 

perspective must be recognized (p. 20). In regards to classroom research, no group can be 

marginalized because multiple realities and perspectives exist, all carrying meaningful 

axiological weight. The chain must be inverted in order to place the most important 

groups—the teachers and students—at the apex of the system. Likewise, Freire (1989) 
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calls on educators to reshape this structure and redefine what power means and advocates 

a reciprocal relationship. Teachers who care for students can establish a crucial student-

teacher bond, and this same bond can reach the highest levels of the education system as 

well. In order for teachers to implement this much needed revolution, a liberatory 

pedagogical model that promotes “learning, relearning, and unlearning” must meld with 

reflective, qualitative research centered on both teacher and student perspectives (Wink, 

2005, p. 67).  Composition researchers Lauer and Asher (1988) state that empirical, 

qualitative research:  

is highly valued in many social sciences because the data from such research yield 

better evidence of cause-and-effect relationships. . . . To test these, researchers 

rearrange the environment into treatment and control groups, administer 

treatments, and assess the results with measurement instruments and observations 

that they strive to make reliable and valid. (p. 17) 

Lauer and Asher (1988) also note that composition researchers generally build case 

studies, ones that orbit around a small group of subjects, from their own classroom 

experiences (p. 23). 

Liberatory theorists such as Shor and Freire (1987), for example, encourage 

teachers to abandon and unlearn what they know about teaching and grading to free 

themselves and their students from prison-like classrooms (p. 24-25). However, Shor and 

Freire (1987) were battling almost a century long tradition of oppressive teaching and 

assessing methods. Thus, efforts to challenge positivism, quantitative methodologies, and 

standardization were largely futile. Shor and Freire (1987) ask that teachers and students, 

together, rigorously reform traditional, oppressive pedagogies. 
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Ultimately, a critical or liberatory pedagogical model must be implemented to 

achieve the research goals of this project. Composition scholars such as Wink (2005) 

acknowledge Freire (1989) and his celebrated Pedagogy of the Oppressed for fueling 

much of “multicultural critical pedagogy in North America today” (p. 90). Critical 

pedagogy, according to Wink (2005), utilizes democracy and equality in teaching and 

learning to transform “us and our world for the better” (p. 67). Wink reveals that Freire’s 

theories allowed her not only to reflect on her own teaching experiences and practices, 

but also to rethink and to dismiss her culturally and socially indoctrinated beliefs about 

teaching (p. 5). This shedding of preconceived notions, known or unknown, is integral to 

becoming an exemplary teacher researcher. Chriseri-Strater (1996) highlights the critical 

component of positionality within teacher research, especially within a qualitative 

approach: the need for self awareness of previous cultural connections or life events that 

could influence the researcher’s frame of reference or fuel the researcher’s known or 

unknown biases (p. 117). Furthermore, Chriseri-Strater (1996) posits that researchers 

cannot forgo writing about how and why they select subjects or gather data; 

methodological choices and decisions must be willingly disclosed. 

This ethnographic approach to research is an essential step in blending critical 

pedagogy with action research and mixed methods design. Wink (2005), along with 

Miller (2003), argues that “Critical pedagogy is a challenge to our assumptions. We are 

often resistant. The whispering of the other can be jarring” (p. 9). According to George 

(2001), the “relationship between reflection and action” is the core of Freire’s term 

“praxis,” a state that must be experienced to “enable people to transform the world” (p. 

94). Wink actually experienced this state:  
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[i]n my preparation to be a teacher, no one ever told me about contradictions in 

education. No one ever told me about change in education. However, critical 

pedagogy has taught me that education is rife with complexities, contradictions, 

multiple realities, and change. Reading books about critical pedagogy forced me 

to see the contradictions and changes in education even when I didn’t want to see 

them. (p. 11) 

Even though contradiction and change are often painful, researchers must endure the 

struggle and reflect on their experiences to become better researchers, ones who willingly 

uncover and showcase or shed their own biases and axiology. Wink (2005) applauds the 

unpredictability of submerging oneself into the research and thirsts for change through 

reflection. She notes that self-reflection helps researchers accept and move successfully 

through contradictions and changes in teaching. Through self-reflection, she understands 

“more fully that the many paradoxes of education are not as painful when we can 

articulate all of the change that is swirling around us” (Wink, p. 11).   

American schools in the twenty-first century, however, do not always encourage 

growth and change. According to Lezotte and Snyder (2011), our current educational 

system “has a great deal of inertia to do again what it has always done, and the focus for 

change will need to be stronger and more persistent to significantly alter the system” (p. 

31). However, this temptation to stay the course, as alluring as it may be, cannot suffice 

for teacher researchers hoping to ensure high levels of learning for all students in their 

classrooms.  

As Wink (2005) notes, today’s world is “more frightening, and the response has 

been controlled pedagogy and controlled language, all of which leads to controlled 
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thought” (p. xiii-xiv). Novice teacher researchers, as a result, can fall prey to a 

philosophy they do not truly believe in, and the stakeholders suffer the consequences 

because they fall prey to the “banking concept” Freire condemns. Brannon (1985) also 

warns that “Composition draws together literary critics, psychologists, linguists, 

educators on all levels, rhetoricians, learning theorists, and philosophers in a common 

concern for composing in writing. Because those interested in composing come from 

varying disciplinary vantage points, they have, at times, conflicting theoretical 

commitments, and they value different, occasionally competing research methodologies” 

(p. 7). Therefore, researchers must heed the call to become interconnected through 

Freirian principles of democracy and equality. 

Successful teacher-researchers demand the inclusion of multiple realities and 

multiple viewpoints from various stakeholders. Some of these stakeholders are actually 

unaware that they even have power or are stakeholders at all. Furthermore, qualitative 

researchers must submerge themselves into the world of their participants to utilize the 

epistemological lens. Bloch (1953), author of The Historian’s Craft, welcomes the 

challenge to find a tangible truth. The answer, of course, is that truth is malleable—

neither solely objective nor exclusively relative.  Thus, like an astute historian, it is the 

researcher’s task to write and investigate with “integrity, with truth, [and] with the utmost 

possible penetration into its hidden causes” (p. 9). A careful awareness and balance of 

Creswell’s (2013) four assumptions stand at the forefront of discovering any sort of truth 

in a mixed methods study.   
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Professional Learning Communities and School Improvement Models 

 

 Much of the aforesaid theoretical framework echoes the core concepts of the PLC 

theory of school governance and school improvement. PLC theory hinges on three major 

concepts: a focus on learning, the development of a collaborative culture, and a focus on 

results. DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) have built the foundation of PLC theory and 

note that a clear mission and shared vision for a school must be at the forefront of any 

school improvement project. The school mission transcends a simple slogan; rather, as 

DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) argue, the mission asks all stakeholders to ponder the 

purpose of the school, to unify under a common banner about what that purpose is, and 

then to take action and live out that established mission (p. 6). Every school should have 

a mission or creed that fuels all investors (parents, teachers, students, and administrators), 

so too should each school improvement project or initiative. Establishing the PLC 

principle of a clear mission consequently leads to developing the shared vision for a 

school. DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) state that a clear mission and shared vision 

are interlocking PLC principles, but a shared vision is a separate entity, one that 

iteratively asks, ‘What must we become to fulfill our purpose, what future do we hope to 

create for this organization?’ (p. 119). Reeves (2011) echoes these sentiments, arguing 

that “we must have a vivid, explicit, and compelling vision in order to ignite difficult 

changes, whether the challenge at hand is reducing infant mortality, eradicating guinea 

worm disease, reducing criminal recidivism, or improving student success. Change is too 

difficult, and reversion to prevailing behavior is too easy, without a compelling vision” 

(p. 109). Like a clear mission, a shared vision emerges with input from all investors. 
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Collaboration is absolutely the bedrock of these two philosophies, and this combined 

approach is also the proper pathway to spark new ideas or conversations at a school.  

Authentic and consistent collaboration determines the success of any PLC. Eaker 

and Keating (2012) believe that all teachers “must collaborate with colleagues in 

meaningful ways, and they must focus on the critical issues related to student learning” 

(p. 98). DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) argue that “gathering data is the beginning of 

wisdom, but sharing data is the beginning of community” (p. 215). According to Eaker 

and Keating (2012), team members need to see how the pieces of the puzzle fit together 

in order to wholly invest in the new team (p. 45). From the first meeting, team members 

need a clear and focused mission; otherwise, they may end up feeling like they are just 

attending one more PLC Lite meeting, which could jeopardize the enterprise (p. 53). 

Furthermore, DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) warn that “if teachers do not work 

together to create assessments, then individual teachers create their own. Which 

assessment is likely to be of higher quality—one written by a teacher working in isolation 

or one developed by a team working together to clarify what students must know and be 

able to do?” (p. 221). The same philosophy can be extended to the creation of a new 

school-wide initiative or program. All stakeholders must invest in order to reach critical 

mass; in other words, the school reaches a tipping point where the thirst for change gains 

strong footing in each corner of the school, uniting the believers, tweeners, survivors, and 

fundamentalists.  

Muhammad (2009), a school culture scholar, believes that all four of these types 

of faculty members must be sold on an initiative before true change can begin. Believers 

possess an intense commitment to student achievement and are champions of change; 
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their willingness to embrace ideas, differentiate instruction, and collaborate with 

teammates breeds a healthy school culture (p. 32-33). Tweeners are novice yet passionate 

team members; they have an openness to new ideas that positively impacts school culture 

(p. 45-46). Survivors, on the other hand, consist of a small but powerful group within the 

faculty, comprised of teachers who have abandoned effective instruction, hoping to 

survive the school year or, in some cases, the end of the school day” (55). Lastly, the 

fundamentalists—otherwise known as fundies to Mohammad—consist of immobilized 

teachers, ones who will not budge from their current mindset. Mohammad (2009) admits 

that an entire faculty can never fully harmonize, but the success of a new idea, especially 

something as tenuous as writing assessment, rests on the shared investment of all four 

types of teachers.   

The research from the most renowned school improvement theorists astutely 

complements PLC theories. Lezotte and Snyder’s (2011) highly effective schools 

blueprint is critical to implementing systemic school change, but three of their famed 

seven components for school success cannot go unnoticed, for they are imperative for this 

project: high expectations for success, strong instructional leadership, and a clear and 

focused mission. School leaders seeking success must hold high expectations for all 

involved, including all stakeholders on the educational food chain. Lezotte and Snyder 

(2011) argue that if administrators truly value something, they will dedicate the resources 

to make it viable within the school (p. 79). Beyond administrative support, a reform 

initiative must also have a clearly focused, all- inclusive learning agenda. According to 

Lezotte and Snyder (2011), “shared acceptance and commitment to the learning-for-all 

mission by all stakeholders in a school is a prerequisite for ongoing success in both 
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teaching and learning” (p. 15). Goldfarb (2013), who studies writing center 

implementation, warns that the mission of the initiative must be clear or else failure will 

loom. Goldfarb’s (2013) caveat must be juxtaposed with the correlates of highly effective 

schools to ensure successful implementation and sustainability. As Lezotte and Snyder 

(2011) note, the claim to want change is quite common, but when actual opportunities for 

meaningful reform occur, the temptation to stay the steady course arises (pp.76-78). 

Lezotte and Snyder (2011) point out that administrative reluctance to forging new paths 

can be one of the most daunting obstacles when striving for authentic reform (p. 33). 

However, a diverse team of individuals dedicated to the same mission can ease the 

growing pains of reform.  

WAC + WID = Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA) 

Writing across the curriculum (WAC) has been a staple for some writing 

programs for decades, but actually implementing this framework with success and 

viability has been a consistent battle for many schools. Hanstedt (2012) acknowledges 

that WAC isn’t new, but it has never been more important because a renewed emphasis 

on writing and thinking skills must begin to help prepare students for the 21
st
 century. 

Smith and Smith (2014) agree with Hanstedt (2012) and have released an entire 

guidebook for students at the university level struggling with writing in multiple classes 

across various disciplines. Their book Building Bridges Through Writing (2014) 

represents one of the most recent and exhaustive student-friendly texts available. 

According to Smith and Smith (2014), “As a member of your chosen major or discipline, 

you are expected to acquire not just bodies of knowledge (facts, theories, and concepts), 

but you are also expected to learn and participate in your discipline’s way of seeing, 
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thinking, and communicating” (p. 12). Lezotte and Snyder (2011) ask that school leaders 

widen the circle far beyond the initial ring of participants—normally seen as English 

teachers in this case; rather, the strategy should be to include teachers from all 

disciplines. The goal should be to recruit an array of professionals to actually hone 

strategies to harness the PLC-like benefits of WAC. With proper training and high levels 

of buy-in or investment from multiple disciplines and viewpoints, WAC can transform a 

school’s writing culture:  

In a unified writing curriculum, every instructor at every level—from “basic 

writing” to developmental courses to freshman composition to senior seminars 

that function as capstone writing courses in a particular discipline—would have a 

clear idea of the writing competencies and outcomes that should be set as a goal 

for the course. The result, for the student, should be a more seamless sequence of 

writing instruction, not merely a collection of random courses in which some 

writing is assigned. (Hall, 2006, p. 6) 

The transformative power of WAC is obvious, and so is the presence of WAC in higher 

education. According to Hillyard (2012), as of 2008 more than “51% of all private and 

public universities and colleges across the United States had some sort of WAC program” 

(p. 1). The WAC model is thriving in higher education and could easily become the new 

norm for secondary education.  

Another successful WAC development is known as Writing in the Disciplines 

(WID). Carter, Ferzli, and Wiebe (2007) define writing in the disciplines (WID) as the 

final complement to WAC, meaning that students will not only write to learn (WTL) in 

many different classes but also engage in the discourse of writing within specific 
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disciplines; in other words, WID demands that students practice using the writing voice 

of a biologist, engineer, or mathematician (p. 279). Jones and Comprone (1993) provide 

this warning when implementing a move toward a full WAC/WID program: “Permanent 

success in the WAC movement will be established only when writing faculty and those 

from other disciplines meet halfway, creating a curricular and pedagogical dialogue that 

is based on and reinforced by research” (p. 61).  

Once this commitment is in place, the push toward writing transfer, known as the 

successful transmission of writing skills between and beyond disciplines, can begin. 

Yancey, Taczak, and Robertson (2014), along with Smith and Smith (2014), recognize 

the serious need for students to be able to make writing connections in and between 

various disciplines or careers. According to Yancey, Taczak, and Robertson (2014), 

while students are writing in the disciplines, they must also be able to write across 

contexts, and teachers must help their students navigate these pathways: “how can we 

support students’ transfer of knowledge and practice in writing; that is, how we can help 

students develop writing knowledge and practices that they can draw upon, use, and 

repurpose for new writing tasks in new settings” (p. 2). Furthermore, Yancey, Taczak, 

and Robertson (2014) note that a single type of academic writing will no longer suffice 

when training students to be successful writers, and Wagner’s (2008) research on the 

demands of the 21
st
 century global economy reveals that all students—no matter the 

discipline or type of profession—must possess effective oral and written communication 

skills in order to compete in a global, competitive marketplace.  

Writing scholars and writing teachers must take one more step to ensure that their 

students become skilled, dynamic writers: Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment 
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(WACA). A conversation about school-wide writing assessment and creating a shared 

writing vision for the school has been virtually untouched in current research; in other 

words, WACA is the next step in guaranteeing students’ success outside of a single 

writing context.  

Achieving WACA Through Continuous and School-wide Professional Development 

Meaningful and recursive professional development is the key strategy to 

implementing and then sustaining a writing across the curriculum assessment (WACA) 

mindset at a school. Hall (2006) offers a similar vertical approach for the entire writing 

program that has been implemented at Appalachian State University. Hall calls for a 

cohesive writing curriculum “designed as a continuous scale of goals for student 

competencies, that progresses from the entering freshmen right through the graduating 

senior” (p. 6). University models of writing assessment alignment are too often ignored 

for K-12 systems. Good (2013) reveals that an entire university can create a clear mission 

and shared vision about writing assessment. Both Good (2013) and Hall (2006) believe 

that this can be achieved through proper professional development training. At Rutgers, 

Hall (2006) asks this question: what does the faculty “need to learn to make us 

comfortable with the pedagogical challenges of writing instruction, and what is the most 

effective way to learn it?” (p. 8). At Clemson, Good (2013) built a cyclical professional 

development system that trains faculty members in sections and in recursive waves. She 

admits that universal quality assessment of writing is maddening, “particularly for faculty 

from different disciplines, with different levels of expertise regarding writing pedagogy 

and writing assessment” (p. 20). Thus, her PD system focuses on assessment literacy in 

regards to writing, the validity and reliability debate, and the need for a constant 
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negotiation of what good writing looks like at Clemson. Good (2013) and Hall’s (2006) 

work stand as landmark victories for WACA on a large scale, and elements of their 

programs can undeniably be borrowed for use in a secondary setting.  

The Power of Formative Assessment 

Formative assessment is more than just the latest assessment buzzword. It is a 

powerful assessment tool, one that transcends simple tracking of student progress in a 

specific skill area. Popham (2011) has written extensively about the flexibility of 

formative assessment and offers five ways to use it: 

1.To make an immediate instructional adjustment 

2. To make a near-future instructional adjustment 

3. To make a last-chance instructional adjustment 

4. To make a learning tactic adjustment 

5. To promote a classroom climate shift (p. 14) 

Formative assessment allows teachers to make on-demand adjustments depending on 

self-monitoring or drawing directly from student data or feedback. Ignoring rich 

formative data gathered from students is detrimental to all stakeholders and hinders 

students from scaffolding their own learning.  

Analyzing the potent results of formative assessment also guides entire learning 

progressions. Popham’s (2011) learning for all phrasing is nearly identical to DuFour, 

DuFour, and Eaker’s (2008) approach to PLC theory: 

1. The assessment is used to identify students who are experiencing difficulty in  

their learning. 
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2. A system of intervention is in place to ensure students experiencing difficulty 

devote additional time to and receive additional support for their learning. 

3. Those students are provided with another opportunity to demonstrate their 

learning and are not penalized for their earlier difficulty. (p. 217) 

Therefore, blending all of these philosophies provides school leaders with an incredible 

opportunity: the undeniable might of formative assessment can also be used to improve 

teacher learning. DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) demand high levels of learning for 

all students and challenge teachers to move beyond the simple sorting and selecting 

methods of data collection (pp. 201-202). Teachers must take another step forward and 

use the formative data to drive instruction in an effort to improve student learning. 

Likewise, gathering formative data from teachers is not enough; carefully analyzing the 

results drives future decisions for the faculty regarding school improvement. DuFour, 

DuFour, and Eaker’s (2008) three-step recipe can be modified to help an entire faculty 

acclimate to a new initiative or school improvement plan. The idea that common 

assessments must be the focal point of any PLC is clear, and the next step is to use these 

strategies to help teachers gain new skills and refine old ones as well. Dweck’s (2006) 

growth mindset, which celebrates the ongoing development of learners, can also be 

extended to teacher learning. Teachers, just like students, need time to learn in a non-

linear fashion, and using formative assessment to help teachers learn can change the often 

negative mindset that accompanies professional development and changes to school 

culture. 
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Focusing on these formative strategies for the assessment of teacher learning 

helps develop the crucial culture shift necessary for a sustained school improvement. As 

Muhammad (2009) notes, cultural change is far more challenging than meager technical 

changes, such as changing bell schedules and instituting common planning time:  

Cultural change is a much more difficult form of change to accomplish. It cannot 

be gained through force or coercion. As human beings, we do not have the ability 

to control the thoughts and beliefs of others, so cultural change requires 

something more profound. It requires leaders adept at gaining cooperation and 

skilled in the arts of diplomacy, salesmanship, patience, endurance, and 

encouragement. It takes knowledge of where a school has been and agreement 

about where the school should go. (p.17) 

True formative assessment, which is a key component of this study, beckons teachers and 

students alike to assess current levels of learning and understanding in order to forge new 

pathways to learning ahead, and school leaders must harness this formative power to lead 

their teachers to new pathways as well.   

A commitment to discovering what students know before the learning begins 

must guide teachers, but a similar commitment must guide school leaders to uncover 

what teachers know as well. Eaker and Keating (2012) argue that student progress begins 

with common formative assessments, one of the best ways for teachers to collaborate 

through healthy “academic scrimmages” (p. 123). School leaders should collaborate in 

the same way to assess what their teachers know or do not know about an initiative. 

Formative assessment strategies also reveal how concerned or unconcerned teachers are 

about the new initiative. Hall and Hord (1987) consider the teachers’ views about change 
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and the introduction of a new initiative to be of the highest concern: “Policymakers, 

administrators, and others will have points of view that must be considered; but in the 

end, how teachers feel about and perceive change will in large part determine whether or 

not change actually occurs in our classrooms” (p. 53). Consequently, Hall and Hord 

(1987) offer a “stages of concern” formative assessment strategy that helps uncover these 

sentiments from teachers before change is even discussed (p. 68). Modifying the original 

student-centered mindset of formative assessment clearly ameliorates the buy-in dilemma 

at schools and forges a new approach, one dedicated to teacher learning through common 

formative assessments. With this in mind, the pitch for a school-wide vision for writing 

assessment succeeds by taking the faculty’s pulse first.  

The Desperate Need for Assessment Literacy 

Seemingly rudimentary but crucial discussions about the meaning of grades is 

often overlooked or undervalued. Marzano (2000) defines assessment as a multifaceted 

way to collect data about student performance (p. 86). Reeves (2011) extends this 

definition, arguing that “grading is not merely an evaluation of student performance but a 

means to give feedback designed to improve that performance” (p. 9). The lack of 

discussion about foundational definitions of assessment is only the beginning of 

Marzano’s (2000) worries. Many teacher preparation programs wholly ignore assessment 

training in favor of classroom strategy or management training. According to Guskey 

(2007), “Despite the importance of assessments in education today, few teachers receive 

much formal training in assessment design or analysis” (p. 16). Marzano (2000) and 

many other assessment specialists demand a thorough examination of current assessment 

research and theory, and to “obtain such a perspective requires a discussion of grading at 
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a level of detail not commonly required in most teacher preparation courses or in most 

books on classroom assessment and grading” (p. 1). Reeves (2011) argues that it would 

be reasonable yet dangerous to assume that the “major influence on the grades a student 

receives is the performance of the individual student” (p. 4). The truth, however, is that 

many factors influence grades, including assessment policies, accidents, biases, and 

faulty instruments. The conversation about how these factors impact student assessment 

must begin in the infancy of a teacher’s career. Stiggins (2007) writes about how his 

graduate work in educational measurement equipped him with the knowledge and 

vocabulary to ensure the dependability of scores, but it was years later until he 

understood the “keys to productive assessment” (p. 59). However, a teacher should not 

need to earn an advanced degree in assessment and psychometrics before having such a 

pivotal assessment awakening. These experiences must occur earlier for teachers and 

must also be iterative in nature.   

Likewise, Popham (2011b) is an assessment literacy advocate, and has become a 

crusader for systemic change in the assessment realm. He openly admits to a major 

educational shortcoming early in his career; in fact, he likens his failure to a cardinal sin: 

neglecting the necessary understanding of assessment and overlooking assessment 

literacy. As penance, he begs young teachers to develop “assessment acumen” (p. 265). 

This assessment prowess is essential because the assessment world is indeed intimidating 

as well as far-ranging and fractured. Thus, it is critical to take a formative pulse regarding 

teachers’ knowledge of writing assessment philosophies and the tools teachers do and do 

not use to evaluate student writing. 
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 The next step to spreading assessment literacy is having stakeholders engage in a 

discussion about reliability and validity. Reeves (2011) notes that sometimes “teachers 

defend the accuracy of a grade because the final result conforms to the mathematical 

system they have created, but this sort of numerical precision creates only the illusion of 

accuracy” (p. 43). Popham (2014) is keenly aware of this assessment pitfall and therefore 

writes at length about the importance of reliability and validity in assessment. He argues 

that reliability is a notion to cherish and something to be sought in all areas of life, 

especially in education (p. 75).  Here are Popham’s (2014) three levels of reliability that 

must be defined separately: 

1. Stability (Test-Retest) Consistency of results among different testing    

occasions. 

2. Alternate Form  Consistency of results among two or more different  

forms of a test. 

3. Internal Consistency Consistency in the way an assessment instrument’s  

items Function. (p. 76) 

 

Stiggins (2007), however, contends that assessment consistency is only the beginning. 

Assessment must indeed include a reliable assessment but also a clear purpose, a defined 

achievement goal, and a method of effectively communicating the assessment results to 

all stakeholders (p. 61).   

Popham’s (2014) fervor for teachers to understand reliability, however, is not 

overstated, just as his push for a clear understanding of validity is vital for teachers. 

Popham (2014) claims that validity, yet another elusive and layered term, is the single 
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most critical concept instructors must grasp in assessment; however, he provides comfort 

for already overwhelmed teachers in saying that the “really necessary ideas, when all the 

hotsy-totsy terminology has been stripped away, are simply gussied-up applications of 

common sense” (p. 97). Classroom assessments, Popham (2014) argues, must help 

teachers make sound instructional choices, which would then lead to sound inferences 

about students and their performance (p. 101). However, to arrive at such conclusions 

about students, the three levels of validity must be known: 

1. Content Related  The extent to which an assessment procedure  

adequately represents the content of the curricular 

aim being measured. 

2. Criterion Related  The degree to which performance on an assessment  

procedure accurately predicts a student’s 

performance on an external criterion.  

3. Construct Related  The extent to which empirical evidence confirms       

that an inferred construct exists and that a given 

assessment procedure is measuring the inferred 

construct accurately. (p. 102) 

 

Once more, Popham (2014) warns that these types of validity are not interchangeable. He 

also cautions against searching for validity inside a test; the test does not actually have 

validity; instead, validity “is a score-based inference that is either accurate or inaccurate” 

(p. 121). 
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 Marzano (2000), Reeves (2011), Stiggins (2007), Popham (2014), and many more 

scholars provide fundamental assessment theories for both novice and veteran teachers, 

but they almost unanimously return to a simple bottom line: create assessments with care, 

craft tests along with colleagues, ponder what should be included in the test, and revise 

assessments frequently. However, without the proper assessment training, as Guskey 

(2007) warns, teachers often recycle the assessments their own teachers used or blindly 

create their own. 

Assessment Tools Literacy: The Rubric Debate 

The dire need for assessment literacy also extends to the tools used to assess 

students. Regarding assessing student writing, the rubric debate is as divisive as that of 

the quantitative and qualitative rift detailed above. Teachers and administrators once 

again do not need to ally with one side or the other. Instead, an authentic conversation 

about how and why we build and use rubrics to grade writing will lead to school 

improvement.  

 Stevens and Levi (2005), vocal proponents of rubrics, believe that rubrics will 

save teachers grading time while simultaneously enhancing student learning and 

providing assessment transparency, which serves as one of the most alluring benefits of 

rubrics. A predetermined template not only forces teachers to reflect on the precise 

credentials for the assignment, but also informs students of these goals. In fact, Stevens 

and Levi (2005) advise against “surprise assessment,” which occurs when teachers have a 

clear plan of what is acceptable for an assignment but do not reveal these expectations 

until grades are dispensed (p. 50). Students, then, are puzzled and discouraged because 
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they do not understand why the teacher’s expectations were not clearly communicated 

from the beginning.  

A carefully designed rubric, on the other hand, can minimize these 

communication problems. By discussing the rubric carefully with the class before starting 

brainstorms or drafts, teachers can engage students in a detailed discussion of each 

dimension of the rubric. Stevens and Levi (2005) argue that many teachers forget to 

explain terms like “thesis statement” because clear thesis statements or arguments are 

innate to the writing process of experienced writers. Conversely, presenting the concept 

of a clear thesis statement may baffle some students, but a student-teacher conversation 

about the rubric’s components leaves nothing overlooked, creating clear and transparent 

assessment from the very beginning (p. 22).  

Rubrics also help students communicate beyond the classroom. Students can take 

a well-designed rubric to a friend, parent, or another teacher and receive immediate 

feedback because the rubric explicitly states the assignment requirements. Stevens and 

Levi (2005) describe a writing center visit as a valid example of this communication. 

They note that when students bring an effective rubric to a writing center session, the 

writing assistant can easily decode the requirements and provide quick and meaningful 

advice for students (p. 23). 

 Ultimately, Stevens and Levi (2005) argue that rubrics enhance assessment for all 

parties involved. By using rubrics, teachers save time and create opportunities to reflect 

on their own beliefs about teaching and learning; hopefully, as Stevens and Levi (2005) 

note, teachers will use the time rubrics save to develop assignments that require critical 
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thinking, originality, and voice. Assignments like these would then help students develop 

meaningful and insightful work—work worth doing, and work worth assessing. 

 Wilson (2006) and Kohn (2006) criticize the use of rubrics and have sparked a 

bitter academic debate about the impact of rubrics on writing assessment. Wilson (2006) 

attacks rubrics first with a critique of the inherent positivistic nature of rubrics. She 

ponders how and why a piece of paper with boxes and numbers could possibly quantify 

something as organic as writing. Wilson (2006) quickly discovered that if veteran 

teachers were hesitant to disagree with a rubric, students would be even more reluctant to 

challenge rubrics. Wilson (2006) concludes, then, that the cold and robotic nature of 

rubrics cannot elicit meaningful insight. Teachers encourage meaningful writing from 

students to help them avoid writing fast-food style essays. Fast-food responses to student 

writing, moreover, perpetuate a cycle of shallow dialogue between teachers and students.  

Wilson (2006) argues that marking “excellent,” “average,” or “unsatisfactory” on 

a rubric provides little detail about how a student performed. Even so, Wilson does not 

blame teachers for using rubrics because they “make powerful promises. They promise to 

save time. They promise to boil a messy process down to four to six rows of nice, neat, 

organized little boxes. Who can resist their wiles?” (p. 2). The critical lesson is that 

rubrics do not always uphold their promises, leaving all stakeholders frustrated. Wilson 

(2006) thus proposes a host of solutions to combat the shortcomings of rubrics. She 

encourages subjectivity in assessment and argues against absolute agreement, striving to 

spark a respectful dialogue between teachers and students to illustrate that assessment is a 

recursive process rather than something that occurs after students submit assignments. 

Like Marzano (2000) and Reeves (2011), the pillars of formative assessment research, 
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Wilson (2006) contends that conversations with students about their writing reveals more 

to students than any rubric could (p. 89). Rubrics, on the other hand, “enforce and 

perpetuate agreement in the field of writing assessment, making little room for the 

multiple perspectives, readings, and insights that would give us a better understanding of 

the complexities of the writing process” (p. 54). With an open dialogue instead of a 

rubric, teachers and students can discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the writing 

without worrying about ranking and sorting.  

The thirst for ranking in assessment, according to Wilson (2006), also stifles 

students’ growth as writers. She argues that students should write more and teachers 

should grade less: “When we grade every paper—or when we criticize every crash—we 

ignore and undermine what we know about the learning process in our insatiable need to 

rank every performance” (p. 84). Thus, Wilson (2006) calls for an environment where 

students are allowed to fall, learn, and pick themselves up and try again. In an 

environment of constant ranking, students cannot take risks and discover their own 

talents as writers (p. 87). Therefore, Wilson (2006) challenges teachers to remove rubrics 

from writing assessment, to eliminate the fear they create, and to release their 

stranglehold on assessment so that teachers can take risks of their own and create 

something better. Likewise, Kohn (2006) argues that rubrics are merely tools to support 

standardization, turn teachers into grading machines, and present the illusion of 

objectivity (p. 12). According to Kohn (2006), standardization is not always negative but 

should be absent from assessing writing (p. 12).  
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Spandel (2006) counters Kohn (2006) and Wilson (2006), arguing that when 

“thoughtfully crafted and used with discretion and understanding, rubrics can be among 

the most useful tools we have. They cause us to go deep inside performance and question 

our traditional beliefs about what we define as proficient” (p. 19). Spandel (2006) notes 

that rubrics will not eliminate subjectivity, but she argues that rubrics are valuable tools 

for writing assessment because they make teachers “accountable for scores or grades that 

affect human lives” (p. 21). Spandel (2006) claims that no form of assessment can 

encompass all writing concerns. She acknowledges that rubrics can be hastily designed or 

used to “justify the closing of a door; a good rubric, however, shows a writer how to open 

that door and come inside” (p. 20). Spandel (2006) defends scoring guides because she 

believes the real problems of assessment lie with what teachers value in writing. She 

argues that teachers must first decide to reward elements like risk taking, voice, and 

creativity before rubrics can live up to their promises: "It isn't rubrics pushing us around 

but our own lack of courage, our unwillingness to let go of tired formulas" (p. 21). 

Spandel (2006) concludes that it takes patience and practice to build an effective 

assessment tool, especially a rubric that assesses student writing.  

Reeves (2011) plainly states that “we know that grading policies are strikingly 

inconsistent” (p. 39). Both factions in the rubric debate also agree that no rubric is 

perfect. However, the pursuit or journey toward a more effective rubric is meaningful not 

just for writing teachers but all teachers. Instead of abandoning rubrics altogether, after 

the PDs the teachers at Martin Magnet can use Wilson’s (2006) caveats about rubrics to 

achieve the central goal of this project: to collaboratively build better rubrics in order to 

ensure fairness and care for all students. A school-wide conversation about how and why 
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teachers from all disciplines grade students’ writing the way they do must begin. Once 

this conversation begins, the faculty can fuel school improvement, ensure high levels of 

learning for all students, and develop a clear mission and share vision of writing 

assessment.  
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CHAPTER III:  

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Introduction 

Many teachers use a rubric passed down to them from a colleague or mentor-

teacher.  Others create customized rubrics tailored to each writing assignment or merely 

reuse the same rubric all year. Some teachers do not use a rubric at all; they write general 

commentary or sometimes place a number or letter grade on their students’ writing. 

Using a rubric to grade student writing without a clear purpose or rationale is dangerous 

to all stakeholders. According to Lovorn and Rezaei (2011), “Teachers’ misuses, biases, 

and inconsistencies related to rubrics may be due to inadequate training” (p. 20). 

Furthermore, Wilson (2006) notes that writing rubrics have been widely dubbed as “best 

practice,” which encourages teachers to use them without questioning their design and 

purpose (p. xx). Teachers must reflect—together, separately, and across disciplines—on 

why they assess student writing they way they do because of the elusive nature of 

quantifying writing: “Because of its complexity, writing cannot be researched—or 

measured—in the same way that physical traits such as height or weight might be 

measured” (O’Neill & Moore, 2009, p. 40). However, teachers can build effective writing 

assessment rubrics that are both valid and reliable if they receive proper training. 

Therefore, I investigate how and why teachers at Martin Magnet grade writing the way 

they do to help solve this assessment dilemma and establish a shared vision of writing 

assessment and shared responsibility for writing at my school.  

I root this study in an ontological assumption that multiple realities exist, and I 

record said realities via a school-wide mixed-methods writing assessment survey and a 
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multifaceted professional development series. Framing reference heavily in the social 

constructivism and naturalism realm, I frame this study solely on the perspective of the 

participants and their opinions and perceptions about writing assessment and rubrics. 

According to Creswell (2013), a social constructivist lens embraces the notion that 

multiple realities exist based on the unique experiences of the individuals within the 

study, that the elusive hunted truth is woven together by the researcher and the 

participants, that individual values are respected, and that an emergent design plays a key 

role in the project’s success (p. 36). In this study, I use a hybrid of an ethnographic and 

case study approach to gather information from the participants. Creswell (2013) states 

that an ethnographic study captures data from the “native’s point of view,” (p. 262) and 

Lauer and Asher (1988) note that ethnographic studies produce “thick descriptions” of 

the rich data collected from participants (p. 139). Often the researcher must spend 

extended time immersed within the native’s culture and environment to obtain data in 

situ. The ethnographic approach provides a foundation for a case study model. Creswell 

(2013) states that case studies can operate like microcosms of an ethnographic group (p. 

97). In other words, a case study can tighten the lens, and in this study the focus is a 

teacher-by-teacher investigation with the end goal focusing on taking this microcosm of 

writing assessment practices and expanding it to the macrocosm of writing assessment 

practices at other schools.  

Design Rationale 

The use or misuse of rubrics across the disciplines to assess student writing stokes 

this fight and has created a needless divide among writing assessment theorists and 

writing instructors. Good (2013) wants to close this divide and “seek[s] the marriage of 
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writing assessment through authentic samples of student writing with quantifiable and 

psychometrically sound measurement methods,” and her sprawling writing across the 

curriculum (WAC) program at Clemson University has been an ongoing success (p. 19). 

She advocates for a slow and steady approach to solving the seemingly impossible 

writing assessment dilemma. For example, four sessions of her ten-part PD series focus 

on goals, objectives, and the vision of the WAC program for the university. The notion of 

implementation does not begin until this foundational approach has been established over 

a semester of discussions, debates, and norming sessions with a campus-wide rubric at 

the forefront of the meetings. In fact, Good (2013) argues that “the method of assessing 

and analyzing the rubric, more so than the actual rubric, is the centerpiece of this model 

(p. 23). Huot and Dillon (2009) would wholly agree that starting with a shared 

understanding of the basic framework and terminology within the rubric must be the 

fulcrum of a successful writing assessment PD: “Writing teachers and program 

administrators should make an effort to become more familiar with the terminology and 

beliefs of educational measurement” (p. 216). 

 Building a new writing program can be a formidable challenge, but when 

carefully and incrementally crafted, a program can succeed. Gere (2010) provides the 

following guidelines for school-wide success: 

1. Setting school-wide goals for student achievement in writing 

2. Developing and implementing action steps that address both content-area 

            and grade-level writing 

3. Providing appropriate professional development for teachers 

4. Structuring institutional support for writing 
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5. Assessing student writing and learning 

6. Recruiting effective teachers of writing 

7. Conducting regular programmatic assessment 

Elements 3 and 7 from Gere’s (2010) list are critical components of the PD series for this 

study and were at the forefront at all times to guarantee sustainability and movement 

toward developing an assessment-literate faculty, especially when handling the delicate 

task of grading student writing.   

Countless classroom teachers use rubrics regularly and are often unaware of the 

potential pitfalls of these assessment instruments when used to grade student writing. In 

an effort to build better rubrics at my school, I investigate how and why teachers in all 

disciplines use rubrics to grade student writing. This two-part professional development 

series unites the faculty under a single writing banner and guides them toward generating 

valid and reliable tools to grade student writing. The framework forges a shared vision of 

writing assessment and a shared responsibility for writing within this school. With this 

vision established, just as DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) recommend, the magnet 

school can continue the cyclical process of school improvement and ensure high levels of 

learning for all students.   

The first step to combat this writing assessment dilemma begins with awareness. 

The nonexistent nature of professional development in writing assessment and rubrics for 

K-12 educators must be acknowledged and then ameliorated. Offerings for such trainings 

and seminars in Lee County are rare, even though Common Core State Standards call for 

a more intense focus on writing; meanwhile the Tennessee Instructional Leadership 
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Standards (TILS) demand professional growth in a collaborative setting through multiple 

data streams: 

Standard C: Professional Learning and Growth 

An ethical and effective instructional leader develops capacity of all educators by 

designing, facilitating, and participating in collaborative learning informed by 

multiple sources of data.  

 Indicators:  

 

1. Collaborates with stakeholders to communicate a clear, compelling vision for 

professional learning and growth.  

2. Implements and monitors a rigorous evaluation system using an approved Tennessee 

evaluation model.  

3. Uses educator evaluation data to inform, assess, and adjust professional learning goals 

and plans.  

4. Engages faculty and self in data-informed, differentiated professional learning 

opportunities for educators, aligned with the Tennessee Standards for Professional 

Learning.  

5. Collaborates with others to induct, support, retain and/or promote effective educators 

based on evidence of student and educator outcomes.  

6. Identifies and supports potential teacher-leaders and provides growth opportunities in 

alignment with the Tennessee Teacher Leadership Standards.  

7. Improves self-practice based on multiple sources of feedback, including performance 

evaluation results and self-reflection.  

(Tennessee Instructional Leadership Standards, 2013) 
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Given the intense focus of new state standards on writing and college readiness, the 

crucial need for writing assessment training for teachers is undeniable, yet actual 

opportunities for writing assessment professional development remains scarce. In Lee 

County, for example, entire professional development writing programs have disappeared 

due to the dissolved accountability measures for the state writing test in the summer of 

2012. Ironically, as the state has left this test in an educational purgatory, CCSS demand 

an increase in the rigor and vigor of K-12 writing curriculum: 

Text Types and Purposes 

1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, 

using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and 

information clearly and accurately through the effective selecting, organization, 

and analysis of content.  

3. Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 

(Common Core State Standards Initiative 2010) 

Moreover, the leadership position of writing coordinator no longer exists at any school in 

Lee County as of August 2013. Before this time, writing coordinators from each school 

would meet for professional development but only once per year with a sole focus on 

how and when to administer the writing test; writing assessment topics were rarely—if 

ever—discussed. 

The Writer’s Academy, Lee County’s prized week-long summer training seminar, 

is also defunct as of summer 2013. The program invited teachers from all grades to share 

writing instruction ideas and hear presentations from professional writers; however, this 
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program never focused on writing assessment either. Kohn (2006) notes that an increase 

in writing instruction training for teachers over the last decade is promising, but the lack 

of training in writing assessment has left “our instruction and our assessment ‘out of 

sync’” (p. xv). However, with the Tennessee writing test in accountability limbo, the 

funding and fervor for any type of writing seminars has also dwindled in Lee County. PD 

programs such as the Writer’s Academy were eliminated only one year after the state 

writing test no longer impacted school and teacher performance ratings. The only writing 

program still in existence in Lee County is actually offered through the Middle State 

Writing Project’s Invitational Summer Institute. This two-week summer certificate 

program once again focuses on the idea of helping participants become better writing 

teachers. My colleague at Martin, Sarah Marshall, participated in this program during 

June of 2014 and revealed that the conversations about grading writing and assessment 

tools were barely audible. Ultimately, the local programs that used to exist in Lee County 

and the lone program that remains never mentioned the important assessment concepts of 

validity, reliability, inter-rater reliability, or rubric.  

Design 

The paramount need for more PDs with a writing focus and, specifically, a 

writing assessment focus could not be more apparent for Lee County schools. As a result 

of the county’s writing assessment training drought, I invited the faculty at Martin to 

attend a professional development series called Building Better Rubrics where teachers 

and administrators had the opportunity to reflect on formative assessment survey 

questions, brought their current writing assessment tools, and worked together to craft 

valid and reliable writing assessment instruments. The goal was to paint an intimate 
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portrait of the writing assessment practices of an entire faculty. Each department operated 

as its own case study which led to a cross-case analysis and then a teacher-by-teacher 

analysis. The Lee County central office approved this PD to occur during a professional 

development day in August 2015, followed by an hour follow-up during school in 

January of 2016. At no cost to this school, the Building Better Rubrics PD satisfied all of 

these concerns through a school-wide interdisciplinary PLC model that gathered data 

from teachers in the form of their own assignments, rubrics, and reflections.  

 

Figure 9. Methodology Timeline 

                                            

 Round 1 Design and Objectives 

 Have teachers: 

1. take the survey. 

2. study multiple rubric models. 

3. share their own instruments with an interdisciplinary approach. 

4. discuss ways to improve their instruments. 
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The first phase of the PD series provided the opportunity for faculty members to 

discuss the survey questions, study multiple rubrics, assess their own writing assessment 

tools, and work together to craft stronger, more valid, and more reliable writing 

assessment instruments. In Lee County, one of the major downfalls of professional 

development programs is the brevity and lack of sustainability and follow-up for 

participants. Rarely do our PD trainings extend beyond a singular meeting that lasts no 

more than two hours after the normal school day. Good (2013), chair of Clemson 

University’s WAC program, cautions against the speedy nature of most PD programs (p. 

22). Keeping this in mind, I designed the writing across the curriculum assessment 

(WACA) study for my school to have two parts with the first seminar focusing on 

examining the two most prevalent and dominant types of rubrics: the holistic vs. the 

primary trait. Teachers saw multiple versions of each rubric (see appendix D), discussed 

the philosophical and theoretical motivations behind each, and compared and contrasted 

the models with their own rubrics they use regularly. Most important, teachers from all 

disciplines were paired with each other to share rubrics and provide feedback for each 

other; teachers also had the chance to share their writing assignments that accompanied 

their instruments.  

 Round 2 Design and Objectives 

 Have teachers: 

1. reflect on assessment practices and changes since round 1. 

2. voluntarily take the post-test. 

3. voluntarily submit newly designed assessment tools.  

4. begin a WACA conversation. 
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 The incubation period between August and January allowed teachers to revisit 

these assessment topics after an almost six-month period of teacher reflection. A handful 

of teachers brought their newly designed instruments and assignments to me; then, they 

vocalized what they adopted, changed, or didn’t change since round one, revealing the 

impact these choices and experiences had on their daily writing instruction. Fifteen 

teachers also retook the quantitative survey from August.  

 One of the key purposes of this project was to encourage teachers to enhance their 

assessment knowledge and skills through professional learning. Some of the Martin 

teachers built better rubrics through newly forged interdisciplinary bonds and began 

laying the foundation for a shared vision for writing and writing assessment, one that 

ensures that the faculty embraces its own assessment literacy shortcomings and 

transforms them into strengths. Finally, a conversation began concerning WACA, and we 

worked together toward a school-wide vision of what good writing looks like.   

Participants 

 Participants, magnet school faculty, were required by the principal to attend the 

PD session in August. All partipants were 18 years of age or older. This project posed no 

harm to any participants and ensured anonymity for them all. Participants were given 

code names to protect their identities and were informed beforehand with the proper 

information, including the purpose behind the project, the topics involved, and the 

guarantee of anonymity and confidentiality. Particpants’ true identities will not be 

publicably released. The school and county in question also received a pseudonym. 
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Materials  

The quantitative responses from the grades 6-12 teachers were collected from the 

survey questions below. The first section of the survey relates to membership questions, 

and the second section relates to the quantitative writing assessment questions. The Likert 

scale shown in Figure 8 was used for each question, and results for the cross-case 

analysis were calculated using a a one-way ANOVA, which measured inter-user and 

interaction patterns and trends among teachers from the same department as well as a 

cross-comparisons between different departments. I collected data regarding gender, 

years experience, level of edcation, and age, but the focus of this study is seek out 

departmenal differences at Martin regarding writing assessment practices and beliefs. The 

alpha value was set at .05. Statistical significicance, therefore, occurred with values less 

than .05.  

 

1. Are you Male or Female? 5. How long have you been 

teaching in Lee County? 

2. Please select an age range: 

a. 20-25  

b. 26-35 

c. 36-50 

d. 51-65 

e. 66-older 

6. What subject(s) do you teach? 

3. How many years have you been 

teaching? 

7. What grade(s) do you teach? 

4. How long have you been teaching 

in Tennessee 

8. What is your level of education  

a. Bachelors 

b. Ed.S. 

c. Masters 

d. Ph.D. or Ed.D. 

 

Figure 10. Membership Information 
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Figure 11. Quantitative Likert Scale 

 

The first four quantifiable questions—seen in Figure 10—focus on the theme of rubric 

design and creation. I used these questions to investigate teachers’ comfort level in rubric 

design, revision frequency, and motivation for rubric design.  

 
 

1. How often do you create your own rubric for a writing assignment? 

 

2. How often do you revise your rubrics? 

 

3. How often do your students help create the rubrics in your class? 

 

4. How often do your rubrics mirror those found on a state test or college entrance exam? 

 

 

Figure 12. Quantitative Survey Questions 1-4 

 

Questions 5 and 6—seen in Figure 11—focus on gauging how often the teachers use 

rubrics when grading student writing and measuring how often the teachers feel pressured 

to use rurbics to assess student writing. 

 

5. How often do you use rubrics to grade student writing? 

 

6. How often do you feel pressured to use rubrics to grade writing? 

 

 

Figure 13. Quantitative Survey Questions 5-6 
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The final five questions revolve around writing assessment preparedness, training 

frequency, collaboration, and writing habits for students in teachers’ classes.    

 

 

7. How often do you feel prepared to grade writing in your classroom? 

 

8. How often do you receive writing assessment training? 

9. How often do you discuss grading writing with other teachers? 

10. How often do your students write in your class? 

11. How often do your students write digitally? 

 

 

Figure 14. Quantitative Survey Questions 7-11 

 

 

In regard to the qualitative data, I depict in Figure 13 the graphic representation of 

dominant trends and frequencies both in a school-wide and departmental manner: High 

Frequency (occurring 19 or more times school-wide; occurring 5 or more times 

departmentally), Middle Frequency (occurring 9 to 18 times school-wide; occurring 3-4 

times departmentally, Low Frequency (occurring 1 to 8 times school-wide; occurring 1-2 

times departmentally), and No Frequency (not occurring at all departmentally). High, 

Middle, Low, and No frequency categories are used to not only track the most recurring 

trends but also the regularity of each trend at Martin as a whole and by departments. 
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Figure 15. Qualitative Trend Wheel 
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As seen in Table 1 below,  I transcribed and coded the qualitative repsonses following 

Creswell's (2013) guidelines for coding qualitative data.  

 

Table 1  

Qualitative Coding Table 

Question 

Trend 

 

Evidence 

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

The data collection process mirrored Greene, Caracelli, and Graham’s (1989) guidelines 

for conducting a mixed-methods study: triangulation, complementarity, development, and 

expansion.  Triangulation was achieved through the results of the mixed-methods survey 

instrument; complementarity followed as a result of the iterative coding of the qualitative 

questions; development was sparked via the surveying beyond the English department; 

expansion was realized when a successful writing assessment model for other schools in 

Lee County emerged.  

13. What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

14. Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

15. What does good writing look like in your class? 

 

Figure 16. Qualitative Survey Questions 
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The qualitative questions operate as a complement to the quantitative questions; these 

three questions allowed teachers to reflect on writing assessment practices and their own 

vision for what good writing looks like in their individual classrooms. 

 

Conclusion 

This mixed-methods investigation is framed around these central questions: What 

are the current beliefs and practices regarding writing and writing assessment at Martin 

Magnet? How will a writing assessment professional development series impact Martin 

Magnet teachers’ practices and beliefs about writing assessment? The pre-test and the 

post-test results, when paralleled with the literature on writing assessment, proves that 

this project developed a launching point from the microcosm to the macrocosm and can 

guide other schools toward improvement regarding writing assessment. In Chapter 4, I 

detail the implications of the pre-test and post-test results as well as the results of the PD 

treatment on the faculty during and after the two stages; finally, the writing assignments 

and rubrics that accompany them are juxtaposed with the aforesaid findings.  
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CHAPTER IV:  

 

RESULTS 

 

Introduction 

 

For Martin Magnet teachers to move toward a shared vision for writing 

assessment, we must first assess where Martin Magnet teachers are regarding writing 

assessment beliefs and practices so that the path ahead is clear. Hattie (2012) argues that 

if teachers truly want to impact student learning and help students progress, they must 

first know where students are, where they are going, how they are going, and where they 

will be going next (p. 22). Hattie’s (2012) research regarding the impact of formative 

assessment on student learning can also be adapted to enhance teacher learning.  

   To collect data about Martin teachers’ current beliefs and practices about writing 

and writing assessment, I analyzed the quantitative, qualitative, and artifact data gathered 

from 59 teachers at Martin Magnet school from a professional development seminar in 

August of 2015. These 59 teachers took the survey presented in Chapter 3. I studied the 

quantitative responses (questions 1-12) on a school-wide level and then on an individual 

department level. Furthermore, fifteen teachers voluntarily took the Writing Across the 

Curriculum Assessment (WACA) survey again between December 2015 and January 

2016. I looked for behavioral and belief shifts within these fifteen teachers’ responses in 

a pre-post fashion to determine how the August 2015 professional development training 

impacted their thinking and practices regarding writing assessment. I then investigated 

the results of qualitative questions 13-15 in the same manner. I catalogued and analyzed 

the rubrics collected from Martin teachers to establish triangulation between the 
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quantitative and qualitative data. Finally, I employed a mixed methods investigation and 

completed a cross-case analysis of all the survey responses to distill the data in search of 

trends and findings that will help move Martin Magnet toward a shared vision of writing 

across the curriculum, writing assessment, and a WACA initiative.  

Quantitative Introduction  

 

 I broke the quantitative questions (questions 1-12) from the Writing Across the 

Curriculum Assessment (WACA) survey into three groups. The first group of questions 

(questions 1-4) focuses on rubric design and creation in order to uncover teachers’ 

current methods of rubric design, revision practices, and rubric design rationale. The 

second set of questions (questions 5-6) surrounds teachers’ frequency of rubric use to 

assess student writing as well as to gauge how often teachers feel pressured to use rubrics 

to assess student writing. The next four questions focus on writing assessment training, 

training frequency, collaboration, and writing habits for students in teachers’ classes. In 

Question 12, which is an inventory of writing types, I track the types of writing Martin 

teachers said occurs in their classrooms in the August 2014 professional development 

training detailed in Chapter 1 to what types of writing now take place in their classrooms. 

I present the Question 12 results first to display what types of writing occurs at Martin on 

a school-wide level as well as on an individual departmental level.  
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Analysis of Writing Types and Frequencies (Question 12) 

 

 School-wide Overview of Question 12 
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Figure 17. School-wide Overview of Question 12 

 

 I created the compiled list of writing choices from the photographs seen in 

Chapter 1.  In that professional development session from August 2014, I asked Martin 

teachers in each department to write down on a white board the different types of writing 

that take place in their classrooms. My analysis of the Question 12 results highlights a 

strong commitment to writing in all disciplines as well as a diverse approach to using 

writing as a learning tool.  
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Of the 65 different writing types for Question 12, the following types shown in Table 2 

occurred with the highest frequency across the school
1
:  

Table 2 

High Frequency Writing Types 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: School-wide 

Writing Type 

_______________ 

Frequency 

_______________  

Compare/Contrast                                                              64% 

 

Bell-work                                                                           63% 

 

Essay Question Writing                                                     63% 

 

Article Responses                                                              59% 

 

Short Answer                                                                     59% 

 

Notes                                                                                  58% 

 

Article/Source Analysis                                                     49% 

 

Constructed Response                                                        49% 
 

 

 

Items from the list with a frequency of nearly 50% or higher show that these types are 

embedded in classrooms across the entire school. Bell-work writing rivals 

Compare/Contrast writing and Essay Question Writing for the most prominent writing 

types in the school, which are typical writing types for many disciplines. However, the 

high frequency of article response and source analysis indicates a commitment to non-

fiction writing, which is likely a result of the new TN Ready standards for writing.  

                                                 
1
 See Appendix F for the full frequency tables. 
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Departmental Analysis of Question 12: English
2
. Table 3 illustrates the Martin 

English teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they participated in the WACA 

professional development day in August of 2015. 

 

Table 3 

 

English Department Frequency Question 12 

 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: English Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
Creative Writing        

                                                        

91% 

Essay Question Writing   

                                                  

90% 

Explanatory Writing                                                         

 

82% 

Compare/Contrast                                                             

 

73% 

Constructed Response                                                       

 

73% 

Journal Writing                                                                 

 

73% 

Bell-work Writing                                                              

 

64% 

Literary Analysis                                                               

 

64% 

Notes                                                                                    

 

64% 

Short Answers    

 

64% 

Timed Essays     

 

64% 

Article Responses   55% 

                                                 
2
 The English department appears first because the English teachers took the WACA survey first during the 

professional development training in August of 2015.  
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The English teachers, collectively, selected 45 of the 65 writing types for 

Question 12. These teachers demonstrated that the types of writing that occurs in their 

classroom is multifaceted. Moreover, English teachers reported fifteen types of writing 

take place in their classrooms at a rate of 50% or above. Creative Writing and Essay 

Question Writing, for example, occurs in 90% of English teachers’ classrooms. 

Constructed Response and Explanatory Writing occurs in more than 73% of English 

teachers’ classrooms. The English teachers at Martin have reported a robust, strong 

commitment to diverse writing types in their classrooms. 

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Career and Technical Education. 

 

I use Table 4 to illustrate the Martin Career and Technical Education teachers’ responses 

to Question 12 before they participated in the WACA professional development day in 

August of 2015. 

 

Table 4 

 

Career and Technical Education Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Career and Technical Education Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
Article/Source Analysis        

                                                        

75% 

Career Journal Writing   

                                                  

50% 

Lab Reports                                                         

 

50% 

Notes                                                             

 

50% 

Observations                                                       

 

50% 

Short Answers                                                                 

 

50% 



73 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

                                                           

 

                                                                            

 

                                                   

 

                                                              

 

                                                                     

 

                                                                                   

 

                                                    

 

                                                      
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a department, the CTE teachers selected 27 of the 65 writing types for 

Question 12. Multiple types of writing occur in the CTE classrooms, and seven types of 

writing occur more than 50% of the time in these teachers' classrooms: Article

Responses, Article Source Analysis, Career Journal Writing, Notes, Observations, Short 

Answers, and Lab Reports. The CTE teachers selected writing types that suit their 

discipline; moreover, the CTE teachers selected items that align with their qualitative 

responses surrounding the need for real world or discipline specific writing assignments 

to prepare students for the writing they will encounter in their fields of study after 

graduation.  

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Science. Before they participated in the 

WACA professional development day in August of 2015, the Martin Science teachers’ 

responses to Question 12, as seen in Table 5, indicate a wide range of writing types that 

take place in their classrooms.  
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Table 5 

Science Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Science Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
 

Lab Reports        

                                                        

 

80% 

Article Responses   

                                                  

70% 

Bell-work                                                         

 

70% 

Compare/Contrast                                                             

 

60% 

Notes                                                       

 

60% 

Short Answers                                                                 

 

60% 

Article/Source Analysis                                                              

 

50% 

Constructed Response                                                               

 

50% 

Essay Question Writing                                                                                    

 

50% 

Observations    

 

50% 

 

 

The Science department teachers selected 37 of the 65 writing types for Question 

12. The types of writing occurring in science classes is diverse, and nine types of writing 

appeared in 50% or more of science classrooms. Article Responses and Bell-work occurs 

in 70% of Science teachers’ classrooms. Notes, Short Answers, and Compare/Contrast 

Writing occurs in 60% of science teachers’ classrooms. The science teachers, like the 

English teachers, demonstrate a broad commitment to writing and would benefit from 

including grant writing, memo writing, and peer review writing to help them simulate the 

real-world writing that occurs within their discipline. The science teachers’ qualitative 
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responses, which are presented later in this chapter, indicate a need for real-world writing 

in their classrooms, but their responses from Question 12 reveal a lack of certain real-

world writing assignments that would benefit their students.    

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Math. I use Table 6 to show the Martin 

Math teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they participated in the WACA 

professional development day in August of 2015. 

 

Table 6  

 

Math Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Math Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
Bell-work Writing        

                                                        

71% 

Constructed Response   

                                                  

71% 

Explanatory Writing                                                         

 

71% 

Notes                                                             

 

71% 

Compare/Contrast                                                       

 

43% 

Exit Ticket Writing                                                                 

 

43% 

Short Answers                                                              

 

43% 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Math teachers selected 23 of the 65 writing types for Question 12. Many 

types of writing take place in math classes at Martin. Moreover, four of these types of 

writing take place in multiple Math classrooms with high frequency. Bell-work, 

Constructed Response, Explanatory, and Note writing occurs in 71% of math classes. 
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Although the math teachers reported a lower number of writing types for Question 12, 

their focused commitment to a particular set of writing types aligns with their qualitative 

responses and the follow-up interviews I conducted. The math teachers have a deep 

dedication to constructed response and explanatory writing because of the new math 

practice standards implemented over the last two years in Tennessee.  

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Social Studies. Table 7 illustrates the 

Martin Social Studies teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they participated in the 

WACA professional development day in August of 2015. 

 

Table 7 

 

Social Studies Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Social Studies Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 Compare/Contrast 

                                                        

82% 

FRQs 

                                                  

73% 

Article Responses 

 

72% 

Article/Source Analysis 

 

72% 

AP Writing Prompts 

 

64% 

Bell-work Writing 

 

64% 

DBQs 

 

64% 

Essay Question Writing 

 

64% 

Short Answers                                                                                  

 

64% 

Research Papers 

 

46% 
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Teachers in the Social Studies department selected 43 of the 65 writing types for 

Question 12. Like the English teachers, the Social Studies teachers have reported a wide 

variety of writing types. Furthermore, nine of these types of writing take place in multiple 

Social Studies classrooms with high frequency. Compare/Contrast writing occurs in 82% 

of social studies classrooms. Article Responses, Article Source/Analysis, and Free-

Response Questions (FRQs) occur more than 63% of social studies classes. These writing 

types are prominent in the Social Studies department in part because of their discipline’s 

innate focus on non-fiction texts as well as the test preparation trend that emerged in their 

qualitative data.  

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Heath, Physical Education, and 

Recreation. I use Table 8 to display the Martin Heath, Physical Education, and 

Recreation teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they participated in the WACA 

professional development day in August of 2015. 

 

Table 8 

 

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Frequency Question 12 

 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Department 

 

 
Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
Article Responses 

                                                        

80% 

Essay Question Writing   

                                                  

80% 

Bell-work Writing 

 

60% 
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The Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation teachers selected 22 of the 65 

writing types for Question 12. Of these types of writing, three types take place in multiple 

HPER classrooms with high frequency. Article Responses and Essay Question Writing 

occur in 80% of HPER classes. Bell-work occurs in 60% of HPER classes. These 

teachers reported a lower number of writing types for Question 12, which aligns with the 

justifications for the lack of writing in their qualitative responses.  

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Fine Arts. In Table 9, I illustrate the 

Martin Fine Arts teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they participated in the 

WACA professional development day in August of 2015. 

 

Table 9 

 

Fine Arts Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Fine Arts Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 
Compare/Contrast 

                                                        

80% 

Essay Question Writing   

                                                  

80% 

Article Responses 

 

60% 

Bell-work Writing 

 

60% 

Biography Writing 

 

60% 

Creative Writing 

 

60% 

Definition Writing 

 

60% 

Explanatory Writing 

 

60% 
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The Fine Arts teachers selected 36 of the 65 writing types for Question 12. These 

teachers have reported, like the English and Social Studies teachers, that a wide variety of 

writing occurs in their classrooms. Fourteen of these types also occur in multiple 

classrooms at a high rate. Compare/Contrast Writing and Essay Question Writing occur 

in 80% of Fines Arts classes. The remaining 12 types of writing occur in 60% of Fine 

Arts classrooms. However, the Fine Arts teachers’ qualitative responses reveal less of a 

commitment to writing in their classrooms. 

Departmental Analysis of Question 12: Foreign Language. I use Table 10 to 

show the Martin Foreign Language teachers’ responses to Question 12 before they 

participated in the WACA professional development day in August of 2015. 
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Table 10 

Foreign Language Department Frequency Question 12 

 

High Frequency Writing Types: Foreign Language Department 

Writing Type 

_______________ 
Frequency 

_______________ 

 

 Compare/Contrast 

                                                        

100% 

Essay Question Writing   

                                                  

100% 

AP Writing Prompts 

 

83% 

Article Responses 

 

67% 

Creative Writing 

 

67% 

Group Writing 

 

67% 

Notes 

 

67% 

Short Answers 

 

67% 

Translation Writing 

 

67% 

Article/Source Analysis 

 

50% 

Bell-work Writing 

 

50% 

Biography Writing   50% 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                    

 

                                                              

 

                                                                     

                                                                                    

 

 

Teachers in the Foreign Language department selected 42 of the 65 writing types 

for Question 12. These teachers, along with the English, Social Studies, and Fine Arts 

teachers, have demonstrated that numerous types of writing occur in their classrooms. In 

addition, twenty-one of these types of writing occur more than 50% of the time in 

Foreign Language classrooms, which is more than any other department at Martin. These 

teachers also reported the only frequency of 100% for a writing type; Compare/Contrast 
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and Essay Question Writing occur in all six Foreign Language teachers’ classrooms. The 

foreign language teachers’ strong commitment to writing in their classrooms also appears 

in their qualitative responses; in fact, these teachers provided some of the most extended 

and thoughtful responses.  

 Round 2 Analyses of Question 12. The fifteen teachers who completed the 

Round 2 survey (see appendix A) showed little to no change in the types of writing that 

takes place in their classrooms. Teacher 3, Teacher 21, Teacher 30, and Teacher 31 

showed slightly higher volumes, but many of the added assignments were akin to 

previous reported writing types.  

 

Departmental Interaction Overview for Questions 1-11 

 

 Of the eleven quantitative questions, seven questions (Questions 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11) yielded results with statistical significance, meaning that values were less than the 

alpha value of .05 established in Chapter 3. These values indicate interaction differences 

between the eight departments caused by more than chance. In Table 11, I illustrate the 

overall significance values for each of the quantitative WACA survey questions. 
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Table 11 

Departmental Interaction Overview Table for Questions 1-11. 

 

Survey Question 

              _______________ 
p 

___________ 
Question 1 .156 

Question 2 .051 

Question 3 .539 

Question 4 .000 

Question 5 .001 

Question 6 .078 

Question 7 .002 

Question 8 .014 

Question 9 .001 

Question 10 .000 

Question 11 .001 

                           Note. Bold p values are significant at α = .05. 

 

 

Analysis of Question 1: How often do you create your own rubric for a writing 

assignment? 

 

 In Question 1, I aim to measure how often Martin teachers create their own 

rubrics when assessing student writing. Haswell and Wyche-Smith (2009) argue that 

teachers must be diligent about creating their own rubrics and take caution when using 

“assessment tools made by others” (p. 204). Thus, in the following section, I detail 

Martin teachers’ rubric creation practices on a school-wide and then a departmental level.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 1: How often do you create your own  

 

rubric for a writing assignment? 

 

 
 

Figure 18. School-wide Overview of Question 1 

 

I noticed that the the school-wide results of Question 1 reveal a mixed trend 

across the 59 teachers’ responses. Of the 59 eachers at Martin, 23 scored above the 

median. More than half of the teachers at Martin responded at the mid point or below on 

the likert scale. In other words, over fifty percent of the teachers occassionaly create their 

own rubrics for a writing assignment. These responses, however, do align with the lack of 

writing assessment training reported in Questions 7 and 8. Teachers are far less likley to 

create their own rubrics if they do not know that they have the power to do so and should 

do it often. 
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Departmental Analysis of Question 1: How often do you create your own 

rubric for a writing assignment? 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Departmental Analysis of Question 1 

 

The highest scoring teachers came from the English and Social Studies 

departments. The lowest scoring teachers came from the Career and Technical Education, 

Fine Arts, and Science departments. These responses match the frequency of training 

reported in Question 8. Although the majority of teachers at Martin admit to rarely 

receiving writing assessment training, the teachers who did report otherwise are in the 

English and Social Studies departments. These Martin teachers, therefore, could be 

potential WACA leaders for the future.   
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Analysis of Question 2: How often do you revise your rubrics? 

 

 In Question 2, my goal is to extend the rubric conversation from rubric creation to 

rubric revision. Popham (2014) implores teachers to not only create their own assessment 

instruments but to also revise them often to ensure that the instruments are, in fact, valid 

and reliable. Moving to the revision stage of rubric creation, therefore, is crucial for our 

teachers at Martin if they want to provide students with the best feedback possible about 

their writing performance and growth.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 2: How often do you revise your rubrics? 

  

 
 

Figure 20. School-wide Overview of Question 2 

 

Responses to Question 2 are similar to Question 1 with a portion of teachers 

responding in the upper end of the scale and a majority of teachers falling into the lower 

score points on the scale. Once again, over fifty percent of the teachers sometimes or 
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rarely revise their rubrics. As mentioned previously, these low scores can be ameliorated 

with more writing assessment training, and the responses from Question 7 and Question 8 

reveal that the faculty needs this training.  

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 2: How often do you revise your rubrics? 

 
 

Figure 21. Departmental Analysis of Question 2 

 

 

 A closer breakdown of the responses for Question 2 reveals that the English and 

Science departments revise their rubrics most frequently. More than half of the eleven 

English teachers’ scores fell at the “often” score point or above. Alternatively, the Career 

and Technical Education, Foreign Language, and HPER departments score much lower; 

the majority of these teachers responded at the “sometimes” or below score points. The 

departmental data, once again, shows potential leaders for the WACA initiative; 

specifically, Teacher 39 (English), Teacher 43 (English), Teacher 27 (Science), and 

Teacher 57 (Science). 
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Analysis of Question 3: How often do your students help create the rubrics in your 

class? 

 

 I use Question 3 to measure how often students are included in the assessment of 

their own writing and, more specifically, in the creation of the assessment instrument. 

Wilson (2006) and Popham (2014) both advocate for inviting students’ to join the 

assessment conversation. Wilson (2006), for example, claims that when students are 

included in the writing assessment discussion they can start taking ownership of the 

assessment process (p. 90). Moreover, Popham (2014) notes that the student perspective 

is one of the most undervalued in the assessment conversation (p. 275). Martin teachers’ 

levels of student inclusion in the writing assessment process are presented in Figure 22.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 3: How often do your students help create 

the rubrics in your class? 

 
 

Figure 22. School-wide Overview of Question 3 

 

Responses for Question 3 show a far more skewed pattern than Question 1 and 

Question 2. This school-wide skewing toward the “never” score point could be related to 

Popham’s (2014) claim mentioned above. Students are, indeed, often left out of the 

assessment process. Of the 59 Martin teachers, 34 responded with “never,” totaling 56% 

of the sample set. Moreover, fifteen teachers responded with “not usually,” totaling 25% 

of the sample set. Thus, more than 80% of the faculty fell at or below the “not often” 

score point. These low scores reveal a desperate need for training on how and why we 

should include our students’ in the writing assessment process.   
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Departmental Analysis of Question 3: How often do your students help 

create the rubrics in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 23. Departmental Analysis of Question 3 

  

The departmental breakdown revealed that the majority of the English, HPER, 

Math, Science, and Social Studies departments do not include students in the creation of 

rubrics in their classes. However, outliers emerged in the Foreign Language department. 

Of the six foreign language teachers, two of them reported at the “not often” score point 

and 1 reported at the “sometimes” score point. This subset of teachers within the Foreign 

Language department could help train not only their departmental colleagues in how to 

include students in the assessment process but also Martin teachers in other departments.  
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Analysis of Question 4: How often do your rubrics mirror those found on a state test 

or college entrance exam? 

 

 Martin teachers prepare students for 29 different Advanced Placement tests as 

well as a host of state mandated assessments. Many of these AP and state tests contain a 

written component and have specific rubrics that the student will be judged upon. Thus, 

in Question 4, I aim to discover how much influence a state or college entrance exam 

influences Martin teachers in their creation and use of rubrics to assess student writing.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 4: How often do your rubrics mirror 

those found on a state test or college entrance exam? 

 

 
 

Figure 24. School-wide Analysis of Question 4 

  

Responses for Question 4 were also heavily skewed to the “never” score point 

with 33.9% of teachers choosing “never.” The second most frequent score point was 

“usually” with 20.3% of teachers selecting this choice. Finally, the “sometimes” score 
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point amassed 16.9% of the total responses. Given the high volume of testing at Martin, 

the teachers large response to the “never” score point is surprising. This odd pattern may 

be due to the phrasing of the question, which does not include the specific words 

“Advanced Placement” or “AP.” 

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 4: How often do your rubrics mirror 

those found on a state test or college entrance exam? 

 

 
 

Figure 25. Departmental Analysis of Question 4 

  

Teachers who responded with “never” came predominately from the Math and 

Science departments. The smaller group of teachers who responded at the higher end of 

the scale came from the English and Social Studies departments. These two departments 

do prepare students for AP and state tests that include writing as a portion of the 

assessment. Moreover, the ANOVA results align with these departmental differences. 
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The English department, for example, has a .002 interaction difference from the Science 

department and a .000 interaction difference from the Math department. The English 

teachers, therefore, outscore the Science and Math teachers regarding the use of rubrics 

that align with a state or AP test. These same patterns appear again in Question 6, which 

gauges teachers’ levels of pressure to use rubrics. The English teachers, along with the 

social studies teachers, report higher levels of pressure because of the state or AP tests 

tied to their classes. 

Analysis of Question 5: How often do you use rubrics to grade student writing? 

 

 Teachers at Martin assess student writing in various ways. Question 5 is 

specifically designed to gauge how often Martin teachers use rubrics to grade student 

writing. Authors such as Kohn (2006) and Wilson (2006) rail against the use of rubrics to 

assess student writing; meanwhile, Stevens and Levi (2005) and Popham (2014) endorse 

the use of rubrics to ensure validity and reliability when assessing student performance. 

Thus, I used this question to uncover a detailed view of Martin teachers’ use of rubrics to 

assess student writing.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 5: How often do you use rubrics to grade 

student writing? 

 

 
 

Figure 26. School-wide Overview of Question 5 

  

School-wide responses for Question 5 show a high level of rubric use at Martin. 

More than 60% of the teachers responded at the “sometimes” score point or above. 

However, nearly 20% of the teachers responded at the “not usually” or never score point. 

These varying scores reveal that teachers at Martin need to discuss how and why they 

grade student writing the way they do in an effort to align both their beliefs and practices 

regarding writing assessment.  
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Departmental Analysis of Question 5: How often do you use rubrics to grade 

student writing? 

 

 
 

Figure 27. Departmental Analysis of Question 5 

  

The highest concentrations of rubric use came from the English, Social Studies, 

and Foreign Language departments. The entire English department scored at the “often” 

score point or above, and the Social Studies and Foreign Language departments scored in 

a similar fashion. These reports of high frequency may be due to the AP or state tests that 

accompany these disciplines at Martin. The lowest reported use of rubrics, on the other 

hand, came from the Math and Science departments.  ANOVA results echo these 

departmental discrepancies. The English department, for example, has a .016 interaction 

difference from the Science department; the Social Studies department has a .032 

interaction difference from the Science department. The discrepancies between the 

departments may be linked to the embedded nature of writing in certain disciplines; it 
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may also be connected to the previously mentioned pressure regarding state or AP rubrics 

in English and social studies classes.  

 

Analysis of Question 6: How often do you feel pressured to use rubrics to grade 

writing? 

 

In addition to investigating rubric use at Martin, it is also important to understand 

why the rubrics are being used to assess student writing. Question 6 aims to measure how 

often Martin teachers feel pressured to use rubrics to grade student writing.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 6: How often do you feel pressured to use 

rubrics to grade writing? 

 

 
 

Figure 28. School-wide Overview of Question 6 
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Responses for Question 6 are much more evenly split across the score points than 

the previous questions. Almost half of the teachers selected “often” or above on the scale, 

revealing that nearly half of Martin teachers feel pressured to use rubrics while the other 

half feel far less pressure, scoring at the “sometimes” or below points on the WACA 

scale. Moreover, approximately 19% of the teachers selected “never.” Follow-up 

investigation is needed to identify not only the source of the pressure to use rubrics but 

also how this pressure impacts the types of instruments being used at Martin to assess 

student writing. In regard to the source of the pressure, I found that the qualitative data 

hint that standardized testing causes much of the pressure to use rubrics.  

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 6: How often do you feel pressured to use 

rubrics to grade writing? 

 

 
 

Figure 29. Departmental Analysis of Question 6 
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The teachers who feel most pressured to use rubrics to grade writing came from 

the English and Social Studies department, which aligns with the high levels of rubric use 

reported from these same departments in Question 5. The teachers who reported the least 

pressure to use rubrics to grade writing came from the Foreign Language, HPER, and 

Science departments. Further investigation is needed to uncover why these splits occur; 

however, as previously mentioned, the pressure from standardized tests in ELA and 

Social Studies could the root cause of these departmental differences. 

 

 

Analysis of Question 7: How often do you feel prepared to grade writing in your 

classroom? 

 

 

 My goal for Question 7 is to assess Martin teachers’ confidence when assessing 

student writing. The answers to this question can help schools tailor professional 

development needs to what their teachers voluntarily identify as areas needing 

improvement. In the case of Martin teachers, an overwhelming majority do not feel 

prepared to assess student writing.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 7: How often do you feel prepared to 

grade writing in your classroom? 

 
 

Figure 30. School-wide Overview of Question 7 

  

School-wide responses to Question 7 revealed that a majority of teachers do not 

feel prepared to grade writing in their classrooms. More than half of all teachers 

responded with “sometimes” or lower on the scale. Only 10% of teachers responded 

“always.” The need for more formal training in writing assessment in all disciplines is 

clear. The survey results from Question 7 also align with the results from Question 8.   
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Departmental Analysis of Question 7: How often do you feel prepared to 

grade writing in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Departmental Analysis of Question 7 

 

The highest levels of preparedness to grade writing came from the English, Social 

Studies, and Foreign Language departments. The lowest levels of confidence in 

preparation to grade writing came from the Career and Technical Education, Fine Arts, 

HPER, Math, and Science departments.   
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Analysis of Question 8: How often do you receive writing assessment training? 

 

 

 As mentioned in the discussion of the Question 7 results, many Martin teachers 

not only feel unprepared to assess student writing but also receive little to no writing 

assessment training. There is undoubtedly a need to match Martin teachers’ passion for 

writing as a foundational tool in their classroom with the proper assessment training so 

that we can better serve our students and provide the timely and accurate feedback they 

need to grow as writers.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 8: How often do you receive writing 

assessment training? 

 

 
 

Figure 32. School-wide Overview of Question 8 
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Responses to Question 8 are skewed to the lower end of the scale. 95% of 

teachers responded to “sometimes” or below in regard to how often they receive writing 

assessment training. Only three teachers responded above the “sometimes” score point. 

There were thirteen teachers who responded with “never.” 

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 8: How often do you receive writing 

assessment training? 

 
 

Figure 33. Departmental Analysis of Question 8 

 

 As mentioned above, responses to Question 8 are concentrated below the middle 

score point of “sometimes” with three outliers selecting “often” or “usually.” The strong 

responses from the English and Social Studies departments in previous questions do not 

align with the low scores on this question. Essentially, the two strongest scoring 

departments at Martin scored well below their normal response trends.  
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Analysis of Question 9: How often do you discuss grading writing with other 

teachers? 

 

 One of the key tenets of Professional Learning Communities is not only collecting 

data across classrooms but also sharing that data. Martin teachers are already discussing 

lesson planning and formative assessment creation in a PLC setting, and now is the time 

to take a new step and begin writing assessment discussions in our PLCs at Martin 

Magnet.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 9: How often do you discuss grading 

writing with other teachers? 

 
 

Figure 34. School-wide Overview of Question 9 

 

Teachers’ responses to Question 9 show a distinct split between the 59 teachers. 

Half of Martin teachers responded at the “sometimes” or “often” score point, and the 

other half responded at “not often” or below. If true collaboration begins with sharing the 
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data, as DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) note, Martin teachers can add writing 

assessment discussions to their weekly PLC meeting agendas because we already have a 

strong commitment to the PLC mindset at Martin. With weekly meetings in place and 

common planning time for each department, conversations about how and why teachers 

are assessing student writing can begin.  

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 9: How often do you discuss grading 

writing with other teachers? 

 
 

Figure 35. Departmental Analysis of Question 9 

  

 

The departments that converse the most frequently with each other about grading 

writing are English, Foreign Language, Science, and Social Studies. The Career and 

Technical Education, Fine Arts, HPER, and Math departments reported discussing 

writing with each other at a far lower level. Therefore, an imbalance is occurring at 
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Martin regarding how often teachers discuss writing assessment practices with each 

other.  

Analysis of Question 10: How often do your students write in your class? 

 

 My goal for Question 10 is to gauge how often students write in each discipline at 

Martin and assess strengths and weaknesses in the data. The results from this question 

can also be cross-compared to the results from Question 12 in search of triangulation. 

 

School-wide Overview of Question 10: How often do your students write in 

your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 36. School-wide Overview of Question 10 

  

Responses to Question 10 show a school-wide trend toward frequent student 

writing in the majority of classrooms at Martin. More than eighty percent of teachers 

responded at the “sometimes” score point or above. Approximately 40% of teachers 
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reported at the “often” score point. The remainder of Martin teachers reported at the 

“usually” or “always” score point. Writing is clearly an important component to many 

Martin teachers, which has also been confirmed through the qualitative responses detailed 

in the latter half of Chapter 4.  

 

Departmental Analysis of Question 10: How often do your students write in your 

class? 

 

 
 

Figure 37. Departmental Analysis of Question 10 

 

The highest scoring departments for Question 10 are Career and Technical 

Education, English, Science, and Social Studies. The lowest scoring departments for 

Question 10 are Fine Arts, and HPER. The overwhelming majority of responses for 

Question 10 reveal a strong school-wide writing presence in many classrooms in multiple 

disciplines.  
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Analysis of Question 11: How often do your students write digitally? 

 

 Digital writing can open many opportunities for collaboration between 

disciplines. My aim for Question 11, therefore, is to assess how often students are using 

technology to craft their written responses. 

School-wide Overview of Question 11: How often do your students write 

digitally? 

 
  

Figure 38. School-wide Overview of Question 11 

  

Question 11 responses mirror the split seen in Question 9 with half of the faculty 

reporting high levels of digital writing and the other reporting only occasional or no 

digital writing. More than half of the teachers responded at the “sometimes” score point 

or above, and 42.4% of the teachers’ responded below the “sometimes” score point. 

Martin teachers have opportunities to embrace digital writing, meaning that they have the 

chance to include more types of writing in their classes via Google drive, Office 365 and 

Turnitin.com, all of which are being used currently at our school in some fashion. Taking 
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advantage of what we already have, as Bernhardt (2013) contends, can help a school 

improvement plan thrive. The WACA initiative at Martin, therefore, can be more 

successful and feel like less of a burden to teachers if we harness the power of our current 

digital writing technologies.  

Departmental Analysis of Question 11: How often do your students write  

digitally? 

 
 

Figure 39. Departmental Analysis of Question 11 

  

The highest levels of digital writing at Martin occur in the Career and Technical 

Education, English, Science, and Social Studies departments. The teachers in these 

departments can become WACA leaders at Martin and help increase our levels of digital 

writing.  
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Round 1 and Round 2 Analyses (Questions 1-15) 

 

 The second phase of the Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA) 

professional development series began in December of 2015. My original design called 

for a second, physical meeting in December or January during a school-wide professional 

development day; however, I was not able to reserve the second session.
3
 Instead, Martin 

teachers were given the chance to voluntarily complete the same survey from the August 

2015 professional development seminar. The window to take the Round 2 survey closed 

in January of 2016, and fifteen of the fifty-nine teachers from Round 1 voluntarily 

completed the Round 2 survey. Only 25% of teachers from Round 1 took the Round 2 

survey, which could be attributed to the lack of interest in the follow-up survey or time 

constraints. However, the fifteen teachers who did complete the Round 2 survey have 

provided important data to help fuel the WACA initiative at Martin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 I received IRB approval for the second day of face-to-face training; however, as the school year 

progressed, the administrators chose to use our remaining in-service training days for other purposes.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 1: How often do you create your own 

rubric for a writing assignment? 

 
 

Figure 40. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 1 

  

The average Question 1 responses in Round 1 were 3.9 and 4.5 for Round 2 with 

a .6 difference. More than half of the Round 2 teachers show an increase in scores with 

three teachers reporting a two point or higher score since the initial round of professional 

development.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 2: How often do you revise your  

rubrics? 

 
 

Figure 41. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 2 

 

  

For Question 2, the average responses in Round 1 were 4.1 and 4.4 for Round 2 

with a .26 difference. More than half of the teachers showed an increase in scores with 

two teachers reporting a two-point score increase since the initial round of professional 

development. Alternatively, four teachers scored lower since the first round of 

professional development in the fall.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 3: How often do your students help  

create the rubrics in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 42. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 3 

 

 

 The average responses for Question 3 in Round 1 were 2.06 and 2.4 for Round 2 

with a .33 difference. Many of the teachers showed no change or a negative change for 

Question 3. However, six teachers showed an increase in scores with two teachers 

reporting a two point or higher score increase since the initial round of professional 

development.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 4: How often do your rubrics mirror  

those found on a state test or college entrance exam? 

 

 
 

Figure 43. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 4 

 

  

The average responses for Question 4 in Round 1 were 4.6 and 4.6 for Round 2 

with a .0 difference. Many of the teachers showed no change or a negative change for 

Question 4. Other teachers reported skewed scores that do not match the previous round 

scores. 
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 5: How often do you use rubrics to  

grade student writing? 

 

 

 
 

Figure 44. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 5 

 

For Question 5, the average responses in Round 1 were 5.6 and 5.4 for Round 2 

with a -.2 difference. A majority of teachers (10 of 15) showed no change in scores since 

the initial round of professional development. However, two teachers reported a far lower 

score since their first round scores, and two other teachers reported a far higher score 

since their first round scores.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 6: How often do you feel pressured to  

use rubrics to grade writing? 

 

 
 

Figure 45. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 6 

 

The average responses for Question 6 in Round 1 were 4.8 and 4.6 for Round 2 

with a -.2 difference. Just under half of the teachers showed no change or a negative 

change for Question 6. Additionally, five teachers showed a decrease in scores since the 

initial round of professional development.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 7: How often do you feel prepared to  

grade writing in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 46. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 7 

 

For Question 7, the average responses in Round 1 were 5.46 and 5.6 for Round 2 

with a .13 difference. Half of the 15 teachers showed no change scores since the initial 

round of professional development.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 8: How often do you receive writing  

assessment training? 

 

 
 

Figure 47. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 8 

 

 

The average responses for Question 8 in Round 1 were 3.46 and 3.2 for Round 2 

with a -.26 difference. Seven of the teachers showed no change or a negative change for 

Question 8. Five teachers showed a decrease in scores since the initial round of 

professional development.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 9: How often do you discuss grading  

writing with other teachers? 

 

 
 

Figure 48. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 9 

 

 

For Question 9, the average responses in Round 1 were 4.33 and 4.66 for Round 2 

with a .33 difference. Six of the 15 teachers showed 1-point score increase since the 

initial round of professional development. Six teachers showed no change.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 10: How often do your students write  

in your class? 

 

 

 
 

Figure 49. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 10 

 

The average responses for Question 10 in Round 1 were 4.9 and 5.06 for Round 2 

with a -.13 difference. A majority of the teachers showed no change for Question 10.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 11: How often do your students write  

digitally? 

 
 

Figure 50. Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 11 

 

For Question 11, the average responses in Round 1 were 3.86 and in Round 2 

were 3.93, indicating a slight increase in scores. Eight of the teachers showed no change 

in score since the initial round of professional development. Three teachers reported a 

negative score since Round 1, and four teachers reported a higher score.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Teacher Rankings 

Table 12 

Round 1 and Round 2 Ranking Table for Questions 1-11. 

 

 

 

Teacher  

Number 

 and Department 

_______________ 

Round 1 

(Raw Total 

Score  

Before PD) 

Round 2 

(Raw Total 

Score  

After PD) 

Difference 

(From  

Round 1 to 

Round 2) 
Teacher 47 (Sci) 2.8 3.5 +.7 

Teacher 3 (SS) 3.8 4.5 +.7 

Teacher 45 (Sci) 5.0 5.7 +.7 

Teacher 31 (Eng) 4.3 4.8 +.5 

Teacher 30 (Eng) 4.7 5.1 +.4 

Teacher 4 (SS) 4.2 4.5 +.3 

Teacher 23 (SS) 4.3 4.5 +.2 

Teacher 36 (Eng) 4.2 4.3 +.1 

Teacher 32 (FL) 4.0 4.0 .0 

Teacher 21 (SS) 5.5 5.5 .0 

Teacher 33 (FL) 4.0 3.9 -.1 

Teacher 38 (Eng) 5.0 4.8 -.2 

Teacher 22 (CTE) 3.8 3.5 -.3 

Teacher 37 (FL) 4.9 4.4 -.5 

Teacher 25 (FA) 3.5 3.0 -.5 
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With Table 12, I illustrate teachers’ composite scores across all eleven 

quantitative questions prior to the professional development seminar in August 2015, and 

I compare them to not only their Round 2 scores reported between December 2015 and 

January 2016 but also their ranking shifts. Teacher 21 maintained the same high overall 

score, indicating that Teacher 21 may have already possessed advanced writing 

assessment knowledge or confidence in writing assessment topics. However, Teachers 45 

and 47 from the science department and Teacher 3 from the social studies department 

showed the largest score increase after the incubation time between the August 

professional development and the Round 2 voluntary follow-up, revealing a heightened 

sense of writing assessment skills or knowledge. The professional development impacted 

these teachers the most, and these teachers are prime candidates to become WACA PLC 

leaders.  

Quantitative Reflections 

 

 The quantitative results reveal strengths and weaknesses both school-wide and by 

department. Teachers across the school scored high in revision of their self-created 

rubrics. The participants also revealed that a great majority of these teachers have their 

students writing with a high frequency in their classrooms (36 of 59 teachers).  

With the results, I also show high levels of rubric use in the school but not a high 

level of rubric creation among the teachers. When compared with the qualitative data, the 

quantitative data show that Martin teachers often use rubrics that mirror a state test or 

college entrance exam. Moreover, more than half of the faculty responded on the lower 

end of the scale in regard to their preparedness to grade student writing, which correlates 
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to the school-wide responses about receiving little to no writing assessment training (56 

of 59 teachers).  

Finally, in the Round 1-Round 2 analysis I reveal that the professional 

development did impact teachers’ practices or beliefs regarding writing and writing 

assessment. Teachers demonstrated learning, which also helped build the list of potential 

WACA PLC leaders seen in the next chapter. However, as Good (2013) and Gere (2010) 

note, this is just the beginning of teaching teachers in a meaningful way. Martin teachers 

and administrators must commit iterative writing assessment training if the WACA 

initiative is to be a longstanding success.  

 

Qualitative Introduction 

  

 I used the qualitative questions (questions 13-15) from the Writing Across the 

Curriculum Assessment (WACA) survey to complement the quantitative questions. Now 

that it is clear what types of writing take place at Martin, we can now investigate the 

purposes these writing types serve (Question 13), the methods of assessing these writing 

types (Question 14), and the perceptions of what good writing looks like at Martin 

(Question 15). The figures displayed in this section indicate not only the prevailing trends 

that emerged from the teachers’ responses but also the frequency in which they emerged. 

The wheel figures all operate on the same four-tier legend: High Frequency (occurring 19 

or more times school-wide; occurring 5 or more times departmentally), Middle 

Frequency (occurring 9 to 18 times school-wide; occurring 3-4 times departmentally, 

Low Frequency (occurring 1 to 8 times school-wide; occurring 1-2 times departmentally), 

and No Frequency (not occurring at all departmentally).  
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Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

  

 In Question 13, I aim to catalogue the different purposes writing serves in 

classrooms at Martin. Knowing how and why teachers use writing throughout the school-

year is crucial to building a shared vision of writing assessment. Now that I have 

collected quantitative data from the WACA survey, I can use the qualitative data 

regarding the purpose that writing serves in different departments as well as in individual 

classrooms. Figure 50
4
 illustrates the school-wide purposes writing serves at Martin 

Magnet; the figures that follow detail departmental trends.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4
 The wheel design appears for each of the qualitative questions to display the trends as they appear school-

wide and by department. Moreover, the four-level color legend illustrates the frequency of the trends.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 13: What purpose does writing serve in 

your classroom? 

 
 

Figure 51. School-wide Trends for Question 13. 

 

As I illustrate with Figure 50, ten school-wide trends emerge from the responses 

to Question 13. Overlapping trends also emerged, revealing multiple shared tendencies. 

Unique differences regarding the purpose of writing in classrooms from each of the eight 

departments at Martin Magnet arose as well. Writing is undoubtedly present in each of 

the eight departments at Martin, and writing is used for multiple purposes.  
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English Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing 

serve in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 52. English Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Of the ten school-wide trends, five emerge from the teachers in the English 

department: Foundational to Classroom, Formative/Practice, Creativity, Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding, and Analysis. Several teachers expressed that writing or 

becoming a writer was a central goal in their classrooms. Teachers from this department 
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also expressed a distinctive need for writing to be a creative outlet for self-expression and 

exploration. Teachers from the English department also reported, unlike many of the 

other departments, that writing plays a formative role in their classrooms. Table 13 

displays prominent trends from the English department as well as excerpted data from the 

qualitative responses from the eleven different teachers in this department.  

Teacher 39’s response, in comparison to the other English teachers’ responses, is 

particularly detailed and insightful: 

Writing is essential in my classroom. In fact, becoming a better writer is one of 

the main goals of my classes. Writing helps students figure out what they think 

about the subject matter and how to communicate that clearly. It helps them learn 

how to justify their ideas with evidence. It can be informal and exploratory 

writing to help them begin thinking about ideas. Writing is incorporated into 

almost every goal in my class. 

Teacher 39 demonstrates a commitment to writing and believes that writing plays 

multiple, crucial roles. This teacher is a potential WACA PLC leader, one who would 

initiate and propel WACA conversations within regular English PLC meetings (see 

Chapter 5 for further discussion of WACA PLC leaders and their roles). 
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Table 13  

 

English Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

English  

Trend Evidence 

 

 

 

Foundational to 

Classroom 

“Writing is essential in my classroom. In 

fact, becoming a better writer is one of 

the main goals of my classes.” 

“Writing is incorporated into almost 

every goal in my class.” 

“Writing is a fundamental part of my 

classes.” 

“Many purposes: it meets the 

standards of the curriculum, it 

promotes self-discovery 

“Writing to learn, all stages, formative 

assessments” 

“assessing student growth in content 

learning and/or writing 

development.” 

 

 

Formative/Practice 

“Writing to learn, all stages, formative 

assessments” 

“assessing student growth in content 

learning and/or writing 

development.” 

 

“It is a way for student to develop and 

enhance their ability to express their 

thoughts on matters.” 

 

“put thoughts on paper, brainstorm, 

practice skills” 

 

 

Creativity 

“for fun, and to reflect on literature and 

respond to it” 

“It's a method of self-expression.  

Writing is highly personalized as 

students select areas of interest.” 

 

“they are also able to use writing as an 

outlet for emotions, thoughts, feelings, 

etc.” 

 

It is a way for student to develop and 

enhance their ability to express their 

thoughts on matters. 

“it promotes self-discovery” “inform, entertain, and foster 

creativity.” 

 

 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“writing as a means for demonstrating 

their knowledge and expertise” 

“nearly all summative include 

writing” 

“It can be informal and exploratory 

writing to help them begin thinking 

about ideas” 

 

“writing as a means for 

demonstrating their knowledge and 

expertise in certain standards-based 

areas” 

“Analyze, explain, cite info”  

 

Analysis 

“response to literature or text while 

digging deeper into the text” 

 

“and enhance their ability to express 

their thoughts on matters.” 

“Analyze, explain, cite info” “investigates texts and constructs 

meaning for the student, it connects 

students with their own ideas and 

with others' ideas” 
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Career and Technical Education Department Analysis of Question 13: What 

purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

 

Figure 53. Career and Technical Education Department Trends for Question 13 

 

 

Three core trends surface from the Career and Technical Education department 

data: WID/Real World, Research, and Analysis. The four CTE teachers have a narrow 

focus for the purpose of writing in their classrooms. Two of the teachers mentioned the 
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need for writing to play a real world role and to have students know exactly how writing 

looks in their field. However, these teachers did not specifically use the phrase writing in 

the disciplines (WID). Three of the teachers reported that research and analysis was a 

chief purpose for writing in their classrooms. Table 14 displays the three key trends from 

the CTE department along with data excerpts that align with the trends.  

Of the four CTE teachers, Teacher 22’s response solely encompasses all three 

trends from the CTE department: 

Writing takes the form of article reviews/summaries and some research based 

writing where students provide feedback about what they have found online 

through research and writing proposals for projects based on their research. 

Writing is also used to convey basic information through the use of presentation 

software and project reports. 

Teacher 22, much like teacher 39 from the English department, is a prospective WACA 

PLC leader because of the teacher’s clear and multifaceted incorporation of writing 

within the CTE discipline. 
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Table 14  

 

Career and Technical Education Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Career and Technical Education 

Trend Evidence 
 
WID/Real World 

“research based writing where students provide 

feedback about what they have found online 

through research and writing proposals for 

projects based on their research.” 

 

“article analysis of medical article, see 

how medical articles written” 

 

 
Research 

“weekly/bi-monthly article analysis of medical 

article” 

 

“research based writing” 

“found online through research and writing 

proposals for projects based on their research.” 

 

 

 
Analysis 

“Promotes higher order thinking skills” 

 

“weekly/bi-monthly article analysis” 

“Writing takes the form of article 

reviews/summaries” 
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Science Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing 

serve in your classroom? 

 

 
Figure 54. Science Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Four of the ten trends emerge from the teachers in the Science department: 

Foundational to Classroom, WID/Real World, Research, and Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding. The responses from these ten teachers reveal that the purpose 

of writing in the Science department at Martin Magnet is multifaceted but also clearly 
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aligned across different science classes and grade levels. This level of clarity regarding 

the purpose of writing is unique to this department. Table 15 displays prominent trends 

from the Science department and data samples from the qualitative responses from the 

ten different teachers in this department.  

Teacher 57’s response, more than any other science teacher at Martin, contains 

many of the overall trends from the Science department: 

There is on-going writing in my classroom through journal entries in a daily 

journal. Whether students respond to Bell Work questions, record notes, or 

construct lab reports, students are always writing to some degree in my class. 

Writing in this way allows students to express thoughts, ideas, findings, and other 

data in a single database. 

Similar to Teachers 39 and 22, Teacher 57 reveals a robust and differentiated approach to 

writing and therefore is another possible WACA PLC leader.  
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Table 15  

 

Science Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Science  

Trend Evidence 

 

Foundational to 

Classroom 

“My classroom uses writing in a variety 

of ways.”   

“There is on-going writing in my 

classroom through journal entries in 

a daily journal.” 

“In physics, mostly for lab reports” “students are always writing to some 

degree in my class.” 

 

 

 

WID/Real World 

“My focus is to graduate students who 

are proficient in scientific and 

professional writing abilities.” 

“It is analyses of current articles and 

scientific writing” 

“To connect the material in science to 

current events and the real world around 

them” 

“Learn to write like a scientist.”  

 

 

Research 

“This will include the ability to create, 

conduct and analyze individual research” 

“finding sources to support stances.” 

“article summaries and college research 

paper.” 

 

 

 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“to help portray or demonstrate how they 

understand a particular concept or 

standard” 

 

“Writing serves to allow an 

explanation within context of a 

situation” 

 

“to communicate ideas learned and 

connected” 

 

“articulate their understanding of a 

concept” 

 

“Writing in this way allows students to 

express thoughts, ideas, findings” 
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Math Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing serve 

in your classroom? 

 

 

Figure 55. Math Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Five of the ten trends emerge from the teachers in the Math department: 

Compare/Contrast, WID/Real World, Justification, Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding, and Creativity. The responses from these seven teachers 
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reveal that the purpose of writing in the Math department at Martin Magnet is wide 

ranging with a particularly strong focus on explaining thought processes and 

understanding of math concepts through writing. Table 16 displays evidence of the seven 

core trends in the Math department drawn from the Math teachers’ qualitative responses.  

Teacher 59’s response stands out among the other math teachers and includes 

many of the departmental trends: 

Most of the writing in my class is to explain a concept or justify their reasoning as 

part of their answer to a problem.  I can determine the student's level of mastery 

of a concept by reading their explanation of how to work a problem.  I can make 

comments and ask them further questions to help them correct or move further in 

their understanding.  The students must also justify their answer very often.  This 

requires the student to understand more fully what the numerical answer really 

means.  I also utilize projects in my class in order to enrich the curriculum and 

allow students some creative license in an otherwise very cut and dry kind of 

class. I also try to find interesting articles that tie the real world to the calculus 

they are learning in class.  The students have to either summarize the article or 

answer a question stating evidence from the article. 

Teacher 59 is another possible WACA PLC leader, one who would be able to sustain the 

WACA initiative within the Math Department but also beyond it. According to Smith and 

Smith (2014) as well as Yancey, Taczak, and Robertson (2014), teachers with the proper 

training can help students carry their writing skills between and beyond disciplines. 

Teacher 59’s dedication to using writing to help students justify answers could also assist 
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students in English and social studies classes transfer this skill across multiple 

disciplines.  

 

Table 16  

Math Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Math  

Trend Evidence 

 

Compare/Contrast 

“they can compare/contrast two 

concepts.” 

“Compare or contrast your solution 

and methods to others.” 

 

 

WID/Real World 

“Describe situations to which 

mathematical sentences might apply.” 

 

“Discuss the math that appears in a 

real-world situation.” 

 

“Normally would assign a paper a year 

for either a research paper or for career 

research.” 

 

“I also try to find interesting articles 

that tie the real world to the calculus 

they are learning in class” 

 

Justification 

 

“their reasoning as part of their answer to 

a problem.” 

“The students must also justify their 

answer very often.” 

 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“opportunity for students to explain their 

thinking and how they came to an answer 

to a particular problem or mathematical 

question” 

 

“explain their understanding of a 

topic” 

“Describing a thought process when a 

problem is solved incorrectly” 

 

“Detailed description of a process or 

method to solve a problem” 

“Most of the writing in my class is to 

explain a concept” 

“help them correct or move further 

in their understanding” 

 

 

Creativity 

“Occasionally, it is a tool for reflecting 

and summarizing.” 

“I also utilize projects in my class in 

order to enrich the curriculum and 

allow students some creative license 

in an otherwise very cut and dry 

kind of class.” 
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Social Studies Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does 

writing serve in your classroom? 

 

 
Figure 56. Social Studies Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Five of the ten trends surface from the teachers in the Social Studies department: 

Foundational to Classroom, Compare/Contrast, Creativity, Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding, Standards/Test Prep, and Analysis. The responses from these 

eleven teachers reveal that the purpose of writing in the Social Studies department at 

Martin Magnet is—like the Science and Math departments—sprawling. However, there is 
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strong focus on writing being an ideal way for students to demonstrate their knowledge 

and understanding in the social studies classrooms at Martin. Table 17 displays evidence 

of the seven core trends in the Social Studies department drawn from the social studies 

teachers’ qualitative responses.  

Teacher 21’s response shows a distinctive break from the other teachers in the 

Social Studies department with a focus on extending the class through writing and 

providing an outlet for student expression: 

Writing is an overall extension of our class discussions and an exploration of 

student views on various issues.  Writing, I tell students, also allows those who 

are more reserved or shy about expressing their views openly the opportunity to 

do so in a more private manner.   

This teacher provides a unique perspective on the purpose of writing at Martin, one that 

focuses on student exploration and self-expression. Teacher 21 is a probable WACA PLC 

leader.  
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Table 17  

Social Studies Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Social Studies  

Trend Evidence 

 

Compare/Contrast 

“compare and contrast, and report on 

recent activity.” 

 

“FRQs to define, describe, explain, 

compare/contrast” 

“compare/ contrast works of art.” 

 

 

 

Creativity 

“Makes connections to personal 

experience.” 

“Writing is an overall extension of 

our class discussions and an 

exploration of student views on 

various issues.” 

  

“expressing their views openly” 

 

 

 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“To allow me to assess the student's 

knowledge of the subject matter.” 

 

“Demonstrates mastery” 

“It is used for demonstration of mastery 

of material” 

“To better understand and show 

understanding of content” 

“Helps develop student thinking as well 

as assess their understanding in the 

subject matter” 

 

 

 

Standards/Test Prep 

“Practice for AP exam or TN Ready.” 

 

“It prepares the student for the AP 

Exam.” 

 

“To prepare students for AP classes and 

state standardized testing.” 

 

“FRQs to define, describe, explain, 

compare/contrast, synthesize, and 

evaluate concepts and ideas associate 

with politics and government.” 

 

 

Analysis 

“analyzing a source” “FRQs to define, describe, explain, 

compare/contrast, synthesize, and 

evaluate concepts and ideas associate 

with politics and government.” 
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Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Analysis of Question 

13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

 
Figure 57. Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Trends for Question 

13 

 

 One of the ten school-wide trends arises from the Heath, Physical Education, and 

Recreation department data. These five teachers provided brief yet aligned answers 

regarding the purpose of writing in the physical education classroom: Demonstrate 
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Knowledge/Understanding. Table 18 illustrates evidence of the trend in the HPER 

department drawn from the HPER teachers’ qualitative responses.  

Although the HPER teachers’ responses were brief and a WACA PLC leader did 

not emerge, the HPER teachers have a specific, aligned purpose for writing in the 

physical education classroom, which is a step in the direction of the school-wide WACA 

vision. Aligning teachers’ perspectives on the purposes of writing at Martin can also help 

them discuss how and why writing could and should be assessed.  

 

Table 18  

 

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Trend Evidence 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“To put thoughts and ideas into written 

word.” 

 

“To demonstrate understanding”  

 

“Allows students to expand on 

thoughts.” 
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Fine Arts Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing 

serve in your classroom? 

 

 
Figure 58. Fine Arts Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Three of the ten school-wide trends appear within the Fine Arts department: 

Demonstrate Knowledge/Understanding, Creativity, and Analysis. The responses from 

the Fine Arts teachers were concise yet showed a heightened sense of reflection about the 

purpose of writing in their classrooms. One teacher realized, while taking the survey, how 

much writing does take place in his classroom. In Table 19, I display evidence of the 
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trends in the Fine Arts department drawn from the Fine Arts teachers’ qualitative 

responses. 

Teacher 1’s response reveals an honest reflection about the role of writing in his 

Fine Arts classroom: 

I will be completely honest.  I am a choir director and find that I am constantly 

pressed or time just to get rehearsal time for performances. We typically move 

from one performance to the next with little to no transition time.   

This teacher’s candid response is important because gauging teachers’ readiness to adopt 

a new program is essential to the success and sustainability of the school improvement 

initiative. Hord and Hall (1987) as well as Bernhardt (2013) warn against diving into a 

new plan without checking the pulse of faculty members first. Thus, we have a group of 

teachers at Martin who are not quite ready to embrace the WACA movement, and the 

plan of action detailed in Chapter 5 explores strategies to help these teachers become 

valuable WACA stakeholders.  
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Table 19  

 

Fine Arts Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Fine Arts  

Trend Evidence 

 
 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding  

“Comprehension”  “Summary, analysis, review” 

 

“It allows me to have students respond to 

an image or work of art without and 

knowledge of the piece and then respond 

once they read an explanation by the 

artist.” 

 

 

 
 

Creativity 

“I primarily use writing for creative 

purposes and response to artwork or for 

large projects” 

 

“Exploring ideas, comprehension, 

exploring creative thought.” 

 

“Writing serves as a means for students 

to provide their responses to works of 

art.” 

 

 

 

Analysis 

“Summary, analysis, review” 

 

“Writing is also used to compare 

and contrast periods and styles of 

art.” 
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Foreign Language Department Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does 

writing serve in your classroom? 

 
Figure 59. Foreign Language Department Trends for Question 13 

 

Four of the ten trends surface from the Foreign Language teachers: Getting to 

Know Students, Formative/Practice, Creativity, Demonstrate Knowledge/Understanding, 

and WID/Real World. Table 20 displays evidence of the trends in the Foreign Language 

department drawn from the Foreign Language teachers’ qualitative responses.  
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Teacher 37’s response represents the only teacher at Martin who reported using 

writing as a way to create connections between the instructor and the student:  

Writing serves as a way for me to get to know the students.  I learn where they 

make common language mistakes (I am a foreign language teacher), and learn 

about their personality, interests, and personal opinions.  Writing allows me to see 

what students know about a particular topic and allow me to gauge 

comprehension.   

Hattie’s (2012) research has made it clear that strong teacher-student relationships have 

an incredible impact on student learning. Teacher 37, whether conscious or not, is using 

writing to build these vital relationships that will absolutely increase student learning. 

Teacher 37 from the Foreign Language Department is another potential WACA PLC 

leader.  
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Table 20  

 

Foreign Language Department Evidence Table Question 13 

Q.13: What purpose does writing serve in your classroom? 

Foreign Language  

Trend Evidence 

 

Formative/Practice 

“In the foreign language classroom, 

writing serves to practice concepts in 

action” 

“Writing allows the student to use 

what they know (although 

sometimes limited)” 

“It gives students the opportunity to learn 

how to structure sentences and express 

themselves” 

“I learn where they make common 

language mistakes” 

 

Creativity 

“They are also given opportunities to do 

some creative writing within the target 

language.” 

 

“It also helps them to develop the 

creativity and improve 

communication in the target 

language.” 

“make connections; creativity and self-

relevance.” 

“express their opinions on a variety 

of topics” 

 

Demonstrate 

Knowledge/Understanding 

“The students demonstrate their mastery 

of language skills and comprehension” 

“Reinforce material learned and 

make connections” 

“It is a way for me to see if students 

understand the material” 

“Writing allows me to see what 

students know about a particular 

topic and allow me to gauge 

comprehension.”   

 

 

WID/Real World 

“They are also given opportunities to do 

some creative writing within the target 

language.” 

 

“In the foreign language classroom, 

writing serves to practice concepts in 

action, meaning they use what 

they've learned in a real-world 

situation.” 

“In upper levels, they use writing to 

synthesize information for persuasive 

essays, create CV's, critique art and 

express their opinions on a variety of 

topics.” 

 

“I learn where they make common 

language mistakes” 

 

 

 

Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your 

classroom? 

 

In Question 14, I seek to gather teachers’ rationales for grading student writing 

the way they do. Discovering how and why teachers assess writing in their classrooms is 

essential to establishing a school-wide vision of writing assessment. The results from 

Q14 can also be cross-checked with the quantitative questions concerning rubric use and 
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rubric creation. As seen in Figure 59, I illustrate the school-wide assessment practices 

that occur at Martin; the figures that follow detail individual departmental trends.  

 

School-wide Overview of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the way 

you do in your classroom? 

 
 

 

Figure 60. School-wide Trends for Question 14          
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 Eight school-wide trends emerge from the qualitative data, revealing a wide range 

of writing assessment rationales. Three of the trends appear most frequently across 

multiple departments: Standards/Test Prep, Rubrics, and Assessing 

Learning/Understanding. These three trends appeared in four or more departments at 

Martin. Less dominant trends such as Justification and WID/Real World appeared only in 

single departments, but these trends are of value because they align with the results of the 

other two qualitative questions.  
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English Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the 

way you do in your classroom? 

 
 

Figure 61. English Department Trends for Question 14 

Five of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 surface in the English 

department: Standards/Test Prep, Clear Expectations/Consistency, Justification of Grade, 

Rubrics, and Assessing Learning/Understanding. The English department demonstrates a 

heavy use of rubrics to assess student writing. Several teachers reported using rubrics to 

prepare for a state or AP exam while others reported using rubrics to communicate clear 
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expectations or to justify a grade. The English department certainly has a varied writing 

assessment philosophy.  

Two teachers from the English department provide responses that show a 

heightened sense of assessment interest, experimentation, and expertise. Teacher 39’s 

response reveals an eagerness to create customized rubrics but also knowledge of rubric 

terminology: 

I have started using my own adaptations of the rubrics [for the tests] that my 

students take. For instance, on the TNReady test, they use a rubric that has four 

categories with four possible scores. I use those so that my students are being 

graded consistently throughout the school year and know what to expect on the 

test, and we can [track] progress towards those categories (especially when using 

the data notebook). I do play with the descriptions under the categories and 

reserve the right to add my own to fit the assignment better. For my AP students, 

the rubric is holistic. I will continue to use the AP rubric, but I am going to use 

that for half of the score, and then add some categories for the other half to be 

able to provide more specific feedback and perhaps focus on specific skills 

depending on the assignment. 

Teacher 39 not only shows the willingness to tailor rubrics to fit specific assignments but 

also specifically mentions the word “holistic,” which rarely appears in the qualitative 

responses from Martin teachers. Moreover, Teacher 43 demonstrates similar writing 

assessment literacy skills: 

The only way I know how to grade writing is by using a rubric. The rubric and 

skill is constantly changing per assignment in my class. Not every piece of writing 
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should be graded in a classroom nor is it possible. I love to allow students to 

sometimes choose the assignment they believe should be graded for a certain 

skill. Ex. Narrative Essay. 

Teacher 43 not only uses rubrics to assess student writing but also adapts the rubric as the 

assignments and skills change. Teacher 43 also welcomes the idea of students being 

involved in their own assessment, which is a unique response when compared to the 

majority of Martin teachers. Teacher 43, along with Teacher 39, espouses writing 

assessment practices and beliefs that align with the research and best practices presented 

in the Chapter 2. The next step, then, is to investigate how and why these two particular 

teachers obtained these anomalous writing assessment perspectives and how they can 

become WACA PLC leaders who help their peers grow and learn.  
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Table 21  

 

English Department Evidence Table Question 14 

 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

English  

Trend Evidence 
 

 

 

Standards/Test Prep 

“Graded based on standards and how the 

students will be assessed.” 

 

“on the TNReady test, they use a 

rubric that has four categories with 

four possible scores. I use those so 

that my students are being graded 

consistently throughout the school 

year” 

“For my AP students, the rubric is 

holistic. I will continue to use the AP 

rubric” 

“I use the state rubric to assess 

writing because I want my students 

to be familiar with the way they will 

be assessed on the writing portion of 

the state test” 

 

Clear 

Expectations/Consistency 

 

“I use those so that my students are being 

graded consistently throughout the 

school year and know what to expect on 

the test” 

“I usually create rubrics, which I 

give to the students ahead of time, so 

that they know what I expect from 

their writing.” 

 

 

Justification of Grade 

“I use a common core rubric so that I can 

justify the grade to all parties 

concerned.” 

 

“guide for students, justification” 

 

 

 

 

 

Rubrics 

“Based on the research, grading on a 4 or 

5 point scale using descriptions is the 

most useful way” 

“I use a common core rubric so that I 

can justify the grade to all parties 

concerned.” 

 

“I have started using my own adaptations 

of the rubrics that the tests my students 

take” 

“For my AP students, the rubric is 

holistic. I will continue to use the AP 

rubric” 

“I use the state rubric to assess writing 

because I want my students to be 

familiar with the way they will be 

assessed on the writing portion of the 

state test” 

“Occasionally, I will create a rubric 

that will focus on a particular skill” 

“I usually create rubrics, which I give to 

the students ahead of time, so that they 

know what I expect from their writing.” 

 

“The only way I know how to grade 

writing is by using a rubric” 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding 

 

“In order to give students feedback so 

that he/she can improve and know 

strengths and weaknesses.” 

 

“I grade it to assess the learning I am 

emphasizing with the assignment. 

Sometimes it focuses on the writing, 

other times just the content.” 
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Career and Technical Education Department Analysis of Question 14: Why 

do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 62. Career and Technical Education Department Trends for Question 14 

 

Two of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 emerge in the Career and 

Technical Education department: Assessing Learning/Understanding and WID/Real 

World. Unlike the English teachers at Martin, the CTE teachers have a more focused 
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writing assessment philosophy. These teachers are committed to assessing thinking, 

career, and life skills when grading student writing.    

Teacher 20’s response is notable because this teacher’s rationale for assessing 

student writing in a certain way focuses solely on students being able to write in a 

specific discipline (WID): 

I tend to base it on what the students will have to do in the medical profession.  

Since I am a CTE teacher, we are trained to get students prepared for the "real 

world" so I have grade based on what they need for the "work force" 

The CTE Department teachers, along with the Science Department teachers, exhibit the 

strongest assessment connections to WID. These teachers, therefore, are assets in helping 

other Martin teachers embrace the notion of real-world writing so that students will not 

only compete in the global economy that Wagner (2008) discusses but also so that 

students can learn to transfer their skills beyond a single discipline; after all, WID is a 

operates as a natural scaffold to transfer.  
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Table 22  

 

Career and Technical Education Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Career and Technical Education 

Trend Evidence 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding 

 

“I am more concerned with the 

reasoning, not so much the outcome of 

the project. ‘Why did the student choose 

this idea and how did it impact the final 

product’ is an example of the type of 

question I would ask myself when 

grading” 

“In general, I look for sound 

thinking and reasonable ideas about 

a topic when I am analyzing their 

article summaries.” 

 

 

WID/Real World 

“Helps to encourage students to 

proofread their writings and incorporate 

real life situations into their writings.” 

 

“I tend to base it on what the 

students will have to do in the 

medical profession.  Since I am a 

CTE teacher, we are trained to get 

students prepared for the ‘real world’ 

so I have grade based on what they 

need for the ‘work force’” 
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Science Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the 

way you do in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 63. Science Department Trends for Question 14 

 

 Five of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 arise in the Science 

department: Standards/Test Prep, Clear Expectations/Consistency, Formative, Rubrics, 

and Assessing Learning/Understanding. The Science teachers, like the English and Social 

Studies teachers, reveal a frequent use of rubrics to assess student writing. However, the 
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most dominant trend for the Science teachers is Assessing Learning/Understanding. 

Many of the Science teachers assess student writing with a focus on depth of ideas and 

comprehension. However, two Science teachers expressly wrote that they assess writing 

in a way to help students improve and track their progress. This Formative trend only 

appears in the Science and Foreign Language departments.  

The science teachers, as a group, reveal many positive writing assessment 

rationales, especially surrounding the use of rubrics; however, Teacher 50 did frankly 

reveal a lack of confidence regarding rubrics, saying that he was “just not comfortable 

making rubrics.” Although Teacher 50’s science colleagues’ responses reflect more 

confidence in their assessment methods, Teacher 50 is not alone in his sentiment and 

would benefit from seeing that 46% of Martin teachers reported that they rarely or never 

create their own rubrics for a writing assignment. One of the major pitfalls of action 

research is that teachers from the researcher’s own school can often feel judged. If the 

WACA initiative is to be a sustained success, I must ensure that all Martin teachers can 

reveal their true opinions without fear of judgment.  
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Table 23  

 

Science Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Science  

Trend Evidence 

 

Standards/Test Prep 

“FRQs: I grade them using a rubric 

because that is how they are graded on 

the AP Exam” 

 

“I am moving to standards-based 

grading” 

 

Clear 

Expectations/Consistency 

“Most writing is graded with some sort 

of rubric.  This allows me to ensure that 

I have held the same requirements when 

grading all the papers.” 

 

“I use a rubric for all writing so that 

I can be consistent with 

expectations” 

 

 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding 

“sometimes I find myself skimming 

them for the material and not necessarily 

the correct grammar or punctuation” 

“I am looking for the relevance to 

science and their understanding of 

the science concept” 

 

“I grade based more on were they able to 

express their findings than on how they 

write it.  Basically, they need to include 

pertinent facts in a concise manner.” 

 

“I do not grade ‘writing’ as much as 

I grade did they convey the gist of 

the concept assesses” 

 

 

Formative  

“To make sure they read the assignment 

and to help foster their writing skills.” 

“I am moving to standards-based 

grading because it is most effective 

to track students' mastery of 

standards with this method.” 

 

 

 

 

Rubrics 

“Most writing is graded with some sort 

of rubric.  This allows me to ensure that 

I have held the same requirements when 

grading all the papers.” 

 

“I use a rubric for all writing so that 

I can be consistent with 

expectations” 

 

“FRQs: I grade them using a rubric 

because that is how they are graded on 

the AP Exam 

Other: I use a rubric to evaluate content 

present and structure (when writing in a 

specified structure like a lab report.)” 

 

“Just not comfortable making 

rubrics.” 
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Math Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the 

way you do in your classroom? 

 

 
 

Figure 64. Math Department Trends for Question 14 

 

For Question 14, the Math teachers writing assessment motives circle a single 

trend: Assessing Learning/Understanding. Unlike any other department at Martin, the 

teachers in the Math department have a unified, focused vision for assessing student 
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writing. These teachers are acutely focused on student understanding and processing of 

ideas when assessing student writing. Like the Science teachers, the Math teachers are far 

less focused on grammar and mechanics when assessing student writing; rather, they 

want to ensure that students are successfully grasping the concepts.  

In contrast to the math teachers’ focus on assessing writing to check for student 

understanding, Teacher 56 did, reveal a conflict about balancing writing as well as math 

content and skills in her classroom: 

My lack of grading writing is because I feel overwhelmed by the need to achieve 

mastery in math skills. There's no time for me to grade writing adequately in 

addition to what I grade already. 

Like Teacher 50 from the Science department, Teacher 56 shows vulnerability and is not 

alone in this apprehension to add more to an already full load. Bernhardt (2013) notes 

that school improvement teams must ensure that the new initiative does not feel like 

another burdensome task for teachers to complete. I will discuss, in Chapter 5, strategies 

to avoid overwhelming teachers with this new WACA movement.  
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Table 24  

Math Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Math  

Trend Evidence 

 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding 

“I am looking for students thought 

processes so it needs to be to the point 

but also clear so that I know exactly how 

they came to their answer so I am 

looking for good explanations” 

  

“I am looking to see if they have a 

true understanding of the concepts I 

am teaching” 

 

“I focus on student understanding of 

information, not writing rules (ie 

spelling, grammar rules etc)” 

 

“I grade more for proof of 

understanding and precise language 

than flowing words” 

“To assess student understanding and 

provide feedback” 
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Social Studies Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade 

writing the way you do in your classroom? 

 
 

 

Figure 65. Social Studies Department Trends for Question 14 

 

Three of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 appear in the Social Studies 

department: Standards/Test Prep, Rubrics, and Assessing Learning/Understanding. The 

Social Studies teachers, more than any other group, have a heightened focus on preparing 

students for state or AP exams when assessing student writing. The two most dominant 
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trends for these teachers are Assessing Learning/Understanding and Rubrics. These 

trends overlap among the majority of the Social Studies teachers because the aforesaid 

state and AP exams have specific rubrics that define writing expectations for students. 

However, these teachers are also concerned with student understanding of ideas and 

content when assessing student writing.  

Teacher 21, once again, provides a thoughtful and unique perspective on writing 

and writing assessment: 

I grade it in a variety of ways because our children learn in a variety of ways.  I 

also think it's important to allow students to choose writing types that are most 

appropriate for them.  Other times, I want to push them out of their comfort zone 

to try something new 

Like Teacher 43 from the English Department, Teacher 21 shows a passion for 

differentiate the assessment to meet students’ needs; moreover, there is a willingness to 

invite students to become part of the assessment process, which is not common at Martin. 

Approximately 10% of Martin teachers involve students in the creation of writing rubrics. 

As a result, Teacher 21 could help other social studies teachers embrace the notion of 

students as assessment stakeholders.  
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Table 25  

Social Studies Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Social Studies  

Trend Evidence 

 

 

 

 

Standards/Test Prep  

“To maintain AP standards.” “I use real AP rubrics with real AP 

FRQs so the students have plenty of 

experience with that type of question 

before the big AP exam.” 

 

“To match scoring methods that will be 

used to score student responses on the 

AP Exam and research presentations.” 

 

“AP Rubrics need to be used to raise 

student comfort level with FRQ 

responses.” 

 

“I follow the AP rubric so that my 

students prepared for the exam.” 

 

 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding 

“To ensure that students master the 

writing requirements” 

“Is a valuable tool to determine if a 

student understands the ideas or 

objectives of said lesson” 

“I grade it to make sure the students 

understand the sources that they read or 

to make sure they understand the 

content.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rubrics 

“Have to follow the given rubric.” 

 

“I use real AP rubrics with real AP 

FRQs so the students have plenty of 

experience with that type of question 

before the big AP exam.” 

 

“Typically the rubric I assign with the 

writing assessment I have given dictates 

the way I grade an assignment.” 

 

“To match scoring methods that will 

be used to score student responses 

on the AP Exam and research 

presentations.” 

 

“AP Rubrics need to be used to raise 

student comfort level with FRQ 

responses.” 

 

“I follow the AP rubric so that my 

students prepared for the exam.” 
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Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Analysis of Question 

14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

 

 
 

           

Figure 66. Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Trends for Question 

14 

 

For Question 14, one of the eight school-wide trends surfaces in the Heath, 

Physical Education, and Recreation department: Preparedness/Training. The HPER 

teachers provided the briefest answers to Question 14 yet revealed a candid perspective 
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on the lack of writing assessment training. These five teachers either seem unconcerned 

with writing assessment practices or unprepared to comment on the issue.  

Even though these teachers reveal a lack of training or confidence, they would 

benefit to know that approximately 68% of Martin teachers also report receiving little to 

no writing assessment training, and nearly 50% of Martin teachers “sometimes” or do 

“not often” or “never” feel prepared to grade writing. Instead of viewing these responses 

at shortcomings, we can use them as opportunities to discuss our writing assessment 

needs and apprehensions with each other. 

 

Table 26  

 

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Trend Evidence 

 
Preparedness/Training 

“N/A” 

 

“Lack of experience in grading 

writing.” 

 

“Its how I was trained.” 
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Fine Arts Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing 

the way you do in your classroom? 

 

 

 
 

Figure 67. Fine Arts Department Trends for Question 14 

 

Two of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 arise in the Fine Arts 

department: Assessing Learning/Understanding and Preparedness/Training. The Fine 

Arts teachers are most concerned with assessing understanding and ideas when grading 
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student writing. However, one teacher also expressed an honest admission about the lack 

of writing done in his classroom and another admitted to grading writing in a certain 

manner to comply with school mandates.  

Teachers in the Fine Arts department, much like those in the HPER department, 

openly express their concerns or lack of interest in writing, and these admissions can 

become valuable entry points to a new discussion about the purpose of writing in Fine 

Arts classes and how writing should or should not be assessed.  

 

Table 27  

 

Fine Arts Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Fine Arts  

Trend Evidence 

 

Assessing 

Learning/Understanding  

 

“I grade primarily on the content and less 

on grammar.  I do this because I care 

more about their ideas and thoughts than 

the actual writing rules.” 

 

“I seek to see if a student has 

provided their own response vs only 

provide obvious visual recollections 

of things they are observing.”   

 

 

Preparedness/Training 

“I don't grade writing in my classroom 

because I do little to no writing.” 

 

“This is what I know as a teacher.” 

 

“Because I'm told to” 
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Foreign Language Department Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade 

writing the way you do in your classroom? 

 

 
 

 

Figure 68. Foreign Language Department Trends for Question 14 
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Three of the eight school-wide trends for Question 14 surface in the Foreign 

Language department: Standards/Test Prep, Formative, and Rubrics. Much like the Social 

Studies teachers, the Foreign Language teachers focus on preparing for an AP exam and 

use the AP rubric as a guide for assessing student writing.  

In addition to a focus on AP test preparation, the Foreign Language teachers also 

reveal a focus on formative assessment and student growth when assessing writing. 

Hattie (2012) and Popham (2014) agree on the power of formative assessment for 

increasing student learning. At Martin, a dedication to assessing writing formatively only 

appears in the Foreign Language and Science departments.  

 

Table 28  

 

Foreign Language Department Evidence Table Question 14 

Q.14: Why do you grade writing the way you do in your classroom? 

Foreign Language  

Trend Evidence 

 

Standards/Test Prep 

 

“Rubric reflects format that is used on AP 

exam.” 

 

“During AP, I model my rubric off of 

the AP samples.” 

 

 

Formative 

“To try to keep the students reflecting on 

how they can improve their writing while 

also practicing vocabulary in context and 

demonstrating their acquired skills.” 

 

“I want my students to write clearly 

and be understood, but I am not 

grading on grammar or specific 

"ELA" standards.  I am more looking 

for content, comprehension, 

comparison, or better yet- concept 

integration.” 

 

 

Rubrics 

 

“Rubric reflects format that is used on AP 

exam.” 

 

“I try to model my assessment after 

AP testing materials.  During the 

lower levels of my language, I do not 

often use a rubric.  During AP, I 

model my rubric off of the AP 

samples.” 
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Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look like in your classroom? 

 

In the final question of the WACA survey, I ask teachers to describe what good 

writing looks like in their classrooms. Once we obtain and then study this invaluable 

perception data, we can determine exactly what elements in writing we value most and 

least at Martin. The next step is sharing these results in order to build the foundation of 

the WACA initiative at Martin. Using the same wheel design as the previous sections, 

Figure 76 illustrates the school-wide writing traits that Martin teachers value; the figures 

that follow detail specific departmental trends.  
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School-wide Overview of Question 15: What does good writing look like in 

your class?  

 
 

 

Figure 69. School-wide Trends for Question 15          

 

For Question 15, eight school-wide trends emerge from the qualitative data, 

revealing a diverse range of what good writing looks like at Martin. Development 

appeared in seven of eight departments as a key trend. Clear/Concise appeared in five of 

the eight departments. Organization/Flow and Evidence appeared in four of the eight 
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departments. The remaining trends of Grammar/Mechanics, WID/Real World, 

Standards/Objectives, and Creativity appeared in select departments but are still crucial to 

the overall vision for what good writing looks like at Martin Magnet.  

 

English Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look 

like in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 70. English Department Trends for Question 15 
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Six of the eight school-wide trends for Question 15 surface in the English 

department: Evidence, Creativity, Standards/Objectives, Grammar/Mechanics, 

Organization/Flow, and Development. The English teachers have a diverse vision for 

what good writing looks like. The major concern of the English department is that 

students thoroughly develop their ideas. However, the second most important quality of 

good writing for the English teachers is that it is creative and original. The minor trends 

among the English teachers are that writing is organized, is filled with supporting 

evidence, and is grammatically correct.  

For Teacher 39, good writing has many qualities, including purpose, 

development, audience, voice, and more: 

Good writing has a clear purpose, is fully developed with appropriate and detailed 

evidence, is arranged in a manner appropriate for the task and purpose, is geared 

towards the audience, has an original voice and sophisticated diction, is original 

and engaging in ideas, and is mechanically sound. 

Teacher 39 provides, for the third time, another detailed and authentic response. This 

teacher reveals a clear interest in study and would be an ideal candidate for a WACA 

PLC leader. 
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Table 29  

 

English Department Evidence Table Question 15 

 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

English  

Trend Evidence 

 

Evidence 

“Well-thought out, detailed evidence” 

 

“detailed evidence” 

“Not plagiarized, well-researched, 

sophisticated and properly cited.” 

 

 

 

 
Creativity 

“creative, specific vocabulary, out-of-the-

box” 

 

“When it has an intangible ‘wow’ 

factor that makes my jaw drop just a 

bit, I consider that great writing.” 

 

“has an original voice” “is original and engaging in ideas” 

  

 

Standards/Objectives 

“Reflects the TNCore standards for 

writing skills” 

“I guess the best answer would be 

that good writing in my class is 

writing that fulfills the objectives of 

the assignment” 

 
Grammar/Mechanics 

“grammatically correct” “is mechanically sound” 

“is grammatically and logically sound”  

 

Organization/Flow 

“Organized into paragraphs according to 

topic” 

“good flow and transitions” 

“Good writing is organized clearly”  

 

Development 

“details that expand on the topic” “Good writing has a clear purpose, is 

fully developed” 

“is original and engaging in ideas” “Good writing is when a student 

takes the time to truly develop the 

quality of their paper” 

“Good writing is thoughtful”  
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Career and Technical Education Department Analysis of Question 15: What 

does good writing look like in your class? 

 

 
 

           

Figure 71. Career and Technical Education Department Trends for Question 15 

 

Three of the eight school-wide trends for Question 15 appear in the Career and 

Technical Education department: Grammar/Mechanics, Clear/Concise, and WID/Real 

World. The CTE teachers have a clear vision of what good writing looks like in their 

classrooms: clearly and concise written with sound grammar and mechanics.  
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Moreover, the WID/Real World trend has appeared in each qualitative question in 

this department. The CTE teachers, as a result, know what good writing looks like in their 

discipline and have concrete reasons why it should look that way. These teachers could 

lead the push for WID at Martin and help us move toward building our students’ transfer 

skills.  

 

Table 30  

Career and Technical Education Department Evidence Table Question 15 

 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Career and Technical Education 

Trend Evidence 

 

 

 

Clear/Concise 

“to the point” “Good writing is clear, concise” 

“I do not like wordiness” “As an English teacher friend once said, 

'Writing should be like a ladies skirt, 

long enough to cover the details, but 

short enough to keep it interesting.’" 

 

“can they digest the information and in turn, 

understand it!” 

 

 

 
Grammar/Mechanics 

“I do not like wordiness” “correct spelling -- a MUST in the 

medical profession!” 

 

 
WID/Real World 

“correct spelling -- a MUST in the medical 

profession!” 

 

“to the point, detailed description of the 

process used” 
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Science Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look 

like in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 72. Science Department Trends for Question 15           

 

For Question 15, three of the eight school-wide trends arise in the Science 

department: Development, Clear/Concise, and WID/Real World. The Science teachers 

have specific vision for what good writing looks like in their classrooms. The Science 

teachers reported that good student writing must be developed, professional in style, and 
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succinctly written. The Science teachers are unified in what they believe good science 

writing looks like. 

The Science Department teachers are unified in what they believe good science 

writing looks like, particularly when discussing what real-world science writing looks 

like. Much like the CTE teachers, the science teachers reveal a commitment to WID. 

These teachers, in more ways than one, serve as a model department for the future of the 

WACA initiative at Martin.  

 

Table 31  

 

Science Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Science  

Trend Evidence 

 
Development 

 

“depth of meaning and understanding” “Descriptive and concise lab reports.” 

 

 

Clear/Concise 

“It is clear and concise without the need 

for unnecessary detail/ fluff.” 

 

“Good writing in Science is concise” 

“Descriptive and concise lab reports.” 

 

“effectual, concise, and to the point” 

 

“to the point” 

 

“AP chem philosophy in writing is 

‘get in get out--don't embarrass 

yourself’” 

 

 
WID/Real World 

“I require my students to write in the 

‘professional voice’” 

“professional & scientific writing” 
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Math Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look like 

in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 73. Math Department Trends for Question 15 

           

Much like the Science department, similar trends emerge from the Math 

department: Development and Clear/Concise. Unlike the English teachers, the math 

teachers have a narrow vision for what good writing looks like in their classrooms. Good 

writing, for these teachers, is detailed and developed with clarity and brevity.  
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Table 32  

Math Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Math  

Trend Evidence 

 

 

 
Clear/Concise 

“Being able to clearly and concisely 

explain their thinking in mathematics” 

“so good writing looks like a solid 

piece of thinking without being too 

long or wordy” 

“A clear concise sentence or three that can 

fully get the concept across to the reader.” 

 

“Good writing is when a student puts 

the book or lecture concepts into their 

own words with clarity and 

accuracy.” 

 

“Good writing in my class is short and to 

the point” 

 

 

Development 

“Good writing takes a numerical or 

algebraic expression and turns it into a 

story.” 

 

“Good writing is exceptionally 

detailed” 

“I am looking for them to be able to 

describe what is happening and why.” 
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Social Studies Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing 

look like in your class? 

 
 

Figure 74. Social Studies Department Trends for Question 15 

          

Four of the eight school-wide trends for Question 15 arise in the Social Studies 

department: Evidence, Organization/Flow, Development, and Clear/Concise. The Social 

Studies teachers have expressed that good writing in their classrooms is developed, well 

organized, clearly and concisely written, and supported by evidence. Like the Science 
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and Math teachers, the Social Studies teachers are not as concerned with grammar and 

mechanics as the English, CTE, and Foreign Language departments.  

 

Table 33  

Social Studies Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Social Studies  

Trend Evidence 

 

 
Evidence 

“answering the question completely by 

citing evidence.”  

 

“evidence backing up their 

arguments” 

“gives references to the text” “gives good examples” 

“Good writing answers the question and 

provides accurate historical detail.”   

 

 

 

Organization/Flow 

“Well organized.” “Flows well from point to point” 

“Writing in my class is like water: it's 

clear, it flows, it stands.” 

 

 

 

 
Development  

“Thesis, Argument, Background, and 

Synthesis” 

 

“writing should thoroughly answer 

the writing prompt or thoroughly 

address the given topic” 

“answering the question completely” “Descriptive” 

“gives good examples” “clear, cogent, detailed” 

 

 

 
Clear/Concise 

“It has to be clear” “Coherent and cohesive 

understanding of the content” 

“It also does not have to be based on 

length.” 

“Clear and concise” 

“expresses a belief or idea clearly” “clear, cogent, detailed” 
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Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Analysis of Question 

15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

 
 

           

Figure 75. Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Trends for Question 

15 

 

 

Three of the eight school-wide trends for Question 15 surface in the Heath, 

Physical Education, and Recreation department: Evidence, Organization/Flow, and 

Development. The HPER teachers share three of the most prominent trends in all 

departments but are also unified in their own departmental vision for good writing, which 
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means that good writing is organized and well-developed with evidence to support ideas, 

claims, and opinions.  

 

Table 34  

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Heath, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Trend Evidence 

 

Evidence 

“Not a retelling of facts but an 

explanation with evidence.” 

 

“Complete thoughts with evidence to 

support claims and opinions.” 

 

 
Organization/Flow 

 

“Organized and well thought out” 

 

“Organized and substantiated 

thought” 

 

 

Development 

 

“Organized and well thought out” 

 

“Organized and substantiated 

thought” 
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Fine Arts Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look 

like in your class? 

 
 

           

Figure 76. Fine Arts Department Trends for Question 15 

 

Three of the eight school-wide trends for Question 15 appear in the Fine Arts 

department: Evidence, Development, and Clear/Concise. The Fine Arts teachers share a 

similar vision of good writing with the Math, Social Studies, and HPER teachers. For the 
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Fine Arts teachers, good writing is descriptive yet concise as well as thoroughly 

developed with evidence to support their ideas.  

 

Table 35  

Fine Arts Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Fine Arts  

Trend Evidence 

 
Evidence  

“I expect students to cite evidence and to 

be thorough in their thoughts.” 

 

“Analysis and comparison of 

multiple sources” 

 
Development 

“Good writing is descriptive, it paints a 

picture, it is detail oriented.” 

“to be thorough in their thoughts.” 

 

“Well observed details and the 

understanding of those” 

 

 
Clear/Concise 

 

“Short. concise, to the point” “They show clear individual 

responses” 
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Foreign Language Department Analysis of Question 15: What does good 

writing look like in your class? 

 

 
 

Figure 77. Foreign Language Department Trends for Question 15 

 

For Question 15, three of the eight school-wide trends surface in the Foreign 

Language department: Grammar/Mechanics, Organization/Flow, and Development. The 

Foreign Language teachers reported that good writing is meaningfully developed with 
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flowing ideas. However, grammar and mechanics was of major component for the 

Foreign Language teachers’ vision of what characterizes good writing.  

 

Table 36  

Foreign Language Department Evidence Table Question 15 

Q.15: What does good writing look like in your class? 

Foreign Language  

Trend Evidence 

 

Development 

“ideas with meaningful conclusion.” 

 

“Good writing presents a meaningful 

argument or message” 

“supported by examples from a text, or a 

fleshed our argument.” 

 

“I look for content” 

 
Organization/Flow 

 

“No struggle of comprehension and has 

ease of reading” 

“flows with good transition” 

 

 
Grammar/Mechanics 

“Good sentence structure in the target 

language, correct use of the vocab, and 

well-used idioms or phrases.” 

 

“Attention to conjugation and 

adjective agreement, proper syntax 

and sentence structure, effective 

communication in a foreign 

language” 

 

“grammar” “precise vocabulary” 

 

 

 

Round 1 and Round 2 Qualitative Analysis 

 

 The follow-up professional development took place approximately five months 

after the initial WACA training in August of 2016. Between December and January of 

2016, fifteen teachers volunteered to take the Round 2 survey, which is identical to the 

survey they took in August of 2016: T3 (Social Studies), T4 (Social Studies), T21 (Social 

Studies), T22 (CTE), T23 (Social Studies), T25 (Fine Arts), T30 (English), T31 

(English), T32 (Foreign Language), T33 (Foreign Language), T36 (English), T37 

(Foreign Language), T38 (English), T45 (Science), and T47 (Science). However, only a 
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select group from these fifteen teachers showed considerable changes from Round 1 to 

Round 2.   

Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 13: What purpose does writing serve 

in your classroom? 

Table 37  

Teacher 3 (Social Studies) Evidence Table Question 13 

 
Q13 Round 1 Q13 Round 2 
“To allow me to assess the student's 

knowledge of the subject matter. 

Practice for AP exam or TN Ready.” 

“It is part of the expectations set by 

the state for TN Ready and part of the 

AP curriculum.  Personally I think it is 

incredibly important to be able to 

share your feelings, sound intelligent 

and is a skill that all students must 

have.” 

 

 Teacher 3’s response set was one of the few that changed from Round 1 to Round 

2. Teacher 3’s response in Round 1 focused on preparing students for a state or AP exam; 

however, Teacher 3’s Round 2 response echoes the same sentiment but also adds a new 

statement regarding the need for students to freely express ideas through writing. 

  

Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 14: Why do you grade writing the 

way you do in your classroom? 

Table 38  

 

Teacher 21 (Social Studies) Evidence Table Question 14 

 
Q14 Round 1 Q14 Round 2 
“I grade it in a variety of ways 

because our children learn in a 

variety of ways.  I also think it's 

important to allow students to choose 

writing types that are most 

appropriate for them.  Other times, I 

want to push them out of their 

comfort zone to try something new.” 

“I grade writing in a variety of ways 

depending on the type of assignment 

as a way to vary my instruction and to 

be fair for students based on the 

varying expectations.”  
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 Although Teacher 21’s answers did not change drastically from Round 1 to 

Round 2, Teacher 21’s answers indicate a strong commitment to the belief that writing 

serves many purposes and should be assessed in various ways. This teacher admits to 

tailoring instruction to ensure fairness for students based on individual student needs, 

which aligns with Stronge (2007)’s research on effective teaching. 

Table 39  

 

Teacher 22 (CTE) Evidence Table Question 14 

 
Q14 Round 1 Q14 Round 2 
“I look for detailed analysis about the 

project. I am more concerned with 

the reasoning, not so much the 

outcome of the project. "Why did the 

student choose this idea and how did 

it impact the final product" is an 

example of the type of question I 

would ask myself when grading. 

When I can find the answer without 

assuming, then the grade is a better 

one for the student.  

In general, I look for sound thinking 

and reasonable ideas about a topic 

when I am analyzing their article 

summaries.” 

“I grade writing because it is a 

required part of the curriculum based 

on our principal’s request. I would use 

writing as a tool for understanding the 

concepts but would not stress it as a 

part of the curriculum if I was not 

required to.” 

 

 Teacher 22’s response from Round 1 focuses on assessing student writing as a 

way to assess thinking and reasoning skills. However, Teacher 22’s Round 2 response 

indicates a stark shift in response to Question 14, one that reveals an aversion to 

including writing in the curriculum because of an administrative mandate. Bernhardt 

(2013) warns of this type of compliance when beginning a new initiative. Without 

genuine commitment from all stakeholders, the initiative will likely be unsuccessful.  
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Table 40  

Teacher 25 (Fine Arts) Evidence Table Question 14 

 
Q14 Round 1 Q14 Round 2 
“I seek to see if a student has 

provided their own response vs only 

provide obvious visual recollections 

of things they are observing.”  

“I only grade it to meet the criteria our 

school has asked for.  I would much 

rather use it to just respond to and 

allow students to write out what they 

are thinking about their project or 

artwork they are thinking about.” 

 

 Teacher 25’s Round 1 Response focuses on assessing writing to check for student 

comprehension. However, in a similar fashion to Teacher 22 from the Career and 

Technical Education department, Teacher 25 reveals in Round 2 a sense of compliance 

with a school writing mandate. Teacher 25 indicates a need for students to be able to 

respond in a more holistic and open manner.  

Table 41  

 

Teacher 32 (Foreign Language) Evidence Table Question 14 

 
Q14 Round 1 Q14 Round 2 
“Reinforce material learned and 

make connections; creativity and 

self-relevance.” 

“I follow the AP rubric for writing 

because we have agreed as a 

department that all students should be 

held to that standard so they are 

accustomed to those expectations if 

they ever take the AP level.” 

 

 Teacher 32’s Round 1 avoids writing assessment comments; however, Teacher 

32’s Round 2 response reveals that the Foreign Language teachers have met before to 

discuss a rubric that will help them align as a department in regard to a unified standard 

of writing assessment.  
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Round 1-Round 2 Analysis of Question 15: What does good writing look like 

in your class? 

Table 42  

 

Teacher 21 (Social Studies) Evidence Table Question 15 

 
Q15 Round 1 Q15 Round 2 
“Clear and concise, with evidence 

backing up their arguments.  Some 

writing is less formal and just 

expresses a belief or idea clearly.”  

“Not really able to answer this 

question as there is not a one size fits 

all approach to writing.  I suppose the 

main thing is whether students can 

back up arguments with evidence.” 

 

 Teacher 21’s response to Question 15 aligns with the answer provided for 

Question 14. For this teacher, good writing can be formal or informal. Teacher 21 has 

dismissed the “one size fits all” way to assess writing.  

 

Qualitative Reflections 

 

Much like the quantitative responses, the qualitative results highlight school-wide 

and departmental strengths. The most reoccurring school-wide trend from Question 13 is 

that writing serves as a purpose for students to demonstrate knowledge and understanding 

Meanwhile, in the responses from Question 14, teachers reported that the major reason 

for grading writing the way they do is to gauge student progress and understanding.  

However, formative trends only appeared explicitly in the Foreign Language department. 

Finally, the most prominent trends for Question 15 revolve around the idea that good 

writing is clearly and concisely written with well-developed and organized ideas. The 

English, CTE, and Foreign Language teachers did reveal a strong commitment to proper 

Grammar/Mechanics while the CTE and Science teachers alone showed a commitment to 

writing that mirrors that of their discipline and the real world.  
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Rubrics Collected—Artifact Analysis 

 

During the planning phase of Round 1, teachers were encouraged to bring writing 

rubrics they use or have created to the first round of professional development in August 

of 2015.  Many different Rubrics were collected from six different departments: English, 

Career and Technical Education, Science, Math, Social Studies, and Foreign Language.  

 The English rubrics collected from the teachers were customized by the 

teachers. These rubrics are both trait based rubrics with a 4-point scaled 

modeled from Marzano’s (2010) grading guidelines.  

 The CTE rubric is a customized trait based rubric with a 5-point 

assessment scale for each trait.  

 The Science rubrics, however, are holistic in nature and focus almost 

entirely on content.  

 The Math rubrics for Calculus contain only assignment instructions and 

bulleted items that must be included (citations, group roles to assign). 

 The Social Studies rubrics submitted are the actual state test or AP rubric 

used on those assessments. These rubrics are, like the English and CTE 

rubrics, trait based.  

 The Foreign Language rubrics focus on French and Spanish writing 

assessment. The French rubric submitted is the actual AP French Test 

rubric, which is trait-based and set on a 6-point scale. The Spanish rubric 

is for a group writing project and is solely content based and holistic.   
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Mixed Methods Discussion 

 

The mixed methods Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA) survey 

results provide both panoramic and focused views into the writing assessment culture at 

Martin Magnet. In order to analyze the mixed methods results of the WACA survey, I 

reference Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) who outline four key benefits of using 

mixed methods: triangulation, complementarity, development, and expansion.  

Triangulation. Several points of triangulation arose between the quantitative and 

qualitative data. Of the eleven quantitative questions, seven questions (Questions 4, 5, 7, 

8, 9, 10, 11) yielded results with statistical significance, meaning that values were less 

than the alpha value of .05 set in Chapter 3. These values indicate differences between 

the eight departments caused by more than simple chance. Moreover, these values echo 

the findings in the qualitative data. For example, one-way ANOVA results indicate a 

significant difference between English teachers’ preparedness to grade writing and 

Science teachers’ preparedness to grade writing (a .49 interaction difference). Similarly, a 

discrepancy between the English teachers’ preparedness to grade writing and the Math 

teachers’ preparedness to grade writing is also evident (a .009 interaction difference). The 

qualitative responses mirror these trends as well. English teachers wrote extensively 

about their writing assessment practices, ranging from rubric use and rubric creation to 

including students in the assessment process. Science and math teachers’ qualitative 

responses also align with the quantitative data. These teachers reported higher levels of 

uncertainty when assessing student writing as well as issues of time constraints and 

feeling already overwhelmed with typical science and math assignments.  
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Complementarity. Similar to triangulation, evidence of complementarity 

emerged as well. The quantitative and qualitative instruments did, in fact, work in tandem 

and yielded valuable results about the writing assessment culture at Martin. In many 

instances, teachers’ quantitative responses revealed a numerical tendency about writing 

assessment, and their qualitative responses accentuated the numerical score. Teachers 1 

and 50, for example, reported scores almost exclusively on the lower or in the “never” 

score range on the WACA scale. Moreover, these same teachers revealed, in their 

qualitative responses, either apathy toward writing assessment or a lack of confidence in 

assessing writing. Teachers 39 and 43, on the other hand, reported high quantitative 

scores that matched their in-depth, authentic written responses.  

Development. The WACA survey is a unique mixed methods survey because 

teachers can anonymously reveal their opinions in writing assessment and current writing 

assessment practices, which is an area that goes unexplored in K-12 schools. The closest 

example found in the current research, which is also sparse, comes from the college level. 

Good’s (2013) and Gere (2010)’s work serves as a driving force for this WACA 

initiative.  

Expansion. Martin teachers’ responses to the WACA survey, as well as the 

recommendations outlined in Chapter 5, have opened opportunities to expand this 

research model to multiple school sites. The Martin WACA survey is a strong pilot that 

can be adjusted to fit the specific needs of each school site. Once the survey is given at 

these schools, the data can be compared with the pilot data to further inform focus 

groups, professional development trainings, and PLC conversations. The ultimate goal is 

to use this WACA pilot model to grow the WACA mindset at other schools.  
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Conclusion 

 Chapter 4 contains an overwhelming amount of data, including school-wide and 

departmental analyses of quantitative and qualitative data for each survey question; 

additionally, I included an analysis of artifacts collected from the 59 Martin teachers. 

This huge data set was contained to a single chapter to ensure that the gaps and overlaps 

uncovered through the mixed methods analysis were at the forefront. After analyzing the 

Martin teachers’ survey responses, I have found that Martin Magnet teachers are 

passionate about writing regardless of the discipline. They believe that writing is an 

important skill for students’ lifelong success. I now have an expansive writing assessment 

inventory, which has helped me create the blueprint for implementing and sustaining the 

Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA) vision at Martin.   
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CHAPTER V:  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Implications  

 

My Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA) study is unique because 

the only studies that mirror this model occur at the university level. Moreover, my 

WACA survey of Martin Magnet teachers provides school-wide, departmental, and 

individual perspectives showing what Martin Magnet teachers value about writing and 

the roles writing plays in Martin classrooms. Lezotte and McKee (2002) note that the 

core beliefs of a school must be examined first to ensure that true change can be made (p. 

122). From the data I collected with the mixed methods WACA survey, I can clearly see 

that Martin teachers believe that writing is an integral component of their classroom 

practices. I have constructed, from the teachers’ responses, an exhaustive writing 

assessment inventory, one that catalogues not only the types of writing that take place at 

Martin but also the purposes and values imbedded in them. According to Bernhardt 

(2013), “starting with comprehensive data analysis, schools see how they are getting their 

current results. Then, with their vision, they can determine what they need to do to get 

different results” (p. 20). The teachers at Martin are ready to implement this WACA 

vision now that they know where they are and where they are going.  

Many of the departments at Martin exhibit distinctive strengths. For example, a 

dedication to WID exists in the Science and Career and Technical Education departments 

that need to be cultivated in other departments. The teachers in these departments, 

especially CTE teachers, willingly push students to write in their discipline. The CTE 
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teachers take this one step further with Martin’s annual engineering and biomedicine 

expo, which is a public exhibition of student work where professionals in the field 

discuss and assess students’ capstone projects. In the English and Social Studies 

departments, the strength lies in the teachers’ push for many different types of writing, 

ranging from test prep to creative writing.  

However, the foreign language and math teachers show unique strengths that 

needed further investigation. The Foreign Language teachers have demonstrated the only 

department-wide belief that writing plays a primarily formative role. I asked the Foreign 

Language teachers during their PLC meeting how this became so common to their 

classroom practices, and they said they had never really discussed it with each other but 

that the curriculum itself seems to have formative practice rooted within it; in fact, they 

agreed that failure is essential to increasing writing skills in foreign language class. The 

Math teachers also displayed a unique trend; they are more closely aligned with their 

purpose for writing and what good writing looks like than any other department. I 

followed up with the math teachers to discover how they became so aligned with their 

writing practices and beliefs. When I attended their PLC meeting in April of 2016, they 

revealed that the new math practice standards—first introduced at a summer training in 

2015—requires students to clearly explain how they arrived at an answer to a problem. 

This summer training session on the new standards, although they never overtly 

discussed it, drove the math teachers toward similar writing goals.  

After celebrating these results from the WAVA survey, Martin teachers must also 

address concerns found in the data. Popham (2011) warns, as noted in Chapter 2, about 

the dire need for assessment literacy among many secondary teachers. Huot and O’Neill 
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(2009) agree, noting that “many practicing composition teachers and administrators lack 

formal assessment preparation” (p. 1). Furthermore, the data from the WACA survey 

confirm this alarming need for assessment literacy, especially within the microcosm of 

writing assessment. As I illustrate in Table 33, this WACA study reveals an even larger 

gap in writing assessment training and preparation.  

Table 43  

 

Assessment Literacy Overview 

 

How often do you feel 

pressured to use rubrics to 

grade writing? 

How often do you feel 

prepared to grade writing in 

your classroom? 

How often do you receive 

writing assessment training? 

 

Almost 50% of the teachers said 

that they feel pressured often, 

usually, or always.  

 

More than 50% of the teachers 

said that they never or do not 

usually or sometimes feel 

prepared to grade writing.  

 

Nearly all of the teachers revealed 

that they never or do not usually 

receive writing assessment 

training.  

 

 

 

Furthermore, Popham (2014) argues that in order for teachers to attain assessment 

acumen, they must revise their instruments often (p. 271). Approximately 38% of Martin 

teacher said they revise their rubrics “often” or above on the WACA scale (score point of 

5 or above). Popham (2014) also insists that teachers create assessment tools together and 

discuss their assessment practices with colleagues. Only half of Martin teachers reported 

that they “sometimes” or “often” discuss grading writing with other teachers. Similarly, 

Haswell and Wyche-Smith (2009) argue that teachers must be diligent about creating 

their own rubrics: “writing teachers should be leery of assessment tools made by others, 

that they should, and can, make their own” (p. 204). Only 38% of Martin teachers 

responded at the “often” or above score point when asked about creating their own 

rubrics to assess student writing, and more than 70% of Martin teachers responded that 
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they rarely or never receive writing assessment training. Thus, we have teachers who 

believe that writing is important in all classes across all disciplines, and now we need a 

plan of action to help match their support and eagerness for writing with writing 

assessment training opportunities that will allow them to align with the experts in the 

field and, in the end, better serve their students.  

Now is the time for Martin teachers to not only solidify the vision for writing 

assessment at our school, but also to implement and sustain that vision. Ultimately, if 

teachers are better equipped to assess writing alongside their students, teachers can 

provide more accurate and timely feedback that will undoubtedly impact student learning 

in every corner of Martin Magnet. The key to achieving these goals at Martin is for all 

stakeholders to welcome the WACA school improvement framework: 

 

Figure 78. WACA (Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment) Conceptual Model 
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The conceptual model above has two layers. The outer dark blue layer represents the 

affirmed school improvement cycle; the three-pronged WACA framework fits within the 

school improvement cycle. When these two theories interlock, the WACA initiative at 

Martin can not only begin but can become sustainable in the years to come. Martin 

teachers are ready to begin this journey and embrace second-order changes, which 

DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) define as “innovation that represents a dramatic 

departure from the expected and familiar” (p. 92). The data show they are ready and 

committed to writing being foundational to their classroom regardless of the discipline or 

department. Martin could be, with commitment to this WACA initiative, a school that 

encourages students to write across the curriculum and within the disciplines while also 

playing a crucial role in assessing their own growth as writers. The following steps 

provide a blueprint for a WACA vision for Martin as well as a school improvement plan, 

one designed to not only implement the vision but sustain it and foster its long term 

effectiveness.  

The School Improvement Cycle 

 The next step to achieving a school-wide vision for writing assessment is to 

embrace the school improvement cycle, as outlined in Chapter 2. Now that I have 

collected the data from multiple levels, including school-wide, department, and 

individual teachers, the school improvement cycle at Martin can begin. As seen in 

chapter 2, Lezotte and Mckee (2002); Bernhardt (2013); and James-Ward, Fisher, Frey, 

and Lapp (2013) have all come to the same consensus about the recursive nature of the 
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continuous school improvement process: Study, Reflect, Plan, Do. My research at Martin 

confirms that the school improvement cycle can also be used to fuel the WACA model.  

Thus, if the Martin faculty members review the WACA data, they can then reflect 

and establish a detailed plan to ensure the longevity of the WACA school improvement 

initiative at Martin Magnet. We, the teachers at Martin, understand that true change will 

take time. As James-Ward, Fisher, Frey, and Lapp (2013) note, once an initiative is in 

place, years will pass before the sustained vision will yield tangible results: “The time 

commitment alone demands that there be a process for gauging progress” (p. 13). We 

also understand that an effective school is a “complex system of manageable, 

interdependent components propelled by broad staff commitment to successfully 

accomplish the mission of learning for all” (Lezotte and Snyder, 2011, p. 29). This 

particular mission focuses on iterative teacher learning so that school-wide student 

learning will occur, and the ultimate goal is to empower students to write and provide 

them with the writing skills needed to survive the 21
st
 century global economy. Wagner 

(2008) devised a list of seven survival skills for young people leaving high school and 

entering either college or the work force, and effective written and oral communication is 

one of these seven foundational and transferable skills. These skills have become 

essential pillars to my classroom and have also been embedded in the Martin Magnet 

Writing Lab.  

With these principles in place, Martin can move forward with the WACA 

initiative. Bernhardt (2013) argues that “there must be one vision for the school—we 

have to get everyone on the same page and moving forward together” (p. 1). The WACA 

survey results clearly show that the teachers are ready to commit to this venture, but 
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without a “system, structure, or vision in place to guide the use of all data, there is no 

new learning to change teacher attitudes, behaviors, or instruction” (Bernhardt, 2013, p. 

2). As a result, Martin teachers will need to believe in the WACA framework displayed 

above and understand its cyclical nature. Moreover, Bernhardt (2013) and Eaker and 

Keating (2012) note that when teachers believe in an initiative, they will move beyond 

simple compliance into a committed mindset. When that occurs, a school no longer has to 

worry about jeopardizing the movement: “To ignore the system in place and equate 

school reform with simply a call to ask teachers or principals to work harder and care 

more, is doomed from the outset” (Eaker and Keating, 2012, p. 25).  

 The first step at Martin, therefore, is cement a plan for the WACA initiative, one 

that heeds both Bernhardt (2013) and Hattie’s (2012) advice. They contend that many 

schools skip the planning phase and move directly to results, assuming that a plan is 

already in place and aligned with a single, focused mission. However, the teachers at 

Martin must answer these questions first:  

Where are we now?  

How did we get to where are?  

Where do we want to be?  

How are we going to get to where we want to be?  

Is what we are doing making a difference? (Bernhardt, 2013, p. 20).  

Similarly, we can use Hattie’s (2012) student learning strategies to enhance our teachers’ 

learning and growth. As teachers, if we know where we are going, how we are going, and 

where we are going next, the chances of the school improvement initiative’s success rises 

(p. 22). 
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Finally, Martin Magnet teachers must resist the temptation to stay the current 

course despite the fact that students are already succeeding. Lezotte and Mckee (2002) 

argue that school improvement “must not be limited to low-performing schools” (p. 35). 

James-Ward, Fisher, Frey, and Lapp (2013) agree:  

Some schools, particularly those that meet federal or state designations suggesting 

that they have met the accountability demands, back sufficient internal need to 

improve. In these schools, the stakeholders rest on their laurels because other 

schools are much lower performing. In reality, we should all focus on 

instructional improvement and continually strive for excellence. (p. 117)  

Therefore, even a school such as Martin Magnet, where students are outperforming their 

peers across the state, must strive for continued excellence in order to ensure high levels 

of learning for all students.  

Sharing the Data 

 Analyzing the WACA survey data is just the beginning of our journey at Martin. 

DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008) claim that when teachers start sharing data and 

discussing where to go next, true collaboration occurs. Eaker and Keating (2012) also 

note that once the data is shared, school improvement leaders must keep returning to why 

the initiative is worth their time and effort. They suggest making it “personal and urgent” 

and remind the faculty often about why this movement matters.  

This movement matters because the students at Martin must be prepared for a new 

set of 21
st
 century survival skills, ones that transfer between disciplines and departments. 

Wagner (2008) has made it clear that students must be strong writers when they leave 

high school, but teachers must also be strong writing teachers and writing assessors 
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because without the proper feedback, students will be blind to how they can improve 

their writing skills. Teacher feedback, according to Hattie (2012), has one of the greatest 

impacts on student learning. Hattie also asks teachers to include students in their own 

assessment, which is a practice that many of the Martin teachers have yet to adopt: “So 

often, the most important assessment decisions tend to be made by adults on behalf of 

students. Instead, the claim is that the primary function of assessment is to support 

learning by generating feedback that students can act upon in terms of where they are 

going, how they are going there, and where they might go next” (p. 141-142).  

With an expert knowledge of formative writing assessment practices, teachers can 

move away from a teacher-centered “corrective” assessment philosophy to a student-

centered “forward looking” assessment philosophy. The teachers at Martin need to be 

reminded that their own growth as writing teachers and writing assessors can help 

students become successful, life-long writers regardless of the profession or field they 

choose.   

Sharing the WACA data with the entire faculty will certainly help Martin teachers 

not only study school-wide and departmental trends but also allow them to reflect on the 

implications of the findings. Even with the detailed writing assessment inventory 

complete, Martin teachers are still not ready to act. Martin teachers will first be 

encouraged to take ownership of the results and make meaning of the data over the 

summer. They will then participate in a school-wide debriefing session in August of the 

2016-2017 school year. Bernhardt (2013) argues that teachers must move beyond simply 

complying with a new school initiative and instead authentically invest in the new plan.  
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 In order to build this genuine school-wide commitment to WACA, both 

administrative briefs and departmental briefs will be uploaded to the school server. The 

administrators will receive the entire data set while the departments will have access to 

their own departmental data. In the fall debriefing session, teachers from different 

departments will have the chance to converse with each other about their own results 

from the WACA survey.  

Over the summer, the teachers will be encouraged to discuss the departmental 

data with each other in their PLC teams and revise or endorse the findings from the 

survey. It is crucial, according to Bernhardt (2013), that the data is shared before the 

school year begins. The WACA results will be streamlined into tables, graphs, and 

visuals seen in the previous chapter to help alleviate any time burdens on the teachers. 

The data presented must be quick, clear, and concise.  

Presenting these data snapshots will also help build a common vocabulary for the 

administrators and teachers. Eaker and Keating (2012) note that “building a shared 

knowledge requires a purposeful clarification of words, phrases, concepts, and, 

importantly, rationale” (p. 50). Moreover, Many (2008) argues that teachers need 

absolute clarity when new terminology enters the school improvement conversation, and 

achieving this clarity demands collaboration (p. 67). The faculty, therefore, must know 

exactly what WAC, WID, And WACA mean for multiple stakeholders, including 

administrators, teachers, and students. Popham (2014) claims that assessment literacy 

must include a clear understanding of validity and reliability, and White (1999) argues 

that inter-rater reliability is especially important to writing assessment, specifically.  
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These terms, along with the ones mentioned above, must also be included in the 

conversation. A glossary of terms will be included in the data briefs to help teachers 

understand and begin using these terms in their PLC meetings. The data briefs, glossary, 

and the school-wide WACA PD in the fall of 2016 will help ensure that every team 

member at Martin Magnet understands these terms and can, therefore, make a stronger 

commitment to the WACA vision.  

The WACA Summer Institute 

 While stakeholders are studying the data briefs over the summer, all Martin 

teacher will also be invited to the first annual WACA Summer Institute, a three-day 

professional development series that will provide intensive training in WAC, WID, 

writing assessment theories and terminology, PLC teaming, and WACA leadership 

strategies. Bernhardt (2013) specifically endorses the institute model as an effective 

method to unpack data and create leadership teams (p. 169). All Martin teachers are 

welcome to participate and will receive in-service credit. However, the exceptional 

teachers who emerged from the WACA survey data will be specifically recruited for this 

training. These star teachers will become WACA PLC leaders who will serve as writing 

assessment ambassadors to their normal PLC teams.  

 Much of this training will focus on building interdisciplinary teacher teams, and 

these teams will cultivate a collaborative writing assessment culture at Martin. Many 

(2008) notes that the most effective teachers seeking to enhance student learning will 

create “collaborative cultures in which educators pool their knowledge, effort, and energy 

to learn from one another” (p. 57). The common vocabulary mentioned above can be 
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further clarified in these teams. Moreover, data from the WACA survey can be shared 

between and across departments.  

 We will build eclectic leadership teams to ensure that the WACA initiative 

succeeds. According to Lezotte and Snyder (2011), one of the best ways to build these 

teams and support a school improvement movement is to widen the circle of involvement 

when building a new team (pp. 55-56). Furthermore, the teams must be built both 

organically and purposefully: “[E]ffective teams do not occur simply because a group of 

people have been brought together and told they are on a team. Teams, like continuous 

school improvement itself, go through stages of development” (p. 49). These WACA 

teams, as well as the WACA PLC leaders, will be patiently forged over several days of 

thorough training. Good (2013) makes it clear that the success of program growth and 

sustainability takes years of consistent training and follow up, and the WACA Summer 

Institute will be the beginning of annual writing assessment training for Martin Magnet 

teachers.  

WACA Institute Day 1. The first training day of the summer institute will focus 

on teachers sharing writing assessment instruments they have created as well as 

discussing assessment practices, methods, and beliefs. Martin teachers will have the 

opportunity to review the school-wide and departmental data in whole group and focus 

group settings. This blend of departmental and interdisciplinary teaming will help begin 

WACA conversations that will drive the remaining day of the summer institute.  

 The WACA survey data shows that Martin teachers use rubrics to assess the 

majority of student writing in their classrooms. However, the survey results also show 

that Martin teachers do not discuss writing assessment practices or revise their rubrics on 
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a regular basis. Popham (2014) mentions that even the best authors, including Milton and 

Keats, revised their now classic works, so teachers should also strive to constantly 

evaluate their assessment instruments. Wagner (2008) notes that writing in secondary 

schools is too often formulaic but acknowledges that teachers do not have time for much 

else. Thus, on Day 1, Martin teachers must ensure that their writing assessment rubrics do 

not follow a similarly robotic trend, especially when considering the importance of 

Hattie’s (2012) work on the power of providing timely and authentic feedback. 

As a result, teachers must be willing to share their rubric questions and concerns 

on Day 1 of the summer institute. Popham (2014) strongly advocates for sharing and 

collaboration when designing or revising assessment tools: “What you need is a good, 

hard, nonpartisan review of what you’ve been up to assessment-wise” (p. 274). 

According to DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008), PLC theory also encourages the 

sharing of data to track student performance, so many of the Martin teachers have been 

sharing information with each other and can now strengthen those bonds by extending 

those conversations to writing assessment.  

 In addition to these new writing assessment PLC conversations, Martin teachers 

will also have the chance to discuss these key assessment issues within interdisciplinary 

groups. Haswell and Wyche-Smith (2009) note that these mixed teams provide 

opportunities to participate in crucial conversations outside their normal realm: 

“involvement in original assessment projects expands participation in teaching. Our own 

involvement has given us, for instance, access to conversations from which we otherwise 

would have been excluded” (p. 215).  
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 Finally, Martin teachers will complete the first day of the summer institute 

training with a focus on the terms validity, reliability, and inter-rater reliability. 

Understanding these terms and coming to a school-wide concerns is critical to the success 

of the WACA initiative at Martin. In both departmental and interdisciplinary teams, 

teachers will discuss not only the meaning of these words but also the application of them 

through rubric building sessions and inter-rater reliability scoring sessions. As mentioned 

above, Eaker and Keating (2012) advocate for a common vocabulary to ensure that when 

the school year starts each member of the faculty has a clear understanding of these key 

writing assessment terms.  

WACA Institute Day 2. The second day of training will also be multifaceted. 

Martin teachers will first review the WACA departmental briefs in order to increase 

ownership of the data. The departmental teams will endorse or revise the briefs and then 

share their discoveries with other departments to see where they align or depart from each 

other. Writing in the Disciplines (WID) was a school-wide trend in the qualitative data, 

and having these conversations can help the faculty commit to WID as well as the notion 

of transfer.  

Martin teachers, through this training, will understand why our students need to 

master Wagner’s (2008) seven survival skills, which include effective written and oral 

communication. These are necessary skills for all disciplines and fields. According to 

Wagner (2008), “Communication skills are a major factor highlighted in dozens of 

studies over the years that focus on students’ lack of preparation for both college and the 

workplace, and these skills are only going to become more important as teams are 

increasingly composed of individuals from diverse cultures” (p. 34). Smith and Smith 
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(2014) also reveal that employees’ lack of sound writing skills is costing major American 

businesses billions of dollars in training costs; these businesses are paying the bill 

because writing skills are vital for employees’ survival in the 21
st
 century workplace (p. 

5). Once Martin teachers understand why these skills are crucial to students’ long-term 

success, they can begin to implement transfer into their assignments.  

Therefore, a push for a transfer of skills within and across disciplines is crucial for 

student success at Martin and beyond. Far transfer, as Smith and Smith (2014) argue, is 

especially crucial for student success beyond a single learning context: “if you learn how 

to consider both sides of an argument in an English class and then use this same skill in a 

history class or in the first memo you write in a new job, that one intellectual maneuver 

shows a far transfer” (p. 8). In the summer institute, a focus on bridging different writing 

types and purposes will be a centerpiece of Day 2. Interdisciplinary teams will review the 

WACA data and share ideas about how, for example, engineering writing and English 

writing overlap or complement each other. This type of interdepartmental sharing will 

help solidify and sustain the WACA initiative at Martin.  

 During the final portion of Day 2, Martin teachers will work in departmental 

teams to further discuss WID and transfer strategies while I recruit potential WACA PLC 

leaders. Bernhardt (2013) notes that school improvement initiatives often fail because 

school leaders attempt to add new components to the school and, thereby, give teachers 

just another task to complete. However, the WACA PLC leaders are already working in a 

traditional PLC team at Martin and will now serve as WACA ambassadors within their 

normal PLC team.  
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 Muhammad (2009) argues that these leaders should be recruited from the believer 

portion of a school faculty, and I found believers in seven of the eight departments while 

studying the WACA data. Mohammad (2009) found in his school culture research that 

believers “had a strong presence on school improvement teams, curriculum initiatives, 

and voluntary committees. Change was not foreign and threatening to them; in fact, they 

embraced any change that they felt would improve student performance” (p. 32). The 

believers or star teachers at Martin, as discussed in Chapter 4, provided robust responses 

that indicated a strong and authentic commitment to writing being foundational to their 

classroom. Table 34 shows the believers I will ask to become WACA PLC leaders: 

Table 44  

 

Potential WACA PLC Leaders 

 

Teacher Department Round 2 Participation 

T6 Fine Arts  

T21 Social Studies                Yes 

T22 CTE                Yes 

T29 Foreign Language  

T34 Foreign Language  

T37 Foreign Language                Yes 

T39 English  

T41 English  

T43 English  

T57 Science  

T59 Math  
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These select teachers will attend the summer institute, and the WACA PLC 

leaders will be selected from teachers who decide to attend the training. These new 

WACA PLC leaders will play a formal role in their normal PLC groups. They will help 

create a WACA agenda tailored to their departmental needs. They will also help to create 

a WACA learning library so that teachers can access key resources regarding writing 

assessment, WAC, WID, and WACA (see Appendix E for a list of potential resources).  

When these teachers are selected to play a formal role in within their PLC teams, 

they will be empowered to carry the WACA message back to their departmental or grade 

level teams. According to Sparks (2008), “Formally naming team leaders, chairs, or 

facilitators helps the team move quickly. In a PLC, the facilitator role can change from 

person to person. But this person should lead the initiative, coach, collect and analyze 

data and communicate the findings to the group and ultimately to the administration” (p. 

41). The WACA PLC leaders can play the facilitator roles quite well after attending the 

summer institute training and become vocal supporters of WACA in the professional 

development sessions to come during the next school year. 

WACA Institute Day 3. Martin teachers will receive, on the final day of the 

summer institute, an opportunity to discuss the school culture that surrounds writing and 

writing assessment at Martin Magnet. According to DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker (2008), 

“Cultural changes are less visible, more amorphous, and much more difficult to make; yet 

unless efforts to improve schools ultimately impact the culture, there is no reason to 

believe schools will produce better results” (p. 91). In order to implement and sustain the 

WACA initiative, we must widen the circle of involvement, as both Lezotte and Snyder 

(2011) and Popham (2014) suggest, and include the central office perspective, the 
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administrative perspective, and the student perspective. Discussions about how and why 

to include all of these stakeholders in the WACA conversion will take place on this final 

training day.   

 Once we have dedicated teachers in place to play the role of WACA PLC leaders, 

we can begin to address the issues that stifle school-wide, substantive change. According 

to Muhammad (2009), “If schools are to transform their cultures into fertile ground for 

positive experimentation and student nurturing, they must increase their population of 

Believers, and their Believers must become more vocal members of the school 

community” (p. 41). With our believers playing an officially leadership role, they will be 

able to connect with the aforesaid stakeholders and help complete a reculturing of Martin 

Magnet and potentially other schools as well. Eaker and Keating (2012) claim that a 

“deep reculturing of a school district involves changing virtually everything and 

everyone—people’s assumptions, attitudes, knowledge base, and most importantly, 

behaviors” (p. 51).  

 Martin teachers must also be mindful of any issues that arise among less 

committed faculty members. Muhammad (2009) warns school leaders about these team 

members, calling them survivalists. These particular teachers fear and resist change, and I 

certainly will encounter a few of these teachers at Martin. Tucker (2014) warns that there 

are teachers “just putting in their time, waiting for the day when they could make 

maximum retirement so they could walk out the door” (p. 16). Likewise, Muhammad 

discovered in his research that “several schools where pessimistic faculty members are 

eager to prove that new strategies or programs aimed at raising student performance do 

not work in order to justify their hypothesis that not all students are capable of achieving 
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excellence” (p. 16). However, teachers who voluntarily attend this voluntary summer 

institute will help combat these school improvement blockades by becoming WACA 

leaders either in their PLC teams or in their individual classrooms. 

Iterative School-wide Professional Development  

Unlike many PD programs, the Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment 

(WACA) school improvement initiative provides multiple chances for teachers to 

collaborate, discuss, assess, reassess, and reflect on their learning. Many (2008) claims 

that collaboration is at the center of school improvement, and “when teachers work 

together to improve their professional practice, student learning improves” (p. 57). 

Stronge (2007) also argues that a “positive relationship exists between student 

achievement and how recently an experienced teacher took part in a professional 

development opportunity such as a conference, workshop, or graduate class” (p. 7). 

Moreover, Hattie (2012) reports that professional development for teachers provides vital 

opportunities to “know the quality of their impact” on students (p. 173). Similarly, 

Lezotte and Snyder (2011) note that a successful school improvement model is about 

learning and not teaching. Thus, after a summer to browse through the WACA briefs, 

Martin teachers will regroup to discuss their questions and concerns regarding this school 

improvement plan.  

During one of the professional development days before the 2016-2017 school 

year begins, teachers will be encouraged to bring their newly designed writing rubrics 

and writing assignments to the first school-wide WACA PD of the year. They will then 

have the chance to vocalize what they adopted, changed, or didn’t change since round 
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one last August and reveal the impact these choices and experiences have had on their 

daily writing instruction and assessment plans for the new school year.  

 During this meta-assessment session, the framework for building and joining a 

WACA community will emerge. Wilson (2006) notes that the WAC initiatives of the past 

two decades have been positive, but the movement has left teachers from all disciplines 

now struggling with how to communicate their own beliefs about good writing through 

rubrics (p. 31). Therefore, this school-wide PD will be an ideal time for teachers to share 

these changes as well as their reflections on the WACA briefs provided at the end of the 

previous school year.  

 Once this PD session is complete, Martin teachers will take the same WACA 

survey given in August of last school year, and I will continue to track writing assessment 

culture and practice shifts at our school. Sparks (2008) argues that these professional 

development sessions are meaningless if school leaders have no way to monitor progress 

since the last session. She suggests, just like when monitoring student progress, that the 

team leaders record changes in the data and collect them into an artifact (p. 38). 

Moreover, Eaker and Keating (2012) warn that leaders cannot assume that the teachers 

are, in fact, learning. Leaders also “cannot wait until the end of the year to assess the 

effectiveness of professional development” (p. 137).  

PLC teams will then meet to discuss their normal topics, including SMART goals 

and norms, but they will also build their departmental WACA plans. New WACA PLC 

leaders will lead these conversations to ensure that we “monitor the implementation of 

the vision and plan” (Bernhardt, p. 180). These PLC meetings will energize the WACA 

initiative at Martin until we meet for another school-wide WACA PD in January of the 
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2016-2017 school year. The faculty will take the WACA survey once more to complete a 

two-year study of writing assessment practices and beliefs at our school.  

Conclusion  

 

The purpose of this study was to create an inventory of writing assessment 

practices and beliefs within a single school setting in order to enhance teacher learning, 

strengthen our commitment to Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC), and move toward 

a shared vision of Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment (WACA). Bernhardt 

(2013) supports the notion that teachers “need to collaborate and use student, classroom, 

grade level, and school level data. Teachers need to work together to determine what they 

need to do to ensure every student’s learning” (p. 1). Many (2008) says that collaboration 

creates a shared responsibility for the success of all students, joint accountability between 

teachers, and “reciprocal accountability between teachers and administrators” (p. 70).  

We must now commit to ongoing data analysis and reflection to ensure that the 

initiative succeeds. Lezotte and Mckee (2002) caution that school improvement is a 

“never-ending cycle of self-examination and adjustment” (ix). Similarly, James-Ward, 

Fisher, Frey, and Lapp (2013) warn of the arduous work ahead: “In an organization as 

complex as a school, monitoring the processes related to instructional improvement is 

crucial because it is so easy to become consumed with daily demands and lose sight of 

the longer view.” As a result, Martin teachers must heed Bernhardt’s (2013) call to 

“reflect on all parts of the system, the alignment of the parts to the whole, and the 

appraisal of whether or not the school made the difference as expected” (p. 18). If we 

dedicate ourselves to the challenges ahead, we can avoid what Eaker and Keating (2012) 

call “mission drift” and instead stay focused on the goals of the WACA initiative.  
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Eaker and Keating (2002) also counsel against the panacea mentality when 

implementing change: “A common problem of many groups is that they are committed to 

improvement, but they want it over and done with quickly. So quickly, in fact, that they 

pounce on the ‘quick fix” (p. 53). However, Martin Magnet teachers are ready for a long-

term commitment to WACA and have demonstrated that writing matters in their 

classrooms. Following DuFour, DuFour, and Eaker’s (2008) PLC model, we now have 

the framework in place to enter the school improvement cycle: study, plan, reflect, do. 

We are also equipped to forge interdisciplinary bonds to build a shared vision for writing 

and writing assessment, one that ensures that the faculty embraces its own assessment 

literacy strengths and shortcomings. Finally, with a unified vision for WACA we can 

better serve our students and provide authentic and accurate feedback to help them grow 

as writers now and for a lifetime. 
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APPENDIX D 

Rubrics/Materials Used During Round 1 

 Student McCool 

Mr. Carter 

English I Advanced Honors 

22 August 2011 

Courage 

 Courage can be many things. It can be as grand as risking your life for a friend, or 

a miniscule as standing up for a bullied kid. But courage can be one thing anyone can 

relate to. Standing up for what you believe in. This I believe. 

                The way courage ties in to my life started one sweltering summer day in the 

year of my tenth birthday. My family and I took a camping trip to somewhere in east 

Tennessee. The first day we were there is when my courage was tested. While my mom 

was organizing everything in the camper my dad took me to a place where he went when 

he was a kid. There was a tourist spot on the edge of a cliff where a rock hung out over 

the side. When we arrived at the cliff I was terrified and would go nowhere it no matter 

what my dad said.  

Quicker than expected five days later. I couldn’t believe our trip was already over. 

So I made one of the toughest decisions of life and asked my dad to return me to the cliff 

overhang. It took a few minutes but I finally summoned the courage to inch out to the 

rock on my belly and look over the edge. I was never afraid of heights again.  
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 Introduction: Sets up essay/captures attention 

 

 Belief: Clearly stated/thesis statement 

 

 Body: Organized into paragraphs to prove belief 

 

 Details: Personal examples to prove belief 

 

 Conclusion: Provides essay closure 

 

 Vocabulary: Powerful, descriptive words used 

 

 Editing: No major typos, correct MLA 

 

 Final Essay Grade 
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Student_________________________________________    

 

Area            Score                  Excellent    Very Good    Good    Average    Needs Improvement     Weak 

Content                               *Clear thesis developed around the This I Believe Topic 

        

                 10…….….    9.5……..     8.5……  7.5……....…    6.5…….……..       5.5 

    

             *Strong support, including a multitude of personal examples to prove belief 

 

      10…….….   9.5……..     8.5……  7.5……....…    6.5…….……..        5.5          X2 

   

 

 

               /30 

Organization              *Introduction is inviting, interesting, and sets up what the essay will be about              

   10…….…. 9.5……..    8.5……  7.5……....…    6.5…….……..        5.5 

 

             *Each body paragraph is a unified, meaningful, and coherent unit 

 

   10…….…. 9.5……..   8.5……   7.5……....…    6.5…….……..        5.5 

 

               *Body paragraphs are arranged in a logical order and are linked by transitions 

           

   10…….…. 9.5……..   8.5……   7.5……....…   6.5…….……..         5.5 

 

             * Conclusion summarizes main ideas and brings closure to the essay 

 

                                                   10…….… .9.5……..   8.5……   7.5……....…   6.5…….……..         5.5 

/40        

Vocabulary 

                *Accurate, precise, and varied word choice without excessive wordiness 

 

                10…….….   9.5……..    8.5……   7.5……....…   6.5…….……..         5.5 

/10 

Grammar and Mechanics 

 

                                              *Correct grammar, spelling, and mechanics, and uses sentence variety 

 

10…….….   9.5……..    8.5……  7.5……....…    6.5…….……..         5.5 

 

                                              *Correct format, meets length requirement, and follows instructions provided 

 

                10…….….   9.5……..    8.5……  7.5……....…    6.5…….……..         5.5 

/20 

 

TOTAL                 /100 
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Rubric #3 

 

Grade the Essay. 
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APPENDIX F 

Question 12 Full Frequency Tables 

 

 

English Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Creative Writing 91% Letters 46% Memoirs 27% Career Journal 

Writing 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

90% Outlines 45% Observations 27% Data Recording 0% 

Explanatory 

Writing 

82% Peer Reviews 45% AP Writing 

Prompts 

18% Finance Reports 0% 

Compare/Contrast 73% Research 

Papers 

45% DBQs 18% Game Design 

Writing 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

73% Self 

Evaluations 

45% FRQs 18% Grant Writing 0% 

Journal Writing 73% What if? 

Writing 

45% Justification 

Writing 

18% Lab Reports   0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

64% Article/Source 

Analysis 

36% Summation 

Writing 

18% Long Lab 

Reports 

0% 

Literary Analysis 64% Group 

Writing 

36% Common App 

Essays 

9% Memos 0% 

Notes 64% Listing 36% Diagrams 9% Newsletters 0% 

Short Answers 64% Opinion  36% Family History 

Writing 

9% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Timed Essays 64% Reports 36% History Writing 9% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Article Responses 55% Speech 

Writing 

36% Presentation 

Proposals 

9% Rule Writing 0% 

Definition 

Writing 

55% Biography 

Writing 

27% Prof. Email 

Writing 

9% Script Writing 0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

55% Concept Maps 27% Project Proposals 9% Translation 

Writing 

0% 

Poetry Writing 55% Current 

Events 

Writing 

27% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

9% 

Citation Writing 46% Guided Notes 27% Budget Reports 9% 

Expository 

Writing 

46% Literature 

Reviews 

27% Business 

Summaries 

0% 
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Career and Technical Education Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Article/Source 

Analysis 

75% Group 

Writing 

 

20% Explanatory 

Writing 

 

0% Outlines 

 

0% 

Career Journal 

Writing 

 

50% Journal 

Writing 

 

20% Expository 

Writing 

 

0% Poetry Writing 

 

0% 

Lab Reports 50% Peer Reviews 

 

20% FRQs 

 

0% Prof. Email 

Writing 

0% 

Notes 50% Performance 

Analysis 

20% Family History 

Writing 

0% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Observations 

 

50% Presentation 

Proposals 

20% Game Design 

Writing 

0% Research Papers 

 

0% 

Short Answers 

 

50% Project 

Proposals 

20% Grant Writing 

 

0% Memos 

 

0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

20% Reports 

 

20% Guided Notes 

 

0% Rule Writing 

 

0% 

Business 

Summaries 

20% Self 

Evaluations 

20% History Writing 

 

0% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Citation Writing 

 

20% Speech 

Writing 

20% Justification 

Writing 

0% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

0% 

Compare/Contrast 

 

20% AP Writing 

Prompts 

0% Letters 

 

0% Summation 

Writing 

0% 

Concept Maps 

 

20% Biography 

Writing 

0% Listing 

 

0% Timed Essays 

 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

20% Budget 

Reports 

0% Literary Analysis 0% Translation 

Writing 

0% 

Current Events 

Writing 

20% Common App 

Essays 

0% Literature 

Reviews 

0% What if? Writing 

 

0% 

Diagrams 

 

20% Creative 

Writing 

0% Long Lab Reports 

 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

20% Data 

Recording 

0% Memoirs 

 

0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

20% DBQs 

 

0% Newsletters 

 

0% 
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Science Department Q12 Frequencies 
 

Lab Reports   

 

80% FRQs 

 

30% Literature 

Reviews 

10% Literary 

Analysis 

0% 

Article Responses 

 

70% AP Writing 

Prompts 

20% Peer Reviews 

 

10% Memoirs 

 

0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

70% Current 

Events 

Writing 

20% Prof. Email 

Writing 

 

10% Memos 

 

0% 

Compare/Contrast 

 

60% Definition 

Writing 

20% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

10% Newsletters 

 

0% 

Notes 

 

60% Explanatory 

Writing 

20% Summation 

Writing 

10% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Short Answers 

 

60% Group 

Writing 

20% Timed Essays 

 

10% Poetry Writing 

 

0% 

Article/Source 

Analysis 

50% Listing 

 

20% Biography 

Writing 

0% Presentation 

Proposals 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

50% Opinion 

Writing 

20% Budget Reports 

 

0% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

50% Outlines 

 

20% Business 

Summaries 

0% Reports 

 

0% 

Observations 50% Project 

Proposals 

20% Common App 

Essays 

0% Rule Writing 

 

0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

40% Self 

Evaluations 

20% Expository 

Writing 

0% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Guided Notes 

 

40% Career 

Journal 

Writing 

10% Finance Reports 

 

0% Speech Writing 

 

0% 

Long Lab Reports 

 

40% Concept 

Maps 

10% Family History 

Writing 

0% Translation 

Writing 

0% 

Research Papers 40% Creative 

Writing 

10% Game Design 

Writing 

0% What if? Writing 0% 

Citation Writing 30% DBQs 10% Grant Writing 0% 

Data Recording 

 

30% Journal 

Writing 

10% History Writing 0% 

Diagrams 30% Justification 

Writing 

10% Letters 

 

0% 
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         Math Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Bell-Work 

Writing 

71% Justification 

Writing 

14% Essay Question 

Writing 

0% Peer Reviews 

 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

71% Observations 

 

14% Expository 

Writing 

0% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Explanatory 

Writing 

71% Research 

Papers 

14% Family History 

Writing 

0% Poetry Writing 

 

0% 

Notes 

 

71% Rule Writing 

 

14% Finance Reports 

 

0% Presentation 

Proposals 

0% 

Compare/Contrast 

 

43% Self 

Evaluations 

14% Game Design 

Writing 

0% Prof. Email 

Writing 

0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

43% What if? 

Writing 
14% Grant Writing 

 

0% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Short Answers 

 

43% AP Writing 

Prompts 

0% History Writing 

 

0% Project 

Proposals 

0% 

Concept Maps 

 

29% Biography 

Writing 

0% Lab Reports   

 

0% Reports 

 

0% 

Definition 

Writing 

29% Budget 

Reports 

0% Letters 

 

0% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Guided Notes 

 

29% Business 

Summaries 

0% Literary Analysis 

 

0% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

0% 

Journal Writing 

 

29% Career 

Journal 

Writing 

0% Literature 

Reviews 

 

0% Speech Writing 

 

0% 

Listing 

 

29% Citation 

Writing 

0% Long Lab Reports 

 

0% Summation 

Writing 

0% 

Article Responses 

 

28% Common App 

Essays 

0% Memoirs 

 

0% Timed Essays 

 

0% 

Article/Source 

Analysis 

 

14% Current 

Events 

Writing 

0% Memos 

 

0% Translation 

Writing 

 

0% 

Creative Writing 

 

14% Data 

Recording 

0% Newsletters 

 

0% 

FRQs 

 

14% DBQs 

 

0% Opinion Writing 

 

0% 

Group Writing 

 

14% Diagrams 

 

0% Outlines 

 

0% 
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Social Studies Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Compare/Contrast 

 

82% Current 

Events 

Writing 

27% Literary Analysis 

 

9% Memoirs 

 

0% 

FRQs 

 

73% Letters 

 

27% Literature 

Reviews 

9% Newsletters 

 

0% 

Article Responses 

 

72% Opinion 

Writing 

27% Memos 

 

9% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Article/Source 

Analysis 

72% Outlines 

 

27% Observations 

 

9% Poetry Writing 

 

0% 

AP Writing 

Prompts 

64% Peer Reviews 

 

27% Presentation 

Proposals 

9% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

64% Concept 

Maps 

18% Prof. Email 

Writing 

9% Project 

Proposals 

0% 

DBQs 

 

64% History 

Writing 

18% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

9% Reports 

 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

64% Listing 

 

18% Biography 

Writing 

9% Rule Writing 

 

0% 

Short Answers 

 

64% Business 

Summaries 

9% Budget Reports 

 

9% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

46% Common App 

Essays 

9% Career Journal 

Writing 

0% Self Evaluations 

 

0% 

Notes 

 

46% Diagrams 

 

9% Creative Writing 

 

0% Speech Writing 

 

0% 

Research Papers 

 

46% Explanatory 

Writing 

 

9% Data Recording 

 

0% Summation 

Writing 

 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

36% Expository 

Writing 

9% Family History 

Writing 

 

0% Translation 

Writing 

 

0% 

Definition 

Writing 

36% Finance 

Reports 

9% Game Design 

Writing 

0% What if? Writing 
 

0% 

Guided Notes 

 

36% Group 

Writing 

9% Grant Writing 

 

0% 

Timed Essays 

 

36% Journal 

Writing 

9% Justification 

Writing 

0% 

Citation Writing 

 

27% Lab Reports   

 

9% Long Lab Reports 

 

0% 
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Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Article Responses 80% Journal 

Writing 

20% FRQs 0% Performance 

Analysis 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

80% Listing 20% Finance Reports 0% Poetry Writing 0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

60% Notes 20% Family History 

Writing 

0% Presentation 

Proposals 

0% 

Article/Source 

Analysis 

40% Reports 20% Game Design 

Writing 

0% Prof. Email 

Writing 

0% 

Current Events 

Writing 

40% Short 

Answers 

20% Grant Writing 0% Program Writing 0% 

Definition 

Writing 

40% AP Writing 

Prompts 

0% Group Writing 0% Project 

Proposals 

0% 

Observations 40% Biography 

Writing 

0% Justification 

Writing 

0% Rule Writing 0% 

Opinion Writing 40% Budget 

Reports 

0% Lab Reports   0% Script Writing 0% 

Research Papers 40% Business 

Summaries 

0% Letters 0% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

0% 

Self Evaluations 40% Citation 

Writing 

0% Literary Analysis 0% Speech Writing 0% 

Career Journal 

Writing 

20% Common App 

Essays 

0% Literature 

Reviews 

0% Summation 

Writing 

0% 

Compare/Contrast 20% Concept 

Maps 

0% Long Lab Reports 0% Timed Essays 0% 

Constructed 

Response 

20% Creative 

Writing 

0% Memoirs 0% Translation 

Writing 

0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

20% Data 

Recording 

0% Memos 0% What if? Writing 0% 

Explanatory 

Writing 

20% DBQs 0% Newsletters 0% 

Guided Notes 20% Diagrams 0% Outlines 0% 

History Writing 20% Expository 

Writing 

0% Peer Reviews 0% 
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Fine Arts Department Q12 Frequencies 

 
Compare/Contrast 

 

80% History 

Writing 

40% Reports 20% Long Lab 

Reports 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

80% Journal 

Writing 

40% Short Answers 20% Memoirs 

 

0% 

Article Responses 

 

60% Justification 

Writing 

40% AP Writing 

Prompts 

0% Newsletters 

 

0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

60% Listing 

 

40% Budget Reports 

 

0% Poetry Writing 

 

0% 

Biography 

Writing 

 

60% Opinion 

Writing 

 

40% Business 

Summaries 

 

0% Prof. Email 

Writing 

 

0% 

Creative Writing 

 

60% Performance 

Analysis 

40% Common App 

Essays 

0% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Definition 

Writing 

60% Research 

Papers 

40% Data Recording 

 

0% Rule Writing 

 

0% 

Explanatory 

Writing 

 

60% Article/Source 

Analysis 

 

20% DBQs 

 

0% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Letters 60% Career 

Journal 

Writing 

20% Diagrams 0% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

0% 

Notes 

 

60% Concept Maps 20% Expository 

Writing 

0% Speech Writing 0% 

Observations 60% Current 

Events 

Writing 

20% FRQs 0% Summation 

Writing 

0% 

Peer Reviews 

 

60% Group 

Writing 

20% Finance Reports 

 

0% Timed Essays 

 

0% 

Project Proposals 60% Literary 

Analysis 

20% Family History 

Writing 

0% Translation 

Writing 

0% 

Self Evaluations 60% Literature 

Reviews 

20% Game Design 

Writing 

0% What if? Writing 0% 

Citation Writing 40% Memos 20% Grant Writing 0% 

Constructed 

Response 

40% Outlines 20% Guided Notes 0% 

Exit Ticket 

Writing 

40% Presentation 

Proposals 

20% Lab Reports   0% 
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Foreign Language Department Q12 Frequencies 
 

Compare/Contrast 

 

100% Journal 

Writing 

50% Literary Analysis 

 

17% History Writing 

 

0% 

Essay Question 

Writing 

100% Letters 

 

50% Memoirs 

 

17% Justification 

Writing 

0% 

AP Writing 

Prompts 

83% Opinion 

Writing 

50% Memos 

 

17% Lab Reports   

 

0% 

Article Responses 

 

67% Self 

Evaluations 

50% Observations 

 

17% Literature 

Reviews 

0% 

Creative Writing 

 

67% Timed Essays 

 

50% Performance 

Analysis 

17% Long Lab 

Reports 

 

0% 

Group Writing 

 

67% Current 

Events 

Writing 

33% Reports 

 

17% Newsletters 

 

0% 

Notes 

 

67% Data 

Recording 

33% Research Papers 

 

17% Outlines 

 

0% 

Short Answers 

 

67% Family 

History 

Writing 

33% Summation 

Writing 

 

17% Presentation 

Proposals 

 

0% 

Translation 

Writing 

67% FRQs 

 

33% Budget Reports 

 

0% Program Writing 

 

0% 

Article/Source 

Analysis 

50% Listing 

 

33% Business 

Summaries 

0% Project 

Proposals 

0% 

Bell-Work 

Writing 

50% Peer Reviews 

 

33% Career Journal 

Writing 

0% Rule Writing 

 

0% 

Biography 

Writing 

 

50% Poetry 

Writing 

 

33% Citation Writing 

 

0% Script Writing 

 

0% 

Constructed 

Response 

50% Prof. Email 

Writing 

33% Common App 

Essays 

0% Senior Thesis 

Writing 

0% 

Definition 

Writing 

50% What if? 

Writing 
33% Expository 

Writing 

0% Speech Writing 

 

0% 

DBQs 50% Concept 

Maps 

17% Finance Reports 

 

0% 

Explanatory 

Writing 

50% Diagrams 

 

17% Game Design 

Writing 

0% 

Guided Notes 

 

50% Exit Ticket 

Writing 

17% Grant Writing 

 

0% 
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Internal Review Board Approval 

 

 


